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more than ever«.
become a member of SESLOC.
Cal Poly’s on-campus credit union.”

h

SESLOC Federal Credit Union is a not-for-profit, m em ber owned
financial institution, serving San Luis Obispo County since 1 9 4 2 .

T

Convenient ATM
withdraw in $5 increments

On Campus Branch
in the UU across from El Corral Bookstore

Student Friendly
products and service

¿y"

^1.00 Overdraft Protection

I

f

from savings
/
HMvCMdOr«*

F R E E

SESLGC

Guide to Your
Good Credit
A vailable now a t an y
SESLOC B ranch

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Where You Belong
♦'iw

543-1816
This credit union is federally insured by the
Nslisnal Credit Uniort ^*)mnistr»tion

~

227-1030

WWW. sesloc. org
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SAVINGS UP TO 65% EVERY DAY ... .
Polo R a lp h L auren F a c to ry S to re • IZ O D • P a c S u n • N ik e F a c to ry S to re
Z u m ie z • C a lv in K lein • N in e W est O u tle t • T o m m y H ilfig e r
A é r o p o s t a l e • N o F e a r • D C S h o e s ... a n d m a n y m o r e .

Text C0LLEGE16 to 8 9 0 7 4 to join the Prim e O utlets m obile com m unity
and receive 15% off at Tommy H ilfig er,
Standard text rates apply; Exclusions may apply, see store for details.

Present this ad at Guest Services located in the California Welcome Center or at the
Polo Raiph Lauren Factory Store to receive a FREE VIP Coupon Book worth hundreds of dollars in savings!

P R O IVlE
O U T L E T S
PISMO BEACH
40 stores • Exit Five Cities Drive off Highway 101
primeoutlets.com/pismobeach
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Boiipnde^s Mimosa Blrunch
$2 off bottomless mimosas with student ID

Available friday - Sunday with brunch purchase
Bored with faC G b o o k ?

- through September -

w w w .m u s ta n g d a ily .n e t
Cal Poly's original news feed
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Live Music
B re a k fa s t served t i l 2p tn !

Live music 6 nights a week -t- Sat & Sun Brunch
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AUTHENTIC CAJUN/CREOLE CUISINE
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Historic BanCjiiet and event space available
FR EE S H U T T L E !

M SS'
red beans, poached eggs,
hollandaise & grits
Free w ith S people o r
m ore in San Luis O b is p o

COCNTJhtS

L v m M m i> c W è d &

T ffm *

Don’t forget to tip the driver

L a t s c ^ F R iB E

LOCATED AT 1000 OLIVE STREET SLO

544-2100
DINE-IN

• TAKE OUT •

DELIVERY

7 4 0 W . F o o t h ill B lv d

805-548-8500

www.clubhousereport.com
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fUORRAt BOOKS!
*-T WEEKOf f'LASS STCf
Sofurdoy & Sundoy, Sepf. 19 & 20 • li
'<‘»’%Sepf.2I» 7;45omuesdoy & Wednesdoy, Sepl. 22 & 23 •
rjursdoy, Sepi. 24 • 7;45afn
^idoy, S$pt, 25 • 7;45om •
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Seorch for "Friends o f El Corral Bookstore"

Dictionaries

¡í^,;
'excludes textbooks &
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t-O'^ educational prices
Adobe and Micrasoh titles.
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Adobe

ÍT-;.-

Adobe CS4 Design Standard $ 2 2 9 .0 0 *
Adobe C $4 Design Premium $ 3 2 9 .0 0 *

Mk^rosoft'
Microsoft Office 2 0 0 7 Enterprise $ 7 9 .0 0 *
Microsoft Office 2 0 0 6 M ac $ 7 9 .0 0 *

•■ ;»-'fef. ■

'Licensing avoilat^ only with o valid Col Poly issued ID.
Prices subject k>change without notice.
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G a m in g
H fia d q u a r te r -

W e carry an extensive line
o f Xbox 3 6 0, W ii, DS & PS3
titles & peripherals!

<[ HOURS

0:00am- 6:00pm
’ 6:00pm
' 7:45am- 8:00pm
r 6:00pm
4:30pm

W

* \

95% Oi NEW STUDENTS RESERVE
THEIR TEXTBOOKS WiTH US!
•

•

SAVE 10% when you reserve your textbooks.
GET the books when you need them. Reserve your texts on-line.
• C O N VEN IEN T returns & INSTANT refunds.
• LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$).
• GUARANTEED highest buyback prices.
• PROFITS stay on campus which benefits the University,
., .
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www.moondoggiesbeachclub.com
Or Our Pismo Location At
781 D O lliV E R g r .

pISMOBEACH.€A93449

BUT AMY XCEl iH F W r n UB ORYIOCK W E TS U IT
AMO RECEIVE A
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FREE PAIR OF BOOTIES!

Offer excludes the drylock bootie and is good till Nov. 1st, 2009
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K eep up uour
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MUSTANG MARCHING BAND
www.band.calpoly.edy

Pre<B«nd Camp: Mon 9 / 1 p.m. Rm 216
Band Camp: Fri-Sun (9/18-20) Rm 216
1st moating: Tuns 9/22@3:10 p.m. Rm 216
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Ther'e^s a place
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SYMPHONY
wwyy,symphony.calpoly,edu
Auditions : Sun 9/20 1-S p.m. Rm 126
Hon 9/21 1:}0-3:30 p.m. Rm 126
Tuos 9/22 t-3 p.m. and 4:30-6:30 Rm 216
Wads 9/23 1:30-3:30 p.m. Rm 126
1st moating: Thors 9/24@4:40 p.m. Rm 216

CHOIRS
w w E U lifiii:». » lp o lr .« d ii
Auditions^ lor now studonts:
Non 9/21 10 a m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. Rm 218
Polyfho nks 1st mooting; Tons 9 /2 2 < p i1 :1 0 a.m . Rm 211
UnivorsHy Slngors 1st m oating; Tnos 9 /2 2 1 ^ 4 :1 0 pm Rm 218

A lU rM U S IC ENSEMBU
1st m oating: Wads 9 / | i | p i i 1 0 p.m . Rm 218

JAZZBANDS
w w w J m b tiM liic a h K r f ly ^ ^ d M
Audition bchodoU on Vob pogo
t i t mooting • UIB1: Tons 9 / 2 2 9 1 1 ;1 0 a m, Rm 116
1st mooting • UIB2: Wads t / Z l t f l i l O p m, Rm 219

S ig n u p f o r y o u r in ta r v io u f / a u d it i o n d u r in g WOW o r t h o f i r i t w o o k
o f c l a m t In t l i t D a v id to n N u tic C o n to r ( b ld g 4 S )
• P l o o M v l i l t t h o f n t o n i b l o W o b p a g a o f o r N io ra i n f o r m a t i o n

ID ORCHESTRA
WIND ENSENBU
EiltlBdStiCSfc^Mi^iyLT.-r—r - - ^ ....
i * s<hod«lo/slgn-iips m M
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.Live Performance
of
Sherman Alexie’s

‘^WheA are you the m os^
exi

FLIGHT
Performed byRobert Spaulding

A Verbatim Presentation of the Best Selling Novel
Brought to Life by a Professional Actor

September 23rd • 7:00 pm
A le x & Faye Spanos T h e a te r • C a i Poly

•'t'mexerted ter the new Rec ^
Center and how tt!s goif^
lb bo<»t our popularity. I'm rja
disappointed that there are
10 percent fee increases»^,
arwl that they we Ofttiog
lecturers. They are burning
the candle at both ends '

excited aiwut
Poly
be»T!g a cheap deal for the ^
quali^ of education, birt itV
harder to get classes and
go to office hours because
they’re so swan^ped.*
•Chad Carpenter, mechan/-

ca/ ^p^neeringjunmr, _
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Free Public Event
No Tickets Required

-Tytér Swi^son, fomstry
fiophomom
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for more information visit: vi/vw.preface.calpoly.edu

P r e f na 0c e^

Co-sponsored by:
El Corral Bookstore • S L O City County Library
Cal Poly Student Affairs Provocative Perspectives • Cal Poly Arts
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“I'm kinda pj-sseo they’re
remodeling the plawe in from
. of the booIvstDre, it's incon
venieiTt to vvatk around*
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“rm excited about the cool
er weather. Tin least excited
about graduating soon:'
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-Ben PaikweTeetftoal &i0 neeringsenior
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“I’m beast excited about the
UU Plaza and not driwig
around SoUh Perimeter. I’m
most excited that rt'is my
last year and for Cal Poly
iacrosse."
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-Annie Hassid, neemaffon,
parks ana tourism adminisetratíon senior
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CALL US TODAY!

l*Kl t.NANi'V s u p p o u r ( 1 NTl'K
.50 M ' :i() l<i);fvl, Suite 10()
Atascadi-ro

-Chad Carpenter, i
engineering junior
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Tm looking forward to the
new UU. I*mworried about
rx^ beir^ aUe to double
concentrate in firtence and
accountir^.'
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There’s no place like home:
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gray areas exist fo r students who have left the nest

Kate M cIntyre
m u s ia n c ;

S e r ie s
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Cal Poly graphic communication
and business senior Chaz Damn ar
rives home to find a note taped to
her front door, informing her that
the house she is renting with her
three roommates will be auctioned
off in two weeks. She calls her
landlord, who has disconnected his
phone to avoid telling Damn that
the house has been in foreclosure
for several months. In the middle
of February she moves into a new
apartment and continues to fight to
get back her $1200 security deposit.
But she’s learned something.
“You cannot put a price on a
good landlord,” she said.
There are 19,471 full- and parttime undergraduate and graduate
students attending Cal Poly, accord
ing to CSUMentor.com, a Web site
that helps students plan for college in
the state university system.
Beginning in fall, 6,3(M) students
will be living on campus, which
means there are over 13,(MM) liv
ing elsewhere in San Luis Obispo
Comity.
No matter where they’re living,
students should know how to pre
pare for and handle potential issues.
The best way to avoid a problem
is to begin communicating early,
Amy Stapp of Oeative Mediation
said.
“CAnnmunication is really the
key,” she said. “The more clear peo
ple are about expectations and what
they’re committing to, the likelier it
is that they’ll have a better working
relationship.”
Oeative Mediation offers SLO
Solutions, a free service that trains
people to handle conflict n*solution and mediates conflicts between
mommates, landlords and tenants,
neighlxirs and family members.
Between July 2(H)8 and June
2(K)9 they assisted 625 people, 2(H)
of whom were C'al Poly students.
Fifty-six percent of the cases SLO
Solutions handled were between
landlords and tenants and included
arguments about security deposits,
unpaid rent, property conditions,
sound, pets, lease logistics and sub
leasing.

SLO Swi

Here are some common issues,
how to avoid them and how to deal
if they do come up.

Get along with your room
mate
Roommates should come up
with an agreement, deciding wheth
er they’ll share groceries and how
they’ll handle the rent and bills and
so on. Creative Mediation Ambassa
dor Steffanie Medina said.
“With roommates, be clear and
anticipate things that could come
up,” she said.
Cal Poly electrical engineer
ing junior Michael Cocchi said he
started having problems with his
roommate the first day of his fresh
man year.
“There were too many things
to remember but a big one is that
he kept spraying Glade on my side
of the room,” he said. “The smell
makes me very sick.”
He added that his resident advi
sor (KA) and Coordinator of Stu
dent Development (CSD) weren’t
helpful so he was stuck living there
for the rest of the year.
There are 13 CSDs this year.
Each has a master’s degree in student
affairs, counseling or higher educa
tion.Their job is to oversee the 109
advisors. C'ommuniry Advisors live
in apartments in Poly C'anyon and
Cerro Vista. Resident Advisors live
in the dorms.
Carole Shafler, C'al Poly director
of residential life and education, said
that after the first two weeks of fall
quarter, students can switch room
mates by talking to their C'SD.
“We have a pretty liberal room
mate-switching policy,” she said.
Most residents choose to remain
with their roommate, she added. But
if they arc" unhappy, residents should
talk to their CSI).
“We run a very high percentage
of nximmate matches that work,”
she said.
Both CSDs and advisors handle
violations of the housing license
each resident signs before moving
in. This directly corresponds to the
next issue: how to remain in on-

campus housing.

Don’t get kicked out of
the dorms
Cal Poly business senior Jordan
Yerkes was an RA in Fremont Hall
from 2007-2008. He said that both

residents and advisors have an ex
pansive list of rules they have to fol
low.
Be kind to your RA, and you'll
be better off, he said.
“Not having a few write-ups
during the quarter is suspicious, so
be sure to thank vour RA next time

see Rent, page 15
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you're stumbling though the
halls during 2 a.m. rounds,” he
said.
Residents can still party, he
said, but if they’re smart they’ll
do it away from the dorms.

free

’

L a rg o s t s e le c tio n o f D, DD, E, F
a n d O c u p s o n th e C e n tr a l C o ast!

^

795 H ICV ERA (NEXT TO FANNY W RAPPERS)
M ONDAY . SATURDAY 10;00-6:00 aitd'SUNDAYS ll;0 0 .5 :
8 0 5 .7 8 1 .9C04
Vi
' - .V.Aj ■

L o o k f o r o u r B lo w o u t S a le
O c t. 1 s t, 2 n d , & 3 rd
$ 5 .0 0 B i n s , $ 1 0 .0 0 B in s , & M o r e !
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Townhouse
Apartment Living
For Students

m

Great Amenities...
Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units
Each Bedroom is individually leased
Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool
Computer Lab with F R E E Internet Access
Recreation Center/Billiards/PIng Pong
T V Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VC R
9^

Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
On S L O City Bus Route

‘j?"':

Convenient Leasing Options
Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
GPA Discount of 5 % -1 0% for Superior Grades
Full-time Maintenance Department
24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance
We Accept Visa or Mastercard

Newly renovated Rec Center

Apply Now and Recieve
't-

o ff

1ST MONTHS RENT
WITH THIS COUPON

t coupon per applicjint

Musi be new applicant

Cannot be combined with other offers

^ wv-

On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm

555 Ramona Drive. San Luis Obispo CA 93405
tel 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477
wvrw.valenciaapartments.com
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Rent
continued from page 13

Your KA might even join you, he
added.
“I drank with residents both on
and off campus. Kumors suggest

report it better for you, but having
the UIM) called on you is a serious
offense,” he said.
RA, CA or CSl) files an inci
dent report, the CSl) meets with the
resident(s) involved, said Shaffer.The
student then has an opportunity to
explain the situation, but any issues

Most residents open the door
for the RAs; it’s the smart
choice because if you are kind
to an R A they will report it
better for you, but having the
UPD called on you is a seri
ous offense.

: N ews :
ready had the money from the se
curity deposits. He just refused to
give them back for so called ‘clean
ing fees.’ $3,(M)0 worth, yeah right,”
he said.
A landlord can charge a security
deposit in case tenants default on
a rent payment, damage the prop
erty beyond normal wear and tear
or don’t leave it in the same state
of cleanliness as when they moved
in, according to California C'ivil
Code Section 1950.5. Security de
posits cannot exceed two months’

PIZZERIA

—Jordan Yerkes
FornuT RA, Froiiont Hall

Others did as well, although the ones
you don't hear about are the ones
who kept their jobs.”

Advisors aren’t allowed to use the
master key to get into a resident’s
room unless it’s an emergency situ
ation, said Shaffer.
“We .isk the students to be coop
erative,” she said. “We don't enter a
room unless there's a serious health
or safety concern."
If a suspect resident is ever un
willing to open the door then the
University Police Department is
called,Yerkes added.
“Most residents open the door for
RA's, it's the smart choice because
if vou are kind to an RA they will

involving illegal substances will be
checked by the university police.
“We will follow up.We are a state
university, and the state law is 21,”
she said.

rent for an unfurnished property or
three months' rent if the property is
furnished and must generally be re
turned within 21 days.
If It has been 21 days, tenants
can write a letter to the landlord
demanding the deposit and/or sue,
according to the California organi
zation Tenants Together Web site.
To avoid having to harass their
landlord or spend time arguing in
court, tenants should take a few pre
cautions when they move in, accord
ing to the California Department of

y

GIN I'
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C'onsumer Affairs (DC'A).
The DCA guide to tenants’ and
landlords’ rights and responsibilities
recommends completing a checklist
regarding the condition of the rental
when tenants first move in. Both the
tenants and landlord should sign and
date it, and each party should keep
a copy.
Tenants can also take photos and
keep those with the checklist. If one
isn’t provided by the landlord, ten
ants can download one online via
the DC:A Web site.

COME VISIT US
A T T H E M A R IG O LD
SHOPPING CENTER AND GET

15% OFF

ANY
MEAL!
MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID
OFFER GOOD THROUGH END OF OCTOBER

Get your security deposit
back
C'al Poly materials engineering
senior Zenon C!arU)s said he is get
ting ready to take his landlord to
court. At first his landlord tried to
improve the house by keeping the
$3,000 security deposit and now the
deposit is two months overdue, he
said.
“ It's not that 1 paid him; he al

3 8 1 0 BROAD ST. SUITE 3 • SLO, CA 93401 • 8 0 5 .7 8 4 .9 9 9 9
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Making the fairness grade:
Academic resources keep students and faculty in check
Daniel Triassi
Ml SI A M . PAIIY

"It you haven’t had Professor N.,
you haven't experienced true hell,”
said Ashley, an animal science se
nior who wishes her last naiiie st,iy
anonvinous. "This guy is a real dick.
Not only is he an egomaniac, hut he
is hliiul to students concerns with ex
tremely unrealistic expectations.”
riiroughout most ot the history ot
higher education, colleges neglected
to care what student thought ot their
teachers' pertbrmance. The Puritan
ministers who instructed students in
the onset ot America’s first colleges
never .isked, or cared, it'they were “approach.ible enough.”
Times h.ive changed. With student
evaluations, both in class and on the
Internet via Web sites such .is Polyratiiigs.com, students now have the abil
ity to directly grade their pmt'essors.
lint how much customer satisfaction
should students receive in their edu
cation?
C'al Poly IS continuously commit
ted to upholding a community de
signed to promote educatioii,il goals,
according to the Office of Student
Rights and Responsibilities Web site.
It is the instructor’s responsibil
ity to teach a classmom conducive to
learning for all students, said Adrienne
Miller, coordinator of the Office of'
Student Rights and Responsibilities.
This includes enforcing students’
academic rights, most involving grades,
plagiarism and ultimately meeting the
requirenients to graduate on rime.

Grades
Ashley is usually a straight A stu
dent. As a senior, throughout her aca
demic career she has been satisfied
with her professors. However, she still
clearly remembers her worst academic
experience freshmen year of college
— ill which she received a C.
"My teacher curved grades. This
sounds great, but he did not curve
each individual test, rather the entire

class, so I had absolutely no idea what
I was getting in the cLiss until the very
end,” she said.
In her class, the averages on tests
ranged from .Sb to hi) percent. She av
eraged somewhere in the middle on
most of her three tests.
"I wasn’t upset because I got a C',”
she said. "Hut because for me as stu
dent, 1 didn’t miss one lecture, took
careful notes, and r- ad all of the mate
rial for tests.To put in the time and the
efrbrt and still end up uns.itisfied was
the worst.”

then the dean’s office and ultim.itely
the fairness Hoard. The Provost/Vice
President for Academic Affairs has the
last say, informing the Fairnc*ss Hoard
on what action, if any. h.is been taken.
The fairness Hoard was estab
lished to hear grievance's of students
who believe their academic rights
have been denied or violated, accord
ing to the Policies on the Rights ,ind
Responsibilities of Individuals.
The boaril is comprised of one
tenured or tenure-track faculty mem
ber from each college, and one ten

You can actually
plagiarize yourself
if you turn in the
same w ork for two
classes.
—Adrian Miller
C 'oonlinator, ( >t}icf o f Student R ights and Responsibilities

For a general education class, the
structure of the tests was also aggravat
ing to her.
“The tests were completely mul
tiple choice, 50 quesrioas on each.
Most of the questions had 5 or 6 an
swers and the choices ranged from “all
of these,’’ “none of these’’ or just to
throw you off “two of these” so you
really needed to know every single
detail about everything that was cov
ered.”
With problems similar to Ashley’s,
issues with grades should first be re
solved with your direct professor.
If a dispute escalates, it is brought to
the attention of the department chair.

ured or tenure-track member from
Student Affairs, all appointed by the
chair of the Academic Senate for twoyear ternvs.Two student members are
also selected by ASl.
The btiard hears appeals based on
the belief that the instructor has made
a mistake, shown bad faith or incom
petence, or been unfair, according to
their Web site.
David Conn,Vice Provost for Aca
demic Programs, leads the Academic
Progrants Office whose mission is to
improve academics.
With the Fairness Board, the pre
sumption is that the faculty member
is correct. The onus of proof is on the

student, Caiiiii said.

In order for a dispute to h.ive merit
when it reaches the fairness Hoard, it
has to be more than hearsay.
It IS up to the student to demon
strate they were treated unfairly with
witnesses and a testament.
Sometimes professors re-examine
their grade book and see it there is an
error they made said 1X*bra ValenciaL.iver, associate dean for the C'ollege
of Liberal Arts.
“Academic disputes don’t often
reach the fairness Hoard,” ValenciaLaver said.“Maybe three or four times
a quarter.”
Many students come into school
with the conviction that they’ve
worked hard and deserve the high
est mark.To most, an A is meeting the
standard requirements, not a C,.
“It’s not necessarily did you get
the grade you deserve,” said ViilenciaLaver.

Academic Dishonesty
It’s as ea.sy as copy, paste and print.
With universal accc*ss to the Inter
net, increased stress and expectations,
student plagiarism and cheating raise
questions of academic irKegrity.
Learning to think and work inde
pendently IS part of the educational
process according to the Policies on
the Rights and Responsibilities of In
dividuals.
As a student, you are responsible
for the work you turn in. However,
plagiarism isn’t a black and white is
sue.
Instead of intentionalct>pying, the
imin problem students lÀve with pla
giarism is that they don’t know how
to correctly cite their sources Miller
said.
“When people copy, cut and paste
nuke sure to copy the URL with the
citation,” she said. “It’s like getting infornution from a book, you would
remember the name of the book, like
you should remember the URL of a
Web site.”
Cal Poly’s polic7 with cheating and

pkigiarism requires students receive an
“f ” course grade and further atten
dance in the course is prohibited.
furthermore, the instructor is ob
ligated to place evidence of the cheat
ing in writing before the Vice Presi
dent of Student Affairs with copies to
the department head of the student’s
in.ijor
The Vice President of Student Af
fairs determines if any disciplinary
action is required in addition to the
failing grade. Examples of additional
disciplinary actions include: required
counseling, special assignments and
loss of membership in student orga
nizations.
There are unique situations that
Miller has dealt with regarding plagia
rism with student’s own work.
“You can actually plagiarize your
self if you turn in the same work for
two classes,” she said.
To combat this, you can ask the
pmfc*ssor if you can use the same re
search, even if the ft>cus is a little different,Valeticia-l.aver advised.

Graduation
Increasingly, students are going
through the graduation ceremony,
only to realize later that they haven’t
in fact graduated.
Wendy Spradlin, academic advisor
fr)r the college of liberal arts, calls this
the “so sorry letter.”
The main problem, she says, is that
students must realize that they have
to do a graduation check at least four
quarters in advance, no exceptions.
“If you arc graduation in fall of
2010, in fall of 2(X)9 you must fill out
your graduation requirement,” Sprad
lin said.
Problems that commonly arise in
volve community college transcripts
and advance placement cksses trans
ferring over.
Often, if students put in their
graduation evaluation request too
late, even by a quarter, the evaluations
see Academics, page 19

Prison on the brink: California facilities are overcrowded
Howard Mintz
SAN JOSh MERCURY NEWS

CHIN O, Calif. — It’s nearing
noon inside the central wing of
the California Institution for Men,
and it’s not hard to find evidence
of how this has become Exhibit A
in California’s prison crisis.
A gymnasium is a sea of bunk
beds. The 213 inmates inside are
quarantined on this day, the result
of worries about a swine flu out
break. In a room like this, there
IS nowhere for a virus to go but
directly to another inmate never
more than a foot or two away. The
basketball hoops and theater stage
are reminders that this decaying

part of the prison was never meant
to house prisoners.
Likewise, a “day room” once
envisioned as a place for inmates to
play cards or watch TV is stacked
with bunk beds, 54 beds for 54
prisoners who have little room
to stand. In one corner, there is a
shower and a toilet. Large fans stir
the fetid air.
“This is self-explanatory,” says
an inmate perched on a top bunk.
“We’re overcrow'ded.”
The state prison here is far
from the only overcrowded, dan
gerous and crumbling prison in
California. But by most accounts,
it is as good a place as any to il
lustrate why three federal judges

last month took the extraordi
nary step o f ordering California to
come up with a plan to shed more
than 40,IKK) inmates from its over
crowded prison system.
Many prison officials and lawabiding citizens have little sym
pathy for the more than 150,000
inmates crammed into the state’s
prisons, saying they already get
some of the best treatment in the
nation. State officials plan to ap
peal the judges’ order to the U.S.
Supreme Court. But the reality for
C?alifornia’s prison system is that
a powerful federal court has con
cluded it is violating the prisoners’
constitutional protection against
. see Prison, page 17
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A former day room is now used to house prisoners at the California
Institution for Men in Chino.
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Prison
continued from page 16

cruel and unusual punishment.
Oeytmd that, the state simply can
no longer aftord its overcrowding
problem, struggling to tmd $1.2
billion to shave from its prison
budget.
I'he situation ensures the spot
light will remain on prisons such
as Cdiino’s, which has operated at
or near 200 percent obits intended
capacity, brimming with nearly
0,000 iimurtes in a facility designed
70 years ago for half that.
Even the stretches of this prison
actually designed to house inmates
appear bleakly overtaxed. Inside
Madrone Hall, two inmates jam
into O-by-l 1-foot cells meant lor a
single bed. A second bed chained to
the wall during the day is dropped
to the rioor at night, Hat and tin
looking to earn the name “cookie
sheet bed."
T he overcrowding also is caus
ing predictable chaos. Indeed, just
four days after that unprecedented
federal court order, it was the CTiino prison that erupted in violence.
And while the Aug. S riot was
linked to race-related tensions, it
underscored how incendiary it can
be to run a prison so overstuffed
with convicted telons.
Jeanne Woodford, former direc
tor of CTilifornia’s prison system
and San Q uentin’s former war
den, says she always put CTiino as
“one or tw o” on her list of shabbi
est prisons. And she considers the
prison a prime example ot why

17
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state leaders need to make major
changes and address the court’s re
cent orders, or risk years of con
tinued problems in the prison sys
tem.
“ 1 really thought I had a pris

: N ews :
on that had physical plant issues,”
Woodford said of her days at San
C.Juentin. “ lUit when I became di
rector and went to CTiino, I was
shocked. How m modern-day cor
rections can anybody think this is

OK? It’s really not.”
T he state prison in CTmio,
known as CdM, is divided m four,
One section is a minimum-secu
rity area, an oddly tranquil corner
of the sprawling prison grounds
worlds away from the elbow-to-

elbow overcrowding elsewhere.
Inmates mill around outside, go to
work in prison jobs and sleep in
dorniitories.
T he other three sections, howsee I’rison, page 18
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Peter Cabrera, left, and John Hanson are locked in holding cells as
they await processing at the California Institution for Men in Chino.
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ever, are a Grand C'entral Station ot
inmates who flood through C'hino
on a regular basis, most of them
shuffled back through the prison
system for violating parole. They
can be anyone from a low-level
drug dealer to a killer, mixed to
gether by the common ingredient
that critics say causes state prisons
to fill up too much and too eas
ily: simply violating parole terms
and winding up back in the state
prison system.
Lt. Mark Hargrove, the spokes
man at Chino, estimates 600 parole
violators stream into the prison
each week, and 400 parole viola
tors are cycled out.The recent fed
eral court order suggested the state
could ease overcrowding in part
by diverting many of these parole
violators out of state prisons.
Sammy Featherstone and Ben
Turner are repeat felons newly
arrived to C'hino. They press up
against their cell in Madrone Hall,
unable to avoid interrupting each
other as they point out the pitfalls
of two men their size — Turner
is big enough to be an NFL line
backer — being housed in a cell
meant for one.
Turner moves a few inches to
the toilet, demonstrating how
close he is to Featherstone s bed if
he needs to go to the bathroom.
“There’s too many people in here,
man,” Featherstone says.
For the C'alifornia prison sys
tem and political leaders, there are
indeed too many people in pris
ons such as C'hiim, and the federal
court order concluded overcrowd
ing has reached its limit. Specifi
cally. the three judges found that
the prisons can't provide adeipiate
medical and mental health care to
inmates, violating their constitu
tional rights.
.At prisons like (Miino’s, medical
and mental health care is a volume
business, with little space to h,uidle the crush of inmates. Just in
side C'hino's central facility, where
inmates first arrive at the prison,
cages line one side of a corridor
with inmates waiting inside for
medical appointments. In the west
section, where the riot occurred,
inmates had to wait outside the
clinic on wooden benches.
The San Jose Mercury News
was not allowed to examine the
medical clinics closely. But as part
of the court case, experts w'ho in
vestigated the prison’s medical care
found the conditions appalling.
“The prison squeezes too many
prisoners and too many providers
into the available treatment area,”
Ronald Shansky, former medical
director for the Illinois prison sys
tem, said in a court papers.
The charred remains of Joshua
Hall, in the west section where the
not occurred, show a prison on

the edge and in transition.
Inmates inside Joshua Hall
torched mattresses, setting the
dorm ablaze. One dorm over is
where the riot started, in Mari
posa Hall. Dried blood remains on
the walls. Windows are shattered,
the metal grids outside of them in
some cases pried from their casings;
200 inmates were hospitalized.
Experts have said that riot,
given the crowding, was all too
predictable. “The housing unit
was a'serious disturbance waiting
to happen,” Doyle Wayne Scott, a
former Texas state prison director,
warned the three federal judges
last year. “If the prisoners wanted
to take over the dorm they could
do so in a second and no one
would know.”
Prison officials have moved
more than 1,()()() inmates from
the west section o f the prison,
transferring many o f them to the
nearby juvenile prison that was
just closed. But it’s a temporary
solution, typifying C'alifornia’s
prison comindrum. Hargrove said
they will have to figure out what
to do with the west section, which
houses 19S inmates in bunk beds
in each dorm.
At some point, the prison likely
will house all those inmates again.
In the meantime, the rest of the
prison remains as overcrowded as
ever. The gym, the day rooms, the
“cookie sheet” beds in the double
cells.
Aref Fakhoury, the interim
warden, concedes that a doubledup inmate population is far from
ideal, but he considers it a mistake
for the system to release prison
ers as a solution to overcrowding.
Inside the central facility, Patrick
O ’Neill, a 21-year veteran prison
officer, agrees. 1le is openly skepti
cal o f concerns the inmates aren’t
getting adequate care.
“They call them patients,”
O ’Neill says. “ Remind yourself.
They earned the right to come
to prison multiple rimes. They are
criminals.”
FTir now, however, prison offi
cials. as well as the state’s political
leaders, have to live with a ditferent view from those federal judges
who consider prisons such as C'hi
no's inhumane. In their court or
der. they observed that one inmate
per week, because o f the abysmal
medical care, had been “dying
needlessly” in ('alifornia prisons.
Woodford, who saw the prob
lems firsthand as one of (iov. Ar
nold Schwarzenegger’s prison
leaders, tends to side with the
judges right now..
“ If we’re to address the medi
cal and psychological problems in
our prisons, we have to get rid of
overcrowding.” she says. “ It seems
it always takes the courts because
people don’t want to appear soft
on crime. But if policy changes
aren’t made, it just means another
place fills up.”
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The facts behind the summer o f change
T im Miller
M u S I A N (i DAILY

Q. What led to the bud
get deficit?
A . 1he economic downturn com
bined with state fiscal issues that
included failed tax increase referen(.liiins created a $364 million deficit
for the t'alifornia State University
(C'SU) system.

crease is to pay for students that can
not afford the increase. Students get
ting C'al ( ¡rants A and b can defer
university fee payments for the fall
term, because the state might delay
the funding of these grants. Students
will apply on a case-by-case basis to
get short-term loans from the indi
vidual C^SU campuses. Fell grants
will still be given to students who
qualify

Ferimeter Koad into a walking pla
za in the fall will be the first to be
delayed. I'here are also no plans for
new academic buildings on campus,
lint work on the Recreation C'.enter
and the University Union Flaza will
continue as planned.
lioth projects use funds that can
not be reallcxated to other projects.
I ’he g )T ii renovation is being paid for
by a student fee increase approved
in a 2008 student referendum, fhe

fee increase will not be added until
construction is completed, which
the Associated Students, Inc. (ASI)
Web site projects to be in 2012. Fhe
referendum approved a $71 million
bond to be taken out in order to pay
for the costs. Fhe funds fiir the UU
remodel are coming from the ASI
union reserve fund that can only be
usetl for facilities, said Carl F.iyne,
chair of the University Union Ad
visory board.

office doesn’t h.ive time to complete
their request, so it’s important to get it
in on time.
Ib stay up-to-date, students can also
track their graduation progress using
your poly profile on the my.calpoly.
edu Web site, Spratllin said.
Above all, cooperation is key to
avoiding disputes in the academic
arena.
“The main thing is people want
students to succeed but that level of re
sponsibility comes with students put
ting forth their best work, something
they were thoughtful about,”ValenciaLaver said.

Q. What steps were taken Q. Why don’t they just let
in more students:
to solve the deficit?
A. I he two major steps that were A. 1he (¡SU system is actually try
taken to solve the system wide defi
cit were a 10 percent furlough for
full time start' and faculty and two
separate fee increases tor students.
The first fee increase was a 10 per
cent hike, while the second was 20
percent, which totals a .^0 percent
increase.

Q. What is a furlough?
A. A furlough is a forced unpaid day
ort. rhe California Faculty Associa
tion (Cl'A) and several other unions
that work for the C'SU system voted
to approve a furlough. It will save
the C'SU system an estimated $27.3
million by cutting 26 workdays. The
furlough made up slightly less than
halfof the deficit.

ing to reduce enrollment by 4(),(H)U
students because for every dollar in
tuition that students pay, the (¡SU
pays two.

Q. Is a fee increase legal?
A. Iwo USU students have sued
(¡SU over the legality of double
billing students. Fhere was a similar
case in 2003 when the University of
(kilifornia raised fees for students af
ter luving already sent a tuition Isill.
Fhe lawyer that successfully repre
sented the students in 200.3 is also
representing the C'.SU students. If
the (]SU students are successful the
over 4.30,00(( students in the C!SU
system would lx* eligilsle for a re
fund.

Q. How are furloughs go Q. What about the Col
lege Based Fees?
ing to work?
A. Furloughs w'ill work dirterently A. F'he Cdiancellor’s office put a
for ditferent people. The library is
planning on certain low traffic days
to furlough the entire building. Pro
fessor furloughs will be handled dif
ferently in each department. Some
departments are taking furloughs
on days that they are not teaching
classes, while some departments are
doing the exact opposite.

hold on the college based fees that
students approved last year. It is un
certain when or if the increase will

Q. V ^at if Tm receive fi
nancial aid?

A The building of a $124 million
addition to tlie Science “Spider”
building and the plan to turn South

A One third of the second fee in

Q. Could the money al
located for campus con
struction this summer be
used to retain classes and
lecturers?
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Baucus unveils
health plan, draws
fire fi*om all sides
D avid L ightm an
M CX UATCHY NEWSPAI’ERS

Senate Finance Connnittee
Chairman Max Oaucus’ $856 bil
lion plan to overhaul the nation’s
health care system— a package that
lacks the public option that Presi
dent Barack Obama favors _ was
greeted Wednesday largely with
skepticism and sometimes disdain,
even among fellow Democrats.
His package, which would cre
ate health care co-ops, raise taxes
on insurers and require companies
to offer coverage to nearly every
one, is the latest, perhaps last-ditch,
effort to find bipartisan agreement
on Obama’s top domestic priority.
Baucus understands the dif
ficulty better than anyone. For
months, the Montana senator and
five other committee members,
three from each party, struggled to
craft bipartisan legislation.They fi
nally gave up, and Baucus went his
own way.
He still worked Wednesday to
woo Republican support, but only
Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine,
seemed hopeful.
“The bill is a work in progress,’’
she said.
More typical was the view of

Sen. Michael Enzi of Wyoming,
the top Senate health commit
tee Republican, who said he was
“deeply disappointed” that the
group of six, of which he was one,
couldn’t agree.
“The proposal released today
still spends too much, and it does
too little to cut health care costs
for those with health insurance,”
he said.
Four other committees— three
m the House of Representatives
and the Senate health panel—
have written health care bills. All
were authored almost entirely by
Democrats, and all back a “public
option,” a government-run plan
that would offer an alternative to
private insurance.
liaucus thinks that such a plan
can’t pass the Senate. Fie stressed
Wednesday that he made compro
mises aimed at winning passage.
The biggest change from
the other bills is the co-op idea,
which veers away from Obama’s
plea to a joint session of Congress
last week that lawmakers seriously
consider a public option.
Instead, Baucus proposed a
system of co-ops that can operate
at the state, regional or national
see Baucus, page 23
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Baucus
continued from page 21

level as nonprofit, ineinber-riin
health plans. He proposed spend
ing $6 billion in federal money to
get them started.
Supporters of co-ops maintain
that negotiating rates with hospi
tals, doctors and other providers
collectively would reduce health
care costs, “withciut putting the
government m charge of health
care,” as Sen. Kent Conrad, DN.D., another one of the group of
si.x, put it. He estimated that Bau
cus’ plan would cover about ‘M
percent of Americans.
Many other Democrats and
their supporters weren’t pleased,
luiwever, and some were down
right angry. AFL-C^IO President
John Sweeney said the liaucus plan
“absolutely fails to meet the most
basic health care needs of work
ing families and it fails to meet the
expectations we have set for our
nation.”
Sen. jay Kockefeller of West
Virginia,
the
second-ranking
D enunrat on the Finance C'cimmittee, branded co-ops “untested
and unsubstantiated, and should
not be considered as a national
model for health insurance.”
Hcause Speaker Nancy Pelosi,
D-(Vilif., issued a tersely worded
statement.
“The House bill clearly does
more to make coverage affordable
for more Americans and provides
more competition to drive insur
ance companies to charge lower
premiums and improve coverage,”
she said, adding that she looked
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forward to “modifications.”
Pelosi made it clear what she
wants: “ 1 believe the public op
tion IS the best way to achieve that
goal,” she said.
Cithers were more circumspect.
At the White House, spokesman
Robert (libbs called the Ban
tus plan “an important building
block,” while Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reiil, l)-Nev., said,
“ Everyone should understand it’s
a beginning, a good beginning.”
The Senate Finance C'onmiittee, which has 13 Democrats and
in Republicans, is expected to
finish writing its bill by the end
of the month. It then would be
combined with the Senate health
committee measure and be con
sidered by the full Senate.
At roughly the same time, the
House is expected to vote on a
consolidated bill melded from
the three committee drafts. Then
conies the hardest part: finding
common ground between the
House and Senate bills and pro
ducing one piece of legislation.
Baucus’ proposal got one im
portant boost Wednesday fnmi the
nonpartisan C-ongressional Bud
get C')ffice and the bipartisan Joint
C’ommittee on Taxation.
Their
preliminary
analysis
found that Baucus’ plan would
mean a net reduction in the defi
cit of $4‘) billion over the next 10
years, as new spending is offset by
a combination of cuts in federal
health programs, notably Medi
care, as well as new' taxes and fees.
liaucus proposes a nondeduct
ible excise tax, starting in 2013,
of 3.S percent on insurance com-

panies and plan administrators
for any health insurance plan that
charges more than SH,0()0 for in
dividuals and S21,000 for fmiilies.
The Joint l axation C'onnmttee es
timates that It would raise about
S214.9 billion over 10 years.
The plan faces two instant hurilles: House Democratic leaders
prefer an income tax surcharge on
wealthy taxpayers, which would
raise an estimated S544 billion
over 10 years, and the House leg
islation has considerably less in
Medicare savings.
In addition. Republicans will
oppose almost any tax increase.
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McC'onnell of Kentucky quickly
set the tone, saying the Baucus bill
would “put massive new' táx bur
dens on families and individuals.”
Independent
analysts
said
Wednesday that despite the con
cerns, Baucus’ proposal has poten
tial.
“What you’re seeing is people
offering substantive changes,” said
Elizabeth C'arpenter, the associate
policy director at the liberal New
America Foundation’s Health Pol
icy Program.
Baucus points to page after
page in his 223-page plan where
most members of Congress agree.
For instance, insurers would have
to issue coverage to nearly every
one, regardless of health status.
There would be “limited variation
in premium rates” for tobacco use,
age and family composition.
Most consumers would have to
buy coverage or face penalties. If
see Baucus, page 25

Renovation of the UU Plaza
Scheduled to be completed in Early
Winter 2010, this project includes a
new configuration including the
stage and viewing areas, redesign
of entire hardscape and landscap
ing. So. Perimeter Road will be
closed on Sept 11, 2009 and converted in the future to a pe
destrian mall. Existing food/banking and bookstore facilities
will be in operation during construction. Project is funded by
ASI using University Union reserves. Omni Design is the
Architect. Maino Contractor is the contractor.
Recreation Center Expansion will
begin construction in Fall 2009. Ex
pected completion is in Fall 2011.
The renovation includes 90,000 sq
ft of the existing facility and con
struction of 85,000 sq ft of new fa
cilities including a 20,000 sq ft exer
cise area, relocation of racquetball courts, a 2-court gym, jog
ging track, leisure pool and more. Additional information avail
able: httD://www.asi.calDolv.edu/rec center protect. This ASI
renovation project is funded through a student referendum
which passed in Feb 2008. Cannon Design Architects is the
architect for this project. Sundt Construction is the construc
tion manager.
The Sim pson Strong-Tie Material
Demonstration Laboratory is a
new facility with approximately
5,000 sq ft of flexible demonstration
Vt 41
space, a 1,950 sq ft mezzanine and
a 3,000 sq ft exterior project assem
bly area. It is a component of the
Construction Innovation Center and will be funded by private
donations. Construction begins Fall 2009 and completion is
expected in Summer 2010. Omni Design is the architect.
Construction manager is not determined yet.
Technology Park is a 25,000 sq ft
two-story facility designed for re
search and development located on
an approximately three acre area on
Mount Bishop Road. This facility will
be used to build on the strong Cal
Poly academic program and will
provide additional “real world” experience for faculty and stu
dents. Construction began in January 2009 and is expected
to be completed in Summer 2010. The Design/Bid/Build team
is Rarig Construction, Inc/Omni Design.
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Transit Stop Relocation
The creation of a pedestrian central
core of campus as shown in the
campus master plan necessitates
the relocation of three transit stops.
Construction began in July 2009
and will be completed in midSeptember 2009. One stop is located on the comer of No.
Perimeter Road and University Drive (near Kennedy Library)
and the other two are on Grand Avenue just before No. Pe
rimeter Road (near Sequoia Hall).
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Major Capital Projects Process
U
The campus has a new process for
major capital projects Including new
buildings. Any person or department
contemplating such a project should
complete a one-page application
form available at the Facilities Planning website. This new approach will facilitate smoother
planning and better project implementation.
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H e a lth C e n te r

CALL 1 .5 5 5 .6 9 5 .3 0 0 6
or visit www.ppsbvslo.org

Building Permits Required for ail
Cam pus Projects
Facilities Services reminds all depart
ments that all construction projects must
go through the campus building permit
process. A building permit is required for
ail departments, offices and student pro
h jects whether or not they are using their
own resources. Application and additional
inform ation: httD://w w w .facilities.calD olv.edu/hom efp.htm
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STIC K Y F IN G E R S

16.99 19.99 22.99

Pepperoni. Ham. Bacon, Onions, Italian Sausage,
Mushrooms. Black Olives. Green Peppers.

D E L U X E H A W A IIA N

14.99 17.99 20.99

Ham, Pineapple, Bacon, Onions. Extra Cheese.

V E G G IE

14.99 17.99 20.99

Mushroom. Onions. Black Olives.
Green Peppers. Tomatoes and Artichoke Hearts.

C H IC K EN C O M B O

14.99 17.99 20.99

Chicken, Garlic, Black Olives, Onions and Tomatoes
with '^ it e Garlic Sauce or Red Sauce.

BUILD YOUR OWN

afj?,

Cheese
9.99
Cheese & 1 Topping
11.49
Cheese & 2 Toppings
12.99
Cheese & 3 Toppings
14.49
Cheese & 4 Toppings
15.99
Double or Extra Toppings i«ei4)1.00

PARTY PACK
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
WITH TWO TOPPINGS

M EA T M E D L E Y

zijg.

12.49
13.99
15.49
16.99
18.49
1.25

1 4 |9
]g||f>as! Beet. Ham, Pepperon, itaban Sausage & Cneese
15.99 ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
17.49
18.99
20.49 MEATBALL
1.50 GARLIC BREAD

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

!

WITH ONE TOPPING

VAUO A COUPON ONUr WE 0£UVW ' PLEASE MENTION
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 11/01/09

FAITE S P IZZA S
543-2457

CHICKEN
COMBO

TWO URGE PIZZAS
with

W n E 'S SPECIAL

6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

$i#l99

Pepperoni Italian Sausage. Ham. LInguica. Onions,
Mushroom. Garlic. Pineapple. Olives, Green Peppers.
S C A U P S _____________

A N T IP A S TO S A U D

STICKY
FINGERS PIZZA
TWO URG E PIZZAS
H
^

V V
"

FATTE’S PIZZAS
5A3-2N57

FATTE S P IZZA S
5A3-2A57

^

^

_
Q Q
# w

TWOLARGE
DELUXEHAWAIIAN
With Ham.

$|Q99

Chicken. Garkc,
Stack Okves.
Ow ns
and Tomatoes
_
,\JD W C'DUPON only we DELIVER' PLEASE MENTION
WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 11/01/09

VAilO W/COUPON ONLY WE O ElM R I PLEASE MENTION
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 11/01/09

VAUO W/COUPON ONLY WE DELIVER» PLEASE MENTON
COUPON WHEN ORDERING. COUPON £XP«ES 11/01/09

FATTE’S PIZZA S
5W3-2W57

FATTE'S PIZZAS
54J - 24 S7

FATTE'S P IZZA S
543-2W57

MC and VISA ACCEPTED

HOURS SUN-'mURS 11am-11pm • FRI. & SAT. 11am-Midnight

P-.neapple.
Onion.
Bacon.
Extra Cheese

■

543-2457
Expire® 11/01/09

LARC

4.99

8.9
j
|
I

2.99

Dressings Ranch or ttaaan (serves 1).

VAtO W/COUPON ONLY WE OEUVER' PLEASE MENTION
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 11,01/09

2 .aige 2-ioppm g
^
P iu a s. 6 Drinks.
9
Garlic Bread.
T
and 1 order ot
Buttalo W ings OR
Med. Antipasto Salad

MEDIUM ^

Lettuce, Tomatoes, Cheese. Mushroom. Onions.
Green Peppers, Black Olives, Ham & Pepperoni
(medium serves 2-3, large serves 5-6).

VAUD W/COUPON ONLY W t O ftM H ' PU ASf MiNPON
COUPON W K N O A C E n M COUPON E » « E 5 1 UOI.1I9

FAMILY
DEAL

18.99 21.99 24.99

IN D IV ID U A L T O S S E D S A LA D

With Pepperoni,
▲
Ham . Bacon, Onions. C
itaiian Sausage.
' ▼
M ushroom s. Black Olives,
and Green Peppers.

ANOA
12 PACK ^
OF SODAS

16.99 19.49 21.99

Pepperoni, Sausage. Ham, LInguica,
Ground Beet, Bacon.

-TAX

VEGGIE
PIZZA
TWO URG E PIZZAS
M ushroom s. Onions. C m
Black Olives,
Green Peppers. Tomatoes,
and Artichoke Hearts

V V

VALC WCCUPON ONLY WE DEOVB" M A S E MENTION ¡
COUPON WHEN OROERW6 COUPON EXPIRES 11/01/09 I

FATTE'S P IZZA S
5A3-2A57

I
|

TWO SMALL
PIZZAS
WITH ONE TOPPING

iÊâ%99

VAUO W/COUPON ONLY WE OEUVER* PLEASE MENTION !
COUPON WHEN OROeUNG COUPON EXPIRES 11/01/09 |

FATTE’S P IZZA S
5W3-2A57

|
I
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Baucus
continued from page 23

someone’s income were 100 to 300
percent of tlie poverty level, he or
she woukl be fined $750 per per
son, up to a maximum of $1,500
per family. Wealthier people would
face penalties of $950 each, up to
$3,800 per family.
Haucus aims to make coverage
easier to obtain and less expensive
by creating health insurance ex
changes via Web portals that would
show consumers all the available
coverage in their ZIO codes.
People wouldn’t have to give
up the insurance they now have,
and plans would be able to con
tinue otTering the coverage they
now provide to those who already
have it.
The health insurance market
would see four categories for ben
efits: bronze, silver, gold and plati
num.
No policies could be issued that
didn’t comply with the require
ments o f at least one category. All
policies would have to provide a
wide variety of basic services, and
no lifetime limits could be set.
All that is hardly new; the White
House and other senators have
been saying for months that they
generally agree on 80 percent of
what must be done. It’s the other
20 percent _ including such crucial
matters as how much a plan would
cost and how it would be paid for
_ that has stalled the process.
It remained unclear Wednes
day whether Baucus had begun to
break the ice. Almost all the key
lawmakers were guarded.
“This is very complicated leg
islation, very comprehensive,” said
Sen. Jetf Bingaman, D-N.M ., a Fi
nance Cksmnnttee member.
Obama tried to provide fresh
momentum for the effort with his
speech last week to a joint session
of Ckiiigress. Sen. E:van Bayh, I )Ind., wouldn’t say that the presi
dent had done that, but he main
tained that “at least the left and
right aren't yelling at each other.
The atmosphere has improved."
Enough to find common ground
on health care?
“\X’e can do better.” Kockefeller
said.

You deserve
a break.
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Jobs may be slow to return
although recession has ended
K e v in G . H a l l
MCC LATC HY NKWSI'AM-.RS

Politicians, pundits and even the
Federal Keserve chairman have de
clared the recession over, but what’s
coming next is likely to prove as
vexing as the deep economic crisis
that Americans hope to leave be
hind.

As the economy begins to grow
again, the nation faces a huge chal
lenge: Cainsumers drive roughly 70
percent of U.S. economic activit\', but job growth is expected to
be quite slow even as the recovery
gains steam. Without a rebounding
job market, consumer spending is
unlikely to return to rcibust levels,
slowing a return to full employ

ment.
Think of it as America’s chickenand-egg dilemma: The economy
needs a bigjunip in consumer spend
ing to spur exceptional growth, but
that won’t happen as long as unem
ployment remains high.
Fed (Tairman Ben Bernanke
acknowledged this dilemma Tues
day when he predicted that growth

next year would be moderate at best.
The economy faces strong “head
winds,” he warned, raising prospects
for a jobless recovery like the ones
that folkiwed the brief recessions in
1990-91 and 2001.
"Unless the economy grows
significantly fister than its longerterm growth rate,” which ectinosee Jobs, page 27
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Healthcare
workers often
shun flu shot
W illiam Mullen

Apartm ents

I U K A (.0 rR IK l.'N F

starting at

1 Bedroom.............................. $ 800.00/mo
2 Bedrooms............................ $ 1075.00/mo

Townhouses

Starting at

2 Bedrooms.

..$ 1445.00/mo

dafren@turn-keymgmt.com

w w w .tufn-keym gm t.com
5 4 1 -0 2 2 1

Every year, top U.S. health of
ficials send out widely publicized
reminders to get vaccinated against
seasonal flu. And every year, more
than 60 percent of the public looks
the other way, deciding against the
shots either out of fear or simple dis
interest»
Even more surprising, nearly 50
percent of the nation s health care
workers also ignore the reminder, of
ten for the same reasons. They think
they don’t need it, doubt its efticacy
or are convinced the vaccine carries
risks of dangerous side effects.
The combination of laxity and
resistance is a big concern this
season as the U.S. faces a doublebarreled blast of seasonal flu and a
renewed outbreak of an even more
widespread MINI swine flu.
H 1N 1 has spread as a worldwide
pandemic since it appeared in the
U.S. last April, and it is picking up
strength here again. The concern is
that with both flits spreading, pa
tients seeking help at hospitals and
clinics could overtax health servic
es and a lot of sick health workers
would compound the problem.
Failure of a significant number of

Homemade

il

health care workers to take either or
both vaccines could pose a danger
to their patients if they contract the
sickness and help spread it, and also
to their own families and friends if
they take it home with them, ex
perts warn.
“The last thing we should be
doing is putting our patients at risk
when it is totally unnecessary,” said
Jorge Earada, director of infection
control at Loyola University Health
System in Maywood. “In a patientcare sort of setting, this is a big, big
safety issue.”
This month, Loyola announced
it was doing something deemed
rather drastic by others in the medi
cal community: The medical center
has told all 7,H25 of its employees _
from doctors to housekeepers _ that
being vaccinated for seasonal flu is
a condition of employment, (iet it
or leave.
In October, when swine flu vac
cine is expected to be ready for mass
distribution, Loyola may also make
it mandatory.
Loyola’s decision to require regu
lar flu vaccinations made it only the
third hospital in the country to do
so, Earada said, though New York
see Flu shot, page 28
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Jobs
continued from page 25

mists peg at about 3 percent annually,
“it will be relatively slow in creating
jobs over and above people coining
into the labor force,” Oernanke said.
“And therefore the unemployment
rate would tend to come down quite
slowly.Thats a risk, a possibility.”
That’s a problem for President Ba
rack Obama, who has promised jobs,
and for Oernanke, whose mission in
cludes steering the economy to full
employment. The unemployment
rate, now 9.7 percent, is expected to
rise above 10 percent soon.
They must find a way to encour
age job creation to replace the more
than 7 million positions already lost,
plus about 1 million new entrants
into the work force annually, li) get
back to an unemployment rate below
3 percent will require about 12 mil
lion to 14 million new jobs.
“ rhe problem here is that once
the economy makes the turn, and
once we re not only out ol recession
but out ot this period that feels like
recession ... even then the economy is
not going to be growing fast enough
consistently to bring tlown the unempkninent rate," said Ken (¡oldstem, an economist with the (¡onfereiice Uo.ird,a business rese.irch center
in New York.
Absent signitic.intly .ibove-trend
irrow th, ( loldstein said, the unemploMiient r.ite is likely to remain
stubbornly high, at around S percent
by the end ot'2nl 1.
"It might be 2n 12 or 2<M3 before
we're b.ii k below (> (perc ent). We're
eertainlv not going to go back to 4.
We m.iv not see 3 again. But to be in
the .3.3 r.mge, we could be there bv
iiml-dee.ide,” he said.
1h.it's 2<*13. It (ioldsiein is right,
m.iny .•\meric.ins will continue struggling to tiiid |obs or w ill be underemplosed, .ind the ecoiuum is iii fir
.1 long slug.

With siedit m.irkets still imp.iired
.md .‘\merie.iiis likeK to be ottered less
,ind more-eostlv credit foi ve.irs. ,i pe
nod ot higher-th.in-.iver.ige growth
.ippears unlikeK. 1he U.S. ecoiioim
probablv isn't fieiiig ,i return to the

Play Sudoku

grams like those of the 1930s and
temporary' tax breaks for businesses
that hire new workers, an idea that
conservatives have championed.
“There are going to be distressed
communities that are going to need
jobs for years to come,” Mishel said.
“1 think that these are really extraor
dinary times, and I think we need to
do what we can to create jobs.”
Obama doesn’t think so at this
point, however. In an interview this
week with The NewYork Times, the
president said he was leaning against
seeking a second economic stimulus
package. “I have a strong inclina
tion not to do it,” Obama said, cit
ing expectations that the economy
is poised to resume growth. “As you
know, jobs tend to be a lagging indi
cator. They come last,” he said.
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1lowever. banks .iren’t lending
much right now despite the low
iMtes as the\ recoser from the reces
sion and the toll it has taken on their
b.il.mce sheets. O ser time, hosseser,
economists think, bank lending svill
gross and loss borrossing costs ssill
stimulate economic .u tivity by con
sumers aiui businesses, and one result
w ill be |ob gross th.
It uiiemplosm ent rem.uns iiitoler.ibls high, the goserument could t.ike
turtluT steps.
"I think polies me.isures can be
Used to geiHT.ite .i more robust resosers.” s . i k I l.issreiice .Mishel. the
presuient ot the l.coiioiiiK Polies In
stitute,.! liber,il policv-research group.
In a sign ot the times. Mishel .ilso sees
.1 neeii tor t.irgeted public ssxsrks pro-
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dismal 1970s, but it won’t be like the
roaring‘HOs and‘90s either.
“It’s going to feel uncomfortable
compared to what we’ve enjoyed
over the past couple of decades,” said
Mark Zandi, the chief economist for
forecaster Mottdy’s Economy.com.
Not all analysts are glum. James
Classman, senior economist and
managing director at JP Morgan
C.hase, the nation’s strongest large
bank, thinks that the Federal Reserve
and the Obama administration will
do what it takes to improve the jobs
outlook.
“We’re going to have to grow
faster than trend to get unemploy
ment to come down, which means
that it is going to happen _ unless you
believe zero (percent) interest rates
don’t matter,” Classman said in an in
terview at bank headquarters.
Mis logic goes like this; Because
the F-ed has held its benchmark inter
est rate near zero since last 1)ecember
and is expected to leave it there for
quite a while longer, lending rates
across the economy will remain un
usually low as the Fx'd tries to engi
neer full employment, which econo
mists consider to be w hen the jobless
rate is .innind 3 percent.
" The economy is not going to
have the same robustness that it normallv h.is. Returning to 3 percent
(unemplovment) is a natiim.il goal.
That me.ins they are not going to
take their foot oh ot the gas until they
can see that coming into view,” (¡l,issnian saiii.
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cme are nursing home workers.
“V.iccines are a touchy issue these
d.iys,” s.iid Barbara Burlingame, a
continued from page 26
veteran emergency room nurse at
state' is maiuiating vacciiiatuMis for Elmhurst I lospital. “There are a lot
all health care facility employees in of people who say riii vaccines are
causing .111 iiKrease in autism, for ex
the state this year.
1 he risk, he said, is two-told. ample. Is It? 1 don’t know, hut there
are something like 32 vaccines now
First, hospital employees might he
given to kids, and it is becoming a
infected by the Hu virus and come
loaded question.”
to work before Hu symptoms ap
Burlingame said she has alw,iys
pear, spreading the virus tci patients
taken the optional seasonal flii vaealready \seakened and hospitalized
eine at Elmhurst, hut knows eowith other ailments.
workers "who say there is no w.iy
Second, healthy hospital workers
they are going to take it.” She said
might pick up the Hu virus from pa
she would make up her mind about
tients, taking it home from work to
the swine riu shot after safety tests
spread it even more widely to their
are completed.
own family and eomimmity.
Harris, the RANI) researcher,
T here are other hygiene proto
s.ud early indications are that more
cols, like wearing masks and sterile
health care workers are willing to
gloves, th.it can impede disease trans
get a swine riu shot when it becomes
mission during hospital staff patient
asailable, but what percentage is the
inter.ietioiis. hut health officials say
"S(>4,( M)(I question."
that vaeemation is the only IdO pvrStare and kieal health dep.irteent effective protection with the
meiits .liso h.i\e trouble getting their
flu.The ('enters for Pise.ise (Tintrol
emplovees vaeemated for riu, l.u king
and I’revention in Atlanta lists health
form.il policies on the issue other
wxirkers .miong the first w ho should
than to strongly eneonrage them to
get inoeiil.ited once the \. k ernes are
get the shot.
awiil.ihle
Neither the Illinois or ( hii.igo
file inimber ot unvaeem.ited dep>artnients ot puhlie health has a
health workers "is a hit surprising," riu v.iei ine policy, either tor suine
said Katherine I l.irris, a K.ANI > rill or se.isonal riu, other than to
C!orporatu)ii reseaivher u h o stud "sirongK eneonrage" employees to
ies rill vaccine aeeept.iiue m the get them, rhe (!ook, I )ul’age. Will,
U.S. "We think health e.ire work l ake, K.me .md McHenry et>uiity
ers should understand lum viruses puhlie he.ilth departments have oiiK
work, how they are transmitted and "uilimtary" vaeeiiutioii policies,
the dangers posed to their patients too.
if they should be exposed to some
I ast riu season, (>3 percent of I )u
body .letively shedding the virus."
Bage (anility I )epartment of I’uhIn any given year, less than 4(1 lie 1lealth workers were v.ieein.ited.
percent of all adult Ameneaiis get and they expect higher coverage this
the seasonal flu shot, according to year heeaiise of the .ulditional swine
the CTK'. Last year the figure was riu threat.
37 percent, and until the last couple
"We have been making an effort
of years it hovered around 3d per to make it easier for our own enicent annually.
pUiyees to get the riii vaeeine, setting
Traditionally only about 40 per up areas to get the shot m our lobby
cent of health care workers have re and taking carts around the huilding
ceived the seasonal shot. T hanks to right to where they work.” said I )ave
eoneerted pressure by the C'lKi and Hass, the department spokesman.
other national health agencies, the
Mandatory riu shots for health
percentage cri health wxirkers get care wtirkers is not he a novel idea,
ting vaccinated has inched up to 53 said Loyola’s Barada, who pointed
percent.
out that hospital workers everywhere
“Health care facilities have had u> must be vaccinated for mumps, mea
jump through a lot of hoops to con sles, hepatitis B and rubella as a con
vince some to be vaccinated,” Hams dition of employment.
said. “They have given .iw.ay prizes,
Loyola for the last few years suc
staged pizza parties, entertained with cessfully increased seasonal flu vacci
silly videos to get them to sit down nation coverage of its employees on
for a shot. It’s a lot of expensive hassle a voluntary basis, reaching 73 per
to reach people who are supposed to cent last year.
vow to do no harm to protect them
“That was good, but it was far
selves and their patients.”
from good enough in a health care
Doctors and nurses are most likely setting, leaving a quarter of your
to get vaccinated, she said. Less likely people unprotected,” he said, ex
are workers like lab technicians, re plaining the decision to make riu
ceptionists, orderlies and housekeep vaccines mandatory. “It is the right
ers. The least likely to get the vac- thing to do.”

Flu shot
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Obama-as-Hitler poster provokes incident
"WJ

Lynn Thom pson
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As a child ill Armenia, Henry
(¡asparian witnessed firsthand
the horrors of Nazi (iennany.
Two uncles were killed, his father
wounded and a brother starved to
death during the Gerinan inva
sion and occupation of the Soviet
Union. So when Gasparian, 70,
saw a poster of President Obama
with a Hitler mustache near the
entrance to the Edmonds Farmers
Market Sept, .t , he concedes his
reaction was “personal and emo
tional.”
I le tried to grab the diets being
passed out by supporters of I yndon l.aKouche, a perennial presi
dential candidate who has likened
Ob.ima's health-care proposals to
the Nazi e.xtermination of Jews
and other "undesirables.”
Two young l.aKouche workers
told police that Gasparian repeat
edly pushed them and grabbed
one of their arms. Gasparian said it
was they who first pushed him.
Now Gaspai lan is charged with
two counts of 4th degree assault
in Edmonds Municipal (Tnirt for
what he describes as an attempt by
“an old man to say you cannot in
sult the president with this outra
geous campaign.”
The Edmonds incident has been
echoed around the country over
the past few months. LaKouche
supporters have disrupted town
hall meetings on health care, in
cluding most famously, the young
woman who asked Kep. tiarney
Frank in August why he support
ed a “ Nazi health care plan.” The
Massachusetts Democrat replied,
“On what planet do you spend
most of your time?”
The Lalkouche I'olitical Action
CAnmmttee Web site says “Stop
Obama’s Nazi Flealth Flan” and
encourages visitors to download
the Obama-as-Hitler poster and
take It to town hall meetings.
In Washington state, LaKouche
workers have set up tables outside
o f post offices, at the Evergreen
and Puyallup Fairs and other pub
lic venues.
The local LaKouche activ
ists declined to comment on the
Edmonds incident and referred
questions to the national office.
Nancy Spannaus, a spokeswoman
for the LaKouche FAC, defended
the Obama-as-Hitler posters say
ing they are an “honest emblem
o f what the administration policy

Henry Gasparian, photo
graphed Tuesday, September
15, said he tried to grab the
fliers being handed out by
Lyndon LaKouche support
ers. Here, Gasparian tells of
how he became enraged upon
confronting two LaKouche sup
porters on this corner, outside
the Edmonds Farmers Market,
in Edmonds, Washington, as
they carried signs depicting
President Obama with a Hitler
mustache.
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represents.
she said the Obama plan is pre
mised on the idea that some peo
ple cost too much too keep alive, a
charge the Obama administration
and health-care advocates s.iy is
untrue.
But the heightened rhetoric
•ind extreme views surrounding
the public debate are raising alarm
among political observers and
groups that monitor hate speech
and threats against minorities.
Hilary
Bernstein,
Pacific
Northwest community director
of the Anti-1 )efamation League, a
national civil rights organization,
worries that the language first
propagated by LaKouche backers,
who espouse a far-right political
point of view, is now entering the
mainstream debate.
“What used to be so fringe is
making its way into talk radio,
blogs, YouTube and other news
sources that people see as legiti
mate,” she said.
David Doiiike, a University of
Washington professor who spe
cializes in political communica
tion, said that while people have
been saying terrible things about
politicians since the country’s be
ginnings, “the intensity and depth
of feeling today seems to be at a
dangerous point.”
“We have conversations now m
the same way we go to w'ar. We
have to demonize the other per
son,” Domke said.
Henry Gasparian said that he
had seen news reports that includ
ed the images of Obama as Hitler,
but wasn’t prepared when he saw
the poster outside the crowded
Edmonds market.
The police report says that Gas
parian yelled at the LaKouche ac
tivists from his car, “flipped them
off” and repeatedly yelled obscen
ities. The activists told police that

he returned on foot and assaulted
them without provocation.
Gasparian left the scene after
the confrontation, but said he
drove past the table about two
hours later. When he saw a police
officer nearby, he said, he stopped
and questioned him about the ac
tivist's right to use the Nazi im
agery.
The l.aKouche workers saw
(iasparian and identified him to
the officer as the man who had
earlier assaulted them. That’s
when Gasparian was handcuffed
and arrested. He said three or four
patrol cars surrounded the inter
section of Fifth and Main “as if
they had caught Bin Laden.”
Araniis (iasparian. 29, bailed
his father out of jail H hours later.
He said his father had never had
more than a speeding ticket be
fore this incident.
“ It’s shocking, to say the least.
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‘Spoofing’ scams make caller ID untrustworthy,
confuse communication between callers
Judy L. Thomas
M l C l M t H V NhW Sl’AI’lR S

“I )ocs your friend have a crush
on the hot guy at school?” it says on
Its Web site. "Use SpoofC^ird to call
her disguised as the lu)t guy and ask
her out on a date!”
Spooft\ird customers rave about
the service on its Web site and Facehook pages.

“ I spoofed a friend into thinking
he won a tnillion dollars,” one cus
tomer wrote on the Web site, adding
that the friend then went out and
bought a $600 bottle of champagne
to celebrate.
Meir C'ohen, president otTelTech
Systems in Toms River, N.J., said
SpoofC^ird has been in business for
years.
“It’s not a secret that it can be a

controversial product,” he said. “But
we have millions and millions of
customers and the vast, v’ast major
ity are using our product for totally
legal purposes.”
Many customers use it to protect
their privacy, he said.
“Doctors love our product, be
cause if they’re on call and they get
a page at home and have to call the
patient back, they don’t want to
call from their house phone or cell
phone because they don’t want to
give that number out,” he said.
Law enforcement agencies also
use it for undercover operations, he
said.
Caihen said people may expect
caller ID to be 100 percent reliable,
but it shouldn’t be used to verify
the caller.
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“.A lot of people, their first reac
tion when they see this service, is,
‘Oh, this is terrible,”’ he said. “ It’s
because with caller ID, we’ve gotten
used to stmiething that was really a
false level of security that people
felt.”
SpiHifUard is not traceable,4 'ohen sail!, unless authorities subpoe
na the records.
“ If anybody does use the prod
uct illeg.illy, we t.ike ,i ver\ pro.ictive approach to help law enforce
ment,” he said.
1le said his ccmipanv also has

Fram e

& Free Delivery
w/purchase over $399

been working to stop “swatting.”
“We don’t allow you to call hi 1,”
he said, adding that the service is
collecting more police numbers to
block from its system.
But critics say the spoofing ser
vices give criminals another tool to
use on their victims.
“As if people aren’t harassed
enough, now comes a company that
profits by making deception even
easier,” said D.ivid ('lohessy, a vic
tim advocate and executive director
of the Survivors Network of those
Abused by Priests. “Sexual preda
tors and other criminals have plenty
of advantages and opportunities al
ready.”
Attempts h.ive been made in
(amgress to restrict sptiofing. but
thev have not been successful.
In June 2007, the LJ.S. I louse
ot Representatives passed a “Truth
in (Waller ID Act,” making it illeg.il
to transmit false caller ID mforniatioii w ith the intent to “defraud or
harm.” 1 he measure dii.1 not p a s s
the Senate. Similar bills have lu'en
111troiluceil as well bur have gone
nowhere.
But some states are cracking
down on spoofing. Fills year, I ouisiaiia passed a law banning the use
of spoofing services to “mislead, defr.iud or deceive” the recipients of
the calls, .iiid a similar law has p.issed

the state Senate in New York.
In Missouri, Democratic Rep.
Paul LeVota co-sponsored a similar
bill this year, but it never got a hear
ing.
Missouri Attorney (ieneral ( ’hris
Koster said spoofing is a m,ijor con
cern.
“We are seeing increased levels
of spoofing across the board, and we
deal with it increasingly in our ef
forts to try and enforce Missouri’s
no-call list,” he said. “ It’s hard to
imagine any productive uses. There
are far more opportunities for illicit
uses than for productive ones.”
When Florida passed a broad
er “Anti-Spoofmg Act ” last year,
TcTlech and others sued the state in
U.S. I )istrict Court, arguing that the
law was unconstitutional because
there were legitimate purposes for
using “spoofed” phone numbers.
In July, the federal court agreed
and struck dow n the st.ite law.
D.iti ('liny, an .issociate at the
K.ins.is (atv law firm of Randles,
Mata ik Brown, w hich represented
the plaintitf in the lawsuit against
the Le,iwood woman, said he had
never he.ird of spoofing until he
worked on the c.ise.
“ 1 w.is going through her phone
records and fouiul where this tollsee Spooling, page I
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Spoofing

HEAR IT.

continued front page 30

tree access number kept getting
called in the early morning hours,”
he said. “So 1 (ioogled it and tdund
Spoofe^ard. 1 had no idea this was
even a possibility. We subpoenaed
Spoot'C'ard records, and lo and be
hold, they had accounts for her.”
According to the lawsuit, the
man started w'orking in the woman’s
home as a baby sitter when he was
13 years old and living in Kansas
City. The harassment started when
he went to college, according to the
lawsuit.
The woman called and sent te.xt
messages to the man and his friends,
using SpoofC'ard to disguise where
the calls were coming from.
According to the lawsuit, the
woman placed more than 400 phone
calls to the man and more than 100
calls to his former girlfriend.
1 he woman denied making the
calls and sending text messages. She
has filed a motion requesting a new
trial and asking the judge to vacate
his order.
“SpoofC'ard sounds like just prac
tical jokes,” C'urry said,“but it really
was terrifying for him. He had no
control over what any of his friends
were hearing about him; he had no
privacy.”
Cdohessy said he did see “a poten
tial silver lining” amid his concerns
about spoofing.
“Hopefully, the lesson folks will
learn is that if you misuse this ‘ser
vice,’ you’ll get caught and the con
sequences will be harsh,” he said.
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Wc also need donations, so please don't throw out that slightly used computer,
computer desk, chair, kitchen wares, clothing, toaster oven, microwave and
much more.
Visit or drop oH yout tax deductible don.ation.s at our Best Buy’s .Viorro B.iy thrift store
at 7,10 .Viorro flay Blvd. and/or our Base Bargain thrift store and retail nursery lor,ited
dircitly Inhind ( aiesta College.

Arhievetnetit House is a non-profit organiz/ttion dedicated to
providing vocational and cominunity living service.' to adults with
disahiitties since 1957.
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Demand for locomotives, train cars to pick
up under push for high-speed rail
Jon Hilkcvitch
I n il \ l , l ' IK II'.. M

Sin.u k .unoiiii the \.ist green .iiul
gold t.inn fields i>t" southern Illi
nois, ,i steel gr.iwy.ird tilled with un
wanted. broken-down loeoniotiws
svniboli7es the we.ik state ot the trainnuinutaeturing industry in the United
States.

A fertile opportunit\' lies .ihe.ul,
howewr, for entrepreneurs who fig
ure out how to safely, eonitbrt.ihly and
eeoiuiniically transport passengers
at higher speeds than tod.iy s Aiiitrak
serviee over most of the ii.ition.
The low demand for new loco

motives is expected to turn around
because the federal government is
sending billions o f dollars in eco
nomic Stimulus grants to the states
to support high-speed intercity rail
tnivel. file Obama .idministration has
allocated SS billion in seed money to
ward developing about 10 high-speed
corridors and purch.ising trains, and it
has proposed an additional $5 billion
in spending over fi\e years.

The infusion of money will help
an industry feeling the full effects of
the recession. E.ich month, only about
one new freight locomotive rolls out
of the plant in Mount Vernon where
the National KaiKv.iy Equipment
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A locomotive bound for the country o f Cameroon is loaded onto à flat car for delivery at the National Railway
Equipment Company plant in Mt. Vernon, Illinois, on August 28.
Co. is building new lower-emission
engines that will be shipped to cus
tomers in Cameroon, the Ivory Coast
and other distant lands. Emdiiction is
down from about 12 locomotives
built every' month just two years a^o,
company officials s.iid.
“Right now, the market is hor
rible,” said Janies Wurtz Jr., vice presi
dent of the 25-year-old company that
builds and refiirbishes locomotives in
Mt. Vernon and four other locations
in the state, as well as in Kentucky,
Louisiana and Ckinada.
The n.iscent drive to develop a
network of high-speed rail routes
offers hope that National Railway
Equipment ,ind other U.S. inanu-

facturers of locomotives will soon
h.ive the chance to compete for new
business. Some of the companies, in
cluding National Railway, ,ilready are
working on prototypes of high-speed
locomotives
Transportation officials states envi
sioning high-speed rail service lace an
Oct. 2 deadline to submit applications
to the Federal Railroad Administra
tion for grants to buy locomotives
that would travel at least 110 mph
along segments where safeguards are
implemented to prevent accidents
involving trains and other vehicles.
Ckilifornia has launched the most am
bitious program, aimed at operating
electric-powered trains at 220 mph
■PWlP
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from Sacramento to San 1)iego.
The locomotive manufacturers
aiming at the Midwest will be com
petitive only if they can bring to the
market powerfiil new diesel-electric
technology capable of pulling passen
ger trains at speeds of up to 125 mph.
The new American-made trains that
will be compared to European and
Japanese models must be cleaner, qui
eter and more fliel-efficient than most
of the equipment now in use in the
U.S., experts say.
Nation.ll Railway Equipment is
forming a team of engineers to de
velop a concept for passenger loco
motives, as well .IS talking with other
companies to build the coach cars, of
ficials said.
"We .ire .ilre.idy coiKluctiiig re
search to test how the wheels and
frame of our new generator set en
gines operate at 1H) niph,"s.iid L.iwreiice Ikal. president and chairman of
the bo.irii at N.itional R.iilw.iy Equip
ment.
If N.ition.il Railway Equipment
enters the competition, comp.iiiy
officials hope a prototy pe _ ,i slope
nosed, .lerodyn.imic.illy designed p.issenger version i)f its N-ViroMoti\e
locomotive _ w ill he completed rolativelv soon to uinlergo a safew e\ .iliiation .It test tr.icks near I’lieblo. Cailo..
run bv the Federal Railroad Adminis
tration and the Assocuitioii of Ameri
can Railro.ids.
The N-ViroMotive technology
h.is .idvantagc*s o\er its competition
because the nuiltiple 7(KI-horseptiwer
engines mounted on e.ich locomotive
can be operated independently, w hen
lower ptiwer is needed, or siniiilt.ineoiisly to meet higher demand, Wnrtz
said.
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Obama scraps long-range
missile defense shield
Warren R Strobe! and Margaret
Taiev
Ml ( 1AH MVM'ASI'M'I.I!.''
IVesidcnt Barack Obaiiu an
nounced Tinirsday that he's scrapping
tlie Bush administration's controver
sial inissile-det'ense sliield, citing new
intelligence that shows a diminished
threat from the long-range Iranian
missiles the system was supposed to
guard against.
Key comptinents of the program
were to be stationed in Boland and the
C'zech Kepublic.
Obama’s shift in strategy' appeared
aimed in good part at Russia, which
has vigorously opposed deploying the
system near its western borders. The
United States apparently hopes that
the move will ease Moscow’s opposi
tion to imposing tough new sanctions
on Iran if talks on its nuclear weapons
program fail.
While he was canceling the system
of interceptor missiles and tracking ra
dars slated for Eastern E.urope, Obama
said he had signed otf on a new mis
sile defense strategy that would be
based on pmven technologies and
aimed more at the short- and medi
um-range missiles that Iran is thought
to be developing.
That, he said, would result in
“stronger, smarter and swifter defenses
of American forces and America’s al
lies.’’
CaMiservatives denounced the de
cision, saying that it called into ques-
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New missile defense nlan

Personal Defense Attorneys
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Phase one Missiie-equippeci Aegis warships to defend European allies
and U.S. forces
• New, more mobile radar to detect, track missiies
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Aegis destroyer

Intercepts an incoming ballistic
missile outside Earth's atmosphere
• Does not carry explosive:
rsinetic energy released in
nigh-speed
collision destroys
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n
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Diameter 1 3 . 5 in. (0.34 m)
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Operational range
\
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Uses ballistic missile
defense system to
protect against short-,
medium-range missiles
Crew 323 (23 officers)
Speed 36 mph (58 kph)
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(8,140 km)
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Phase two Land-based missile system starting about 2016
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The graphic outlines the new missile defense plan announced by Presi
dent Obama to protect U.S. allies and U.S. forces from attack by Iran’s
short and medium range missiles.
tion tlic U.S. coiiiniitnicnt to allies in
Eastern Europe and could embolden
Russia.
“Ciiven the serious and ganving
threats posed by Iran’s missile and
nuclear pmgrams, now is the time
when we should k)ok to strengthen
«
J

M
tn

our defenses, and those of our allies,”
Sen. John McCkiin, R-Ariz., said in
a statement. “Missile defense in Eu
rope has been a key component of
this approach. I believe the decision
to abandon it unilaterally is seriously
misguided.’’
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the nght
to edit letters for grammar profanities
and length. Letters, commentanes and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to
250 words. Letters should include the
wnter's full name, phone number major
and class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Fbly e-mail account Do not
send letters as an attachment Please
send the text in the body of the e-mail.

By e-m ail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com

By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
a iP b ly ,S L O ,C A 93407

Online:
mustangdaily.net/letters
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal
•
Fbly campus and the neighbonng com
munity. W e appreciate your readership
and are thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction suggestions
to m ustangdaily@ gm ail.com .

notices
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public forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance ap
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The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
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one copy of the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost of 50 cents per «sue.
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Discussion o f public option
necessary for health care reform
I am a granola-crunching,
free-trade cotVee gulping, socially
conscious, 70s rock n’ roll Jesus
Freak. I am a liberal, in part be
cause 1 like my politicians hon
est, and despite Rep. joe Wilson’s
(R-SC) outburst during the Pres
ident’s Address to Congress Sept.
9, Barack Obama hasn’t lied yet.
After bearing the partisan fearmongering spewing from the
Republican Party this summer.
I’m sad to say that 1 can’t say the
same for them.
As the summer heated up, so
did the debate over public option
health care — especially when
the conservatives ran out of sour
lemons at their tea parties and
they started crasliing the Demo
crats’ town hall meetings. At an
event in New Hampshire and
an event in Arizona that Presi
dent C'lbama attended to discuss
health care, tw'o conservative men
showed up with guns.
That extreme behavior is a re
sult of the public fear over health
care reform that Republican
politicians and talking heads have
tapped into. As they
demonstrated
at
ITesident Obama’s
speech to CTmgress
Sept. 9, Republi
can politicians re
fuse to consider the
ideas put forward by
Democrats to re
form health care.
Instead, Repub
licans claim that the
government
will
he given the power
to deny care to se
nior citizens, give
free health care to
illegal immigrants,
turn America into a
socialist nation, and
force everyone into
the public option
health care. I’d just
like to point out that once some
thing is forced, it is no longer an
option.
These claims remind me of
what (icorge Washington wrote
about partisanship in his farewell

address: "It serves always to dis
tract the public councils and en-

Waterloo. It will break him.’’
The foundation for their ar-

The _

L lb 6 ral Lens
b y S te p h a n ie E n g la n d
feeble the public admiiiistratioii.
It agitates the community with
ill-founded jealousies and false
alarms, kindles the animosity of
one part against another, foments
occasionally riot and insurrec
tion.’’
Ultimately, the Republkan
claims only distract us all from
the positive goal o f ensuring that
the 46.3 million Americans with
out health care (according to the
Census Bureau) do not die from
a disease or illness that could have

guments is only “ill-founded jeal
ousies and false alarms,” which
only foster enmity between
Democrats and Republicans, and
may, in tact, foment a riot or even
something worse.
I think that the source o f
contention among the American
people springs from the fact that
few people h.ive read the bill, and
thus even fewer can distinguish
between a lie and the truth. So,
I endeavored to read the "Amer
ica’s AtTordable Health Choices

been treated or prevented by see
ing a doctor. And Sen. Jim DeMint (R-SC!) explained conser
vatives’ attitude and motives well
when he said, “ If we’re able to
stop Obama on this it will he his

Act o f 2009.” Two copies of this
bill could probably wallpaper the
entire Spider Building.
While the public option is
outlined in the bill, much o f the
hill deals with ensuring that ex

vveb®

SIOOMMBITS
“1 don’t understand why people would de
grade themselves like that ... it just seems so
demeaning and insulting and any person with
some sense o f self worth would not participate
in those activities ... aren’t there other more
positive ways to forge strong bonds?”

“It is unfortunate that (“The Mustang Daily”)
cannot present all the fiicts on how the (¡reek
Community is confronting its past hazing is
sues that have been resolved, such as (Sigma
Alpha Epsilon) being unalTiliated with Cal
Poly.The Cireek Community is the largest stu
dent organization on CLil Poly’s campus and
they raise tens of thousands of dollars for non
profit organizations nation-wide annually, rep
resent the largest percentage of WOW leaders
each year, and hold some of the most promi
nent student leadership positions on-campus.”

Stephanie llnulatui is an Hn^ilish
senior and a Mustang Daily political
columnist.

would die! They had mass advertisements that
scared people into taking shots to avoid it ...”
— Brent Burk
Response to "BLOG: Swine fin. Are uv justified
in our fear or overreacting?"

“You forgot to mention going to The Library
on Higucra and being disappointed there are
no books.”
— Dee
Response to: "How to spot a tourist in San Luis
OInspo"

-•B la ir
Response to “Gecked on (¡reek? Look Ivforv you
leap, a Mustanji Daily ‘Know Your Rights ^special“

A lu m n i

Response to “Geeked on ^reek? Look before you
leap, a Mustanif Daily ‘Know Your Riphti' special“

isting insurance policies com
pletely cover individuals. It essen
tially sets a high standard through
the public option that all policies
must meet.
Title II, Section B of the bill
staes that the purpose of the pub
lic option is to ensure “choice,
competition, and stability o f af
fordable, high quality coverage
throughout the United States.” It
goes on to note that “ In design
ing the plan, the (Health and H u
man Services) secretary’s primary
responsibility is to create a lowcost plan w'ithout compromising
quality or access to care.”
The public option is on the
table to provide healthy, capital
istic competition for the other
insurance companies currently
charging high premiums for low
quality coverage — and without
the public option, all talk of health
care reform is meaningless.
Something the late Ted Ken
nedy wrote about to President
Obama in a letter delivered upon
his death struck me as interest
ing to contemplate as the po
litical future o f America unfolds:
“At stake are not just
the details of policy,
but fundamental prin
ciples of social justice
and the character of
our country.”
I think the char
acter of the United
States is worth giv
ing some thought to.
What kind of America
do we live in? What
should America look
like in the future? And
what kind o f America
am I helping to shape
through my politi
cal and social ideas?
Instead of pledging
allegiance to a par
ty’s ideas, I think we
should consider the
character we are in
stilling in this country
by the opinions that inspire us as
a society.

course the government is freaking out.
This occurred in the 1970s, thev said millions

“O f

S O T U : The Mustarifr Daily features select com
ments that are written in response to articles posted
online. Though not all the responses are printed, the
Mustang Daily prints comments that are coherent
and foster intelligent discussion on a ¡¡iven subject.
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The Republican party
should rebuild, not
rebrand inefficiencies

^hest/

®if
0
«i'

Jasper Hicks

soul-searching, superficial changes finding more likeable and compe
to their image without .iltering tent candidates (like pre-election
anything inside.”
John McCdiin). If Kepiibhcaiis can
1 .1111 perplexed. How e.in it be
Now, C'olbert is just a come fnul young, moderate leaders to
tli.it someone is .i “better” Ke- dian, but he points tint an im compete in upcoming elections,
publie.in th.in someone else? 1 portant problem with l.imbaugh, they will greatly improve their
nev'er knew one’s eonnnitment Cdieney and Sullivan’s view: Ke- chances of success. Hut finding
to his or her political party could branding the Kepublican Party as such candidates is only the first
be measured, let alone ranked. the party of conservatives will not step necessary for a party that is
Nevertheless, Kepublic.m inhgbt- fix the party or win it votes, but currently in shambles. To truly
ing between Hick C'beney, t^olin rather give the HOP a new paint rebuild itself, the CIOP must re
Powell and Kush Limbaugh has job, while losing moilerates and structure its party platform so
been reduced to just that: Who independents in the process, lo that the Kepiibhcaiis, and not the
can lay claim to the title ot best win elections, Kepiibhcaiis need I )eniocr.its, become the party that
Kepublican. Turn on any news to win voters, not alienate them.
voters believe is in touch with the
program nowadays and you can
In order to rebuild itself, on the country.
watch “ America’s Next lop Ke- other hand, the Kepublican Party
Kestructuring, for the (¡OP,
publican.”
must revise its principles to reHect inevitably requires rethinking
All kidding aside, this issue is the moderate current of public some issues on which many critics
important for all American voters, opinion, while at the same time consider Kepublicans to be stuck
rhe fighting raises questions as to remaining true to traditional, Ke- in their ways. The Kepublican
what the Kepublic.m Party will publican values. Some fear such a Party, for example, can still adhere
look like in the future. Prom one move towards the center would to the conservative principle that
point of view — th.it of l.imbaugh silence much of the consei vative marriage is between a man and a
and Cdieney — Kepiibhcaiis must opposition currently being voiced wimi.m, while supporting a wide
cater to their more conservative- .irouiid the country. Put while range ot rights for s.mie-sex cou
leaning constituents in order to this conservative opposition is le ples. 1 ikewise, although Kepubhoppose liber.il-le.ming I )emocrats. gitimate, the w.iy in w Inch it Ii .ia c.nis fe.ir that environment.il regu
1 roni the other point of view — been voiced is aiivthing but. I lieir lations w ill stirie business, they can
th.it of ('olin Powell — Kepub- gripes may be relevant, but it acknowledge th.it global climate
lic.ins must expand their base as nonetheless .ippears that Cdieney change is a problem that needs to
much as ptissible to win elections. is solely attempting to save face be dealt with immediately.
The way I see it, the l.imbaugh and l.imbaugh is just attempting
Kethmking and rebuilding are
and Cdieney camp is attempting to boost his ratings.
essential for the Kepubhc.uis if
to rebrand the Kepublic.m Party
C'oliu Powell, however, is the they are to become viable in upfor conservatives, while the Pow only participant in the current coining elections. Although the
ell camp is suggesting (rightly, I debate who I believe is solely at (¡O P is the party of traditional
believe) that the Kepublican Party tempting to save the party. And if values and ideas, it need not be the
needs instead to rebuild itself.
Kepiibhcaiis follow his advice and party of sedentary beliefs. Kestruc
Kebranding the Kepublican consider more moderate stances turing the party, finding .ippealing
Party will only serve to sweep and more moderate candidates young leaders and follow ing Pow
longstanding faults and inetVicien- when picking new leaders, they ell’s suggestion of opening up the
cies under the rug. As Stephen may actually have a shot at win base to more moderate views will
be the trifecta that wins the new
(dilbert joked, rebranding would ning elections.
riiis process begins first by Kepublican Party success.
allow the HOP to make “painful.
mi
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Islamic terrorist
recruitm ent rising

ti

kill grandma.
They seek to brainwash those who
are vulnerable into thinking Obama’s
agenda is a threat to their livelihoods
and recruit the ignorant into their
ranks.
Their passion prevents them from
acknowledging the merits of the op
posing side.
The far-left and far-right are both
using lies and misinformation to re
cruit those into their ranks.
The far-right states that the health
care plan is a threat to their way of life
and the prosperity of America, just as
terrorist groups exclaim that the e.xistence of Israel and US. intervention in
the Middle East is a threat to Muslim
faith.
The vulnerable believe these argu
ments because they are oblivious to
the facts and reftise to listen to all sides
of an argument and think for them
selves.
Intellectual laziness is driven
thmugh emotion, and soon the op
position becomes demonized and any
chance for understanding and compaimise is lost.
While Sayyid Qutb may be
a champion for Islamist militant
thought, Cilenn Beck, Keith Olbermann and other pundits have become
champions for their own respective
thoughts.
They all use distortions of existing
beliefs, views on justice and the rule of
law to advance their own agendas.
What is needed is reasonable, logi
cal civ’il discourse.

Jared Stancombe
INDIANA DAILY STUDENT (INDIANA U)
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With the pictures coming out of
Abu (ihraib and the stories of torture
and abuse in Ciuantanamo Bay among
other things, Islamist terrorist recruit
ment figures are on the rise.
They are recruiting poor, an
gry and uneducated people that see
America as a threat to their livelihoods
and existence.
They are brainwashed into an ide
ology that distorts religious texts to fit
militant agendas.
However, with an open dialogue
with the MidtUe East, mtsconceptions and misunderstandings can be
resolved.
While there are those who will not
be swayed through meaningtul en
gagement, the use of diplomacy may
prevent many who share misconcep
tions fRim falling ftir the twisted ideas
t)f Islamist extremism.
In the United States, discourse
between opposing sides is heated be
cause of Obamas agenda.
People are showing up tt) town
halls full of rage and an ideokigy that
blinds them fkim facts.
They show up with assault rifles
to intimidate and exclaim blatant lies
to force people to become emotional
and shatter any chance for logical de
bate.
Images of the American flag are
used; people talk about how “unconstitutionar Obama’s health caa* plan
is aiul how the government wants to
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WOWies take over Cal Poly:
The following pages explore what kept students
busy during the last days o f summer...
—

a n d

w h a t h a d th e m

e x c ite d a b o u t th e y e a r a h e a d .

T o se e p ic tu re s o f th e e v e n ts th a t W O W ie s p a r tic ip a te d

in , se e W O W ie s , p a g e s 3 9 - 4 1 , 4 3
( A.S.SANDRA KI Y.SK

Week of Welcome participant.s
gather in the University Union
Craft Center (above right) to
make ceramic piggy banks and
get acquainted with each other
Wednesday. Participants spent
the second day of orientation
festivities getting to know their
group members while getting
crafty. “I like my group and
group leaders, they have really
made this week fun,” journal
ism freshman l.exi Scott said
o f the week-long event that
catered to new freshmen and
transfer students. “I thought
WOW would be more bor
ing, but I've learned a lot,”
she said. Below, members of
WOW Croup 250 wind down
their Wednesday with a game
called ‘hand tap.’ “I’m look
ing forward to meeting new
people and getting to know the
campus,” soon-to-be computer
engineering freshman Billy
McVicker said about the up
coming school year.

Best Buy® welcomes your checklist
Best Buy has the latest technology so you
can have a great start to a new school year.
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Do/.ens of students took advantage of discounted admission prices
at Mustang l.anes (above), bowling and eating pi/./.a on Wednesday
afternoon. WOW leaders received free admission to tbe lanes, while new
students paid $1 for a week-long pass. WOW Ciroup 8 (below) played
a game Involving a series of band slapping to knock players off tbeir
balance. This was one of several games WOWies and their leaders were
spotted playing on lawns across campus throughout the week.
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rhou.saiids of WOWics gathered on the Cal Poly Sports Complex
(above) to play bonding games at WOW-A-RAMA Wednesday evening.
Alumnus Frank Warren returned for another year as the event’s master
of ceremonies. Members of WOW Ciroup 8.i (below) spent their after
noon rock climbing outside of Poly Flscapes in the University Union.
Some activities remained a mystery to students: leader and biomedical
engineering sophomore Nick Hanne said his group is looking forward
to a surprise event that was to be held on I hursday night.
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Cal Poly Arts celebrates silver anniversary
C assandra Keyse
M U S TA N ti DA ILY

MCCIjKTCHY-TRIBUNH

Country music legend Merle Haggard, known as the “father of country
music,” will perform at the Christopher Cohan C3enter on Wednesday,
Sept. .^0 at 8 p.m.

It’s pretty rare these days for
anything or anyone to reach a
25th anniversary — marriages
end, businesses go under and fash
ions go out of style. For many,
making it to the 25-year mark is
an achievement worth celebrating,
and that’s just what ('al Poly Arts
director Steve Lenan plans to do
when the organization celebrates
a quarter century of performances
this year.
“T he greatest legacy of this an
niversary is the tact that we have
been able to bring more than a
thousand artists to this communi
ty,” Lerian said. W ithout C^il Poly
Arts, this community would not
have been able to experience any
of this.”
This year’s lineup features 41
ditTerent artistic acts including
theater, classical music and a vari
ety of different dance companies.
To Lerian and other otlicials, it
seems that although the economy
has brought people down, the arts
can be depended on to lift !»pirits.
“Ticket sales were definitely
down last year, as it really is dis
cretionary spending we’re deal
ing with,” Lerian said. "Especially
with faculty and staff having to
take furlough days ... and tickets
are something that people have an
option to cut back on.”
With that in tmtid, ticket sales

for this year have been decreased
by six dollars and an extra 20 per
cent discount is offered to faculty
and staff members, the same dis
count that was offered to only stu
dents 111 the past. Student rushes,
which give students who arrive
immediately before shows start
the opportunity to buy discounted
tickets, will be offered for select
shows.
“We would really like to en
courage more students to attend
so we’ve started using social net
working Web sites such as Facebook and Twitter to get the word
out,” Ron Regier, managing di
rector of the Cdiristopher CTihati
C'enter, said.“ We realize that ticket
prices can be prohibitive so we’re
really trying our best to lower the
barriers to students.”
Regier has been involved with
the program since 1‘>S7, first as
the director o f the CTmter for the
Arts for eight years, and now as
managing director. He said that
the program has made significant
improvements over the past two
decades.
For graphic communications se
nior Evan Ruhwedel, a discounted
student ticket price would be a de
ciding factor m choosing whether
or not to see a show.
“(dieaper tickets are always go
ing to help me decide, but it would
also depend on if 1 recognized who
was performing or not,” she said.
Although no particular theme

went into planning events for the
upcoming season, more attention
has been paid to showcase popular
culture and music than is normally
the case, Lerian added.
Performance highlights for fall
quarter include an exotic dance
show by the Uellydance Superstars,
country music legend Merle Hag
gard as well as a special acoustic
Jethro Tull concert by member Ian
Anderson.
One event, co-sponsored by
Associated Students Inc. (ASI),
will feature Tibetan monks of the
I )repung Loseling Monestary.They
will be in residence at C'al Poly for
four d.iys m early November, dur
ing which they will be creating a
mandala sand painting in the Uni
versity Union lobby. Later in the
week, they will perform traditional
dances and chants at the C'hristopher (Tihan CTmter. Another ASI
sponsored event will feature two
free comedy acts m Alex A’ Faye
Spanos Theater on Sept. l ‘L
“ In terms of where the program
has come from and the season
that’s coming up, it would be too
hard to choose a few as my favor
ite. There are just too many good
shows,” Regier said. “The number
of events and overall quality has
improved dramatically.”
For this 25th anniversary cel
ebration, there is no one show that
seems to stand out among the rest.
“Every show this year is a mustsee.” Lerian said.
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WOW groups attend a Respect Workshop in Chumash Auditorium
(above) Wednesday afternoon. I'he new mandatory activity addressed
issues like campus diversity and the university’s inclusive excellence pol
icy. Below, WOWies enjoy down time shooting pool at Mustang l>anes
in the University Union later that day.
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“(dec” is a show that tries to ap
peal to very speeihe demograph
ies: those vvlio tell under the “High
School Musical” spell, those who
are actually in high school and those
who loved high school theater so
much tliey can't get enough ot the
clashing cliques and constant- dra
ma.
The equation is simple for this
junior varsity soap opera. Take six
parts student misfit, add in one part
show choir alnm-tnrned-Spanishteacher, top it off with a heaping
serving of teenage awkwardness and
what’s left is a veritable cocktail for
a musical melodrama.
The May premier introduces
high school teacher Will, a man with
an optimistic outlook on reviving
the school’s show choir, despite a
lack of interest among the student
body. Will and his wife have a rocky
marriage, a fact that has not helped
to chsconrage him from Hirting with
the school’s guidance counselor,
Emma.
Then there are the students:
Rachel is the perfectionist w'ith a
passion for musical theater; Finn is
the popular football phiyer who has
been forced into the club via black
mail; Kurt is an individual who is
sometimes thrown in the garbage

can for standing out; Artie is a bit
of a nerd hut iloesii't let that stop
him; Mercedes is the resident diva
and Tina is a iion-conforniist with
her own sense of style.
Showtnnes pl.iy right before ev-'
ery commercial break, unrequited
love abounds and the social issues
that resoniKi m every high school’s
hallw.iys are just as common in this
show as in all of its predecessors.
it’s the musical component that
has the potential to keep viewers
anxious for more. The pilot’s claim
to fame was in its closing number.
Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believin,” the
song that not only secured club ad
visor Will’s investment in the future
of the club, hut also had a way of
asking viewers to give the new Fox
series a chance. And it seems that
the request for an audience was an
swered, as the fall premier on Sept.
9 caught the attention of over seven
million viewers.
But is the song and dance enough
to sustain an entire show? If people
can handle the predictable plot
twists (Will’s wife has already faked a
pregnancy to keep his attention) and
cheesy adolescent moments (such as
first kisses during voice practice), it
just might work out for the better.
For all the “Clleeks” out there,
let’s just hope they can keep the
showtnnes at the center of attention
and the drama to a minimum.
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Sorority girls can’t make
slasher film worthwhile
Ash Anderson
mr 1.ARIAI (iiAYiDK I \iv i ksin )

Hollywood is absolutely obsessed
with showing members of fraterni
ties and sororities as lecherous college
students.
Its latest thread in the weave of this
stereotype is“Sororit\' Kow,"a movie
about a prank gt)iie terribly wrong
that leaves t)iie of the members of
Theta I'i (which isn’t a real sororitv,
mind you) rotting down a well.
The set up for this situation is ac
tually quite good. Each sorority girl
is introduced in a way unique to her
personalitN'. There's the nice one, the
irritable one, the more-attractivethan-the-rest one, the druggie one
and the smart one, all of whom help
the anorexic one get back at the guy
that cheated on her.
They give the guy some pills, tell
him they’re roofies, and watch what
happens when they pretend that she
has died from an overdose.
You know' what happens from here
because you’ve undoubtedly seen the
trailer.The girl who isn’t actually dead
gets actually dead when she’s impaled
with a tire iron, and the girls make a
“pact” to never tell a soul.
Well, obviously someone finds
out. Otherwise there wouldn’t be a
story and there certainly wouldn’t be
a killer with a “pimped-oiit” tire iron,
.IS one of the girls that’s still alive so

deftly points out.
The rest of the movie is simply sit
uational moments of stupidits’ involviiu; all but one of the girls. She’s the
hero, remember. She can’t be stupid.
Marketed .is a slasher film, “So
rority Kow'” is .iwful when judged
with the lowest of standards. It’s hard
to make a bad horror movie, and yet
Summit Fuitertainment h.is otFicially
succeeded.
M.iybe it’s because I’ve been
spoiled each Halloween for the hist
six years with each subsequent “S.iw”
installment. Or perhaps because I’m
alliliated with (¡reek life and realize
just how annoying this stereotype re
ally is.
Either way, the fact of the matter is
that this is not a good film.The ch.iracters are annoying - even the hero
ine - and, worst of all, by the time the
killer was unveiled, 1 really didn’t care
who it was.
At its core, “Sorority Row” had all
the necessary ingredients for a suc
cessful slasher film: overly .ittractive
men and women, unnecessary swear
ing, massive quantities of alcohol and
passive-aggressive parents.
lie that as it may, the writing is
abstilutely terrible, and none of the
aforementioned qualities can save
these characters from themselves.
After all, would you really want to
watch a movie where a killer hides in
a big pile of Jacuzzi bubbles?
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Presents

THE BEST IN THE PERFORMING ARTS
RIGHT HERE ON CAMPUS
Presented at the Performing Arts Center and the Spanos Theatre

A ll Cal Poly students, faculty, and staff members
receive 20% O FF with valid I.D.!
MCr.l.AT( HY-TRIBl'NL

Rumer Willis stars in Summit Entertainment’s new horror film “Sorority
Row,” which opened Sept. 11.

BELLYDANCE SUPERSTARS

IAN ANDERSON PLAYS THE
ACOUSTIC JETHRO TULL

COMPLEXIONS CONTEMPORARY
BALLET

AVENUE Q - THE MUSICAL

BALLROOM WITH A TWIST

WHOSE LIVE ANYWAY?

Music, dance, theatre, comedy and Broadway shows!
O ver 40 performances to choose from. Visit

w w w .ca lp o ly a rts.o rg
and get to know us today!

Watch our website for special last-minute
$10 STUDENT RUSH tickets throughout the season!
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FBI flick faUs
short on big screen
FRANKS FAMOUS PANCAKE BREAKFAST
3 BIG PANCAKES, 2 EGGS (any style)
and Choice o f 3 pieces o f bacon,
sausage, or linguisa ONLY $4.66
Pancakes o n ly fo r $2.60

FRANKS FAMOUS
BREAKFAST BURRiTO

WORLD FAMOUS
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

2 eggs, 2 p i e c e s b a c o n ,

2 eggs, 2 p i e c e s b a c o n ,

C h e d d a r cheese, h o m e f r i e s ,

C heddar ch eese, m ayo,

to m a to , o n io n s a n d s a ls a ,

l e t t u c e , t o m a t o , o nions on a

in a BIG t o r t i l l a

$5.50 + tax

$3.75 + tax

BIG w h e a t b u n

L U N C H & D IN N E R S P E C IA L S

R o b e r t W. B u t l e r

HOT DOG LOVERS!!!

MONSTER BURGER DAYS

HOT DOG
HAPPY HOURI

WEDNESDAYS
A hand m ade patty, over 1/2
lb. o f m eat w ith bacon,
cheese, lettuce, tom atoes,
o nions and o u r special sauce.

TUESDAYS
fro m 5-8 p.m.
ANY DOG ONLY $2.25
V _______________________________

ifOUloM'. ■4 .

950 California Blvd.
San Luis Obispo

OPEN 7 Days a Week 6:30a.m. to 9p.m.
(805) 541-3488
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Matt Damon stars as Mark Whitacre, a man who has gone from up
per management in a lysine development company to a spy for the
FBI in this new Steven Soderbergh crime comedy.
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riuMv's reality. And then there’s
! lollywood reality.
The ditterenee was only too
clear to I HI Special Agent Hob
1lenulon as he settled into his seat
at an Olathe. Kan., movie theater
the other day to watch “ The Intorm.nit!,” the new Matt Damon
him directed hv Oscar-winner

Steven Soderbergh.
This was more than a movie to
1lerndon. It was his story.
And he was concerned about
what Hollywood had done to it.
In the early ‘‘Xls, I lerndon —
portrayed m the movie by comic
Joe! McHale — was one ot two
I HI .igents who handled Mark
Whitacre, an executive tor agri-

Vl

CASH in the tank

Don't put your

get around SLO w ith o u t your car.
• Onifn« SLO Transit bus trip planning
• Onltna bus sch«dul«s
• Online carpooi matching (TripLink)
• Online bike maps .
• Bus delays, route changes and events info
(Twitter & Facebook)
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san Uiis OBispo transit

see FBI, page 47
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FBI
continued from page 46

business giant Archer Daniels
Midland who volunteered to help
the feds convict his co-workers of
price fixing.
Whitacre. whom Damon plays
with comic abandon, turned out
to be much more than a whistle
blower. He wore an FBI wire
into closed-door sessions with his
ADM bosses, but even while pro
viding evidence that would end
up convicting several of his firm’s
executives, Whitacre was involved
in scams of his own. He lied to
the teds, he lied to his bosses, and,
while working with the FBI, he
embezzled more than
million.
The informant would end up
spending more time in prison than
the co-workers he turned in.
1 he convoluted case was laid
out in minute detail in “The In
former,” Kurt Eichenwald’s non
fiction book published in 2<•<)().
Herndon had the FBI’s permis
sion to talk numerous times with
the author.
Now it was Hollywood’s turn.
Unlike the book, the movie was
made with almost no input from
1ierndoti.
All Flerndon could hope for
was that the film would spread a
message about corporate fraud
and greed.
But as the lights went down and
his w ife, Kaelene, took his hand,
the FBI agent prepared himself for
the possibility that his big-screen
portrait might not be all that Hat
ter ing.
“A Secret Service agent at
tended my church,” Herndon, 46.
recalls o f his boyhood in Kansas.
“An FBI agent lived a few doors
down. I alw.ivs dreamed of ioiiiiiui
the FBI.”
After graduating from high
Mhool, he studied accounting
at the University of Kansas and
joined a Cd’A firm, lint in 1‘>K6
he applied to the bureau, then
looking for numbers crunchers
to handle white-collar crime, and
was accepted.
H erndon’s first posting was in
New C'Irleans, where he was part
of a team that brought down a
corrupt jurist. “ It was the first
time the FBI wired the courtroom
o f a federal judge,” he said.
He was working in the Springfield. 111., office when he became
part of the ADM investigation. He
worked closely with agent Brian

Shepard (played by Scott Bakula)
who had first been contacted by
Whitacre.
For several years Herndon and
Shepard directed Whitacre’s ef
forts, making sound or video re
cordings of almost 260 conversa
tions between their informant and
targets.
They were yanked from, the
case after ADM’s attorneys aired
an anonymous accusation —
Flerndon thinks it was from Whi
tacre himself— that among other
things the agents had appropriated
some of Whitacre’s embezzled
money.
“Th.it caused an internal in
vestigation,” Herndon said. “After
that Mark named us in a lawsuit
claiming we hit him with a brief
case, but the details were so un
believable w'e were laughing about
it.”
Still, the agents resented not
being able to complete their in
vestigation. Vindication finally
came with the conviction of the
ADM officials.
“One after another the guilty
verdicts came in. Brian and I felt
validated. The jurors were affirm
ing that w e w eren’t some bad guys,
that we’d done our jtib.”
Fierndon is a straight arrow.
Father of three. Highly religious.
And. of course, he’s with the FBI.
Fie doesn’t have much in com
mon with the type of people w ho
make movies. O r at least that’s
w hat he thought.
Several things have happened
over the last couple of years to
change that perception.
Two years ago his son Matthew,
then 1 1, w as diagnosed with a lifethreatening brain aneurvsm.While
the family gathered in a Dallas ho
tel room on the eve of Matthew’s
big surgery, the phone rang.
It was Matt Damon. He wanted
to talk to Matthew.
At that point filming on “The
Informant!” hadn’t begun. But
Damon had been cast and knew
all about Herndon. Somehow he’d
heard about the family’s crisis.
“Matthew is talking on the
phone and at one point he puts his
hand over the receiver and asks,
‘W ho’s Matt Damon?’” Herndon
recalled with a l.iiigh. “After his
successful siirgerv lu' watch J. the
‘Bourne’ movies, and of course
now he’s a Damon fm.”
Then, while “The Informant!”
was in production last summer in

For m y hair to be a silent pick-up line.
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a sam ple of this year’s Arts & Entertainm ent columns
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The back-to-school adventure begins:
It * s i m p o r t a n t t o s t a y b a l a n c e d w h e n s c h e d u l e s g e t b u s y
It’s hack-to-school time and
everyone is attempting to or
ganize their lives into perfectly
color-coded bins purchased from
lied Oath ¿V Beyond — only they
have yet to find out that one thing
doesn't fit quite so perlectly into

INSURANCE DJ

these bins, namely, your relation
ships (or lack thereof).
It’s hard to meet new people, be
the responsible student, make the
most of your day and still have time
to be alone. The dilemma here is
how to start a school vear success-

^A IR
V

ality
'fá'
J

Phone 805.541.2771
Address 845 Fiero Ln, San Luis Obispo

fully, while still keeping your options open
for possibly beginning
a new relationship or
keeping the one you
already have. The so
lution is simple, but
does require balance.
Balance isn’t just
a term used in your
yoga class or to de
scribe your diet; it
should also be used
to organize your re
lationship bin. Life in
general will be better when you
use balance as your guide in your
sclmol work, social as well as sex
life and wellbeing.
This doesn't mean that in one
day you can't sleep in late, go to
an all-day party, find some cool
girl to hang out with all night and
barelv make it home at 3 a.m.You
just have to ensure that the next
d.iy you get all your homework
finished, all yoiy laundry cleaned,
and that you study for your mid
term. In other words, everyone’s
concept of balance is going to
look the same; some need to fit all
of their hookups and sleepovers

Since 1969

C as'
into their weekend, while others
seem to have no problem weav
ing them m throughout tiie w e e k ’s
ta sk s.

It also m e . m s you don't h.ive
to find that significant other right
in the beginning of the ipiarter. If
your life requires focus on school
in the beginning and a social lite
later, follow thriiugh with that. If
that person is right for you. he or
she w ill most likely still be w aiting
next month. And if you’re .ilready
in a serious relationship, a lot of
that back-to-school stress won’t
artect you since you’ve both al
ready learned how to make a rela
tionship work.
If the balance isn’t really there,
it might be time to try something
new. For example, if studying on
the bed is too tempting for you,
try going to the library or mak
ing goals for one another. When
a goal is reached, give each other
some sort o f reward.
This way you’ll get slufT done
as well as enjoying each other’s
company.
Not everyone can be lucky

enough to find the perfect boy
friend who lust so happens to li\e
right .icross the hall; it might take
a little more work than that. Cietting involved in as manv things as
possible is vour best bet tor find
ing th.it perfect relationship at an\time of the year.Non don't iiave tit
be the life of the party; voii just
h.ive to be .it some parties. l)i>n’t
be afraid to jtmi clubs, run. swim
and bike for the triathlon team or
even cheer for the football team
from the bleachers. You’re guaran
teed to meet the most people by
just putting yourself out there and
doing new things.
So, while keeping up with your
responsibilities when school be
gins, don’t forget to put yourself
out there and do things you’ve
never done, because you never
know who you might meet and
what adventures you will have.
Cassondra
is a liheral
sttidics junior and Mustoni^ Doily re
lationship columnist. “Chatting with
Cassie" is a weekly column that will
appear on Tuesdays.
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Post-WWII novel examines literature’s
ability to unite across boundaries
i’li admit it — I don’t genet ally
read best-sellers. It seems to me that
it is due more to advertising than to
good writing that they appear on
the list in the first place. Neverthe
less, I couldn’t help but be intrigued
by this title and wanted to know if
all the talk about this book was ac-

ally unfold to reveal the hardships
that (iuernsey sutfered during the
war.
The events that they discuss have
often been overlooked both in our
history books and by news report
ers of the W Wll era. As a contem
porary reader, I admit that 1 had no
....

Reading
Between the
L in e s
M e lin d a T r u e ls e n

The intimate letters written
betweeri Juliet and the people of
Guernsey weave together complex
relationships between the writers.
The letter format allows the reader
to hear a little bit of each of the
characters’ voices and get an idea of
their relationships in a way that we
don’t get from a single narrator.
I w.as actually quite impressed
that the authors were able From the
town eccentric to the handyman,
everyone who wants to feel some
sort of connection is included, no
questions asked. These are the sort
of bonds that don’t form every day
but are made all the stronger be
cause of the difficult circumstances
from which they arise. This is truly
the high point of Shaffer and Barrows’ work, show’ing how very re
silient the human spirit can be as
well as how fragile, and how very
thin that line is.
One of my favorite lines in this
book conies at the beginning, when
Juliet writes to l).iwsey, “Perhaps
there is some secret sort of homing
instinct in books that brings them
to their perfect readers. How de
lightful if that were true.”
Juliet’s name scribbled inside of
a second-hand book that Dawsey
happened upon is how all of this
correspondence begins, and it
opens the door to some incredible
discoveries and the forging of great
bonds. It is a little fantastic and a bit
hard to believe, but if we do believe
that one event can change the lives
of many people, how wonderful it
IS that It can begin with something
.IS simple as a book.
Keeping this in mind, here is

my hope for the year. 1 hope that
you won’t read just what you have
to but that you may also find a
book that makes you think differ
ently, that helps create a connection
with someone else or that at least
makes you take a second look at

something you may have otherwise
dismissed.
Melinda Tmeheti is a {¡raduatc student
in literature and a Mnstanii Daily lujok
columnist. Her column, “Reading Between
the Lines ” will appear on Hhlnesdays.

fu> w 'l^Wt/ ^ 'Á^wt/i/ ¿vT Vceí
Get Involved W itk C al Polij s
O rganic Farm

u
ttially deserved. After reading “The idea where Gtiernsey w'as located,
Ciiiernsey Literary and Potato Peel much less that it w'as involved in
Pie Society,” I decided that there is the German occupation. Juliet’s
much more to this book than sim fascination with this little-known
ply a long and hard-to-pronounce island and its people leads her to
title. It is a story of a little-known expand her correspondence with
historical moment, as well as ap other people living on the island
investigation into human relation in hopes of writing a tell-all book
ships during times of hardship and about their experiences.
the bonds that are formed
when people of different
circumstances j«nn togeth
er.
Shatfer and Barrows tell
tlie story of the (lerman
occupation of ('itiernsey, a
small British isl.md in the
Pnglish Cdiannel between
luuil.md and i rance, in a
post World War II setting.
It all begins when jtiliet
Ashton, a reporter and for
mer war-time correspon
dent. receives a letter from
I >.iwsey Adams, a local
from ( tuernsey. f heir corri"'p(Midence arises from an
unhkeK coincidence when
1’aw se\ comes across |uh'-r’s name scribbled m
»/.le of his factinte books,
which he found at a secmid-hand shop
fheir letters soon be
come more than simple
COl'RllS^ pHoro
questions about where
to find more books by a “ The Ciuernscs l.iterary and Potato Peel Pie
certain author and actii- Society” tell-s the story of the Cierman oc
cupation of a small British island.
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Jewish high holidays provide firn in the kitchen
KOSHER1N
THÈ
s5^::..,, \>

-Si

'iltlÌÀNY^l

•.....From my major, to eating, to
watching the Food Network,
the topic of food IS on my mind
most hours of the day. I view food
as something I put into my body
for nutrition and taste as well as a
way to bring people together; tood
makes the world go round.
When my mom questioned my
decision for choosing food science
as my major, I told her there would
always be jobs in the food indus
try, since people will alw.iys have
to eat.

1 have always loved food aiul
coming to college has expanded
my love and made me want to pass
it on to others.
This time of the year is an es
pecially fun one for me, since it’s
time for the Jewish high holidays,
some of the holiest days of the year.
While not all of my columns will
focus on Jewish cooking, this time
of year provides an opportunity’ to
talk about how Judaism intersects
with food.
“Fill up my cup, drink, Mazel

Tov, lechaim”, and more than dip apples into honey,
happy belated New I suggest you try making rugelach.
Years!! Fhe Black Kugelach is a traditional Ji'wish
Fyed Peas say it best, .American dessert that is made year
for the small percent round but is eaten more regularly
age ofjewish stiulents during Ikosh Hashanah.
It is easv to make, t.istes tieliat Ckil Poly, New Years
has been celebrated cious, and definitely grants you ,i
and these next ten sweet New Year.
1 recommend trying a simple
days (since Saturd.iy)
are the I )ays of Awe recipe that breaks the task down
waiting forYoni Kip- into simple steps. Fhere are several
pur (Day of Atone- variations you can use when mak
nient). Not only are ing rugelach, so look for a recipe
these the two most that all(,nvs for that, too. For stu
important
Jewish dents who don’t eat cheese, sub
holidays they oppose stitute more butter or margarine
one another in the sense that one for the cream cheese. 1 enjoy the
cinnamon and sugar filling the best
promotes eating, the other fasting.
Since Kosh Hashanah is the because it adds a nice sweetness to
New Years, people enjoy eating the pastry but does not mask the
something sweet in order to have flavor of the dough as much as the
a sweet New Year; a personal and other fillings. Rugelach can also be
traditional favorite is apples dipped found in your local grocery store if
you don’t bake or do not have time
in honey.
I know it sounds unusual but 1 to make it.
While Rosh Hashanah en
suggest you try this simple delicacy
because it will satisfy your sweet courages eating sweets, Yoni Knptooth and give you a good source pur calls for fasting from sundown
of dietary fiber and vitamin C. For the previous night to sun down the
the bakers at Poly, who want to do next day.
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I his is in order to atone your
sins between you and (lo-d. Being
a food science m.ijor .is well as a
foodie (“someone who has an ar
dent or refined interest in food.’’), 1
tend to dread this d.iy.
One of my favorite ways to
break the fast is to he.id over to
Ihrestoiie (irill for a delicious triiip sandwich with extra barbeque
sauce. It makes the countless hours
of stomach growling and dizziness
worth It.
It’s funny that the act of eating,
an ordinary daily activity for most,
is very significant to the two holiest
days of the Jewish year. Every tune
Rosh Hashanah comes around, I
stalk up on sweets in order to show
my respect for the Holiday.
When Yoin Kippur arrives, I try
to come up with ways to distract
myself during the day because a
good part of my day usually re
volves around food.
lictiumy Abcisoti is <j food scietice
senior ond Miistan<(’ Daily food col
umnist. Her column, “Kosher in the
Kitchen" is a weekly column that will
appear on Thursdays.
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HEAR IT.

Grand Lake searches for identity,
truth in dehut album
hipster
Bu l l s h it
o r

In “('ity ot (ilass” the first story
from I’aiil Austers I lic New York
Irilogv', protagonist Quinn writes
(.leteetive stories under tlie pen name
William Wilson, only to end up act
ing as a detective under the name
Oaul Auster. It’s a crazed pttstmodern
mindtuck of identity questions that
still only begins to scratch the surtace
of the increasingly disappearing line
between self and creation. The story
debuted in I'W.S and since then, the
Internet h.is only made separating the
illusion o f‘me’ and some actual etdd,
haul reality even more confusing. As
psychology continues to probe who
we are, the elaborate constructions
of self we create and analyze escalates
alongside an emotionally-deadening
amount of imny. It’s a slow burn that
sits in the b.ick and keeps growing
until it becomes overpowering.
On a certain level, that problem
permeates (irand l ake’s debut album,
“Nevermint.” Musically, i's discon
certing without ever being oxerwhelming. It’s filled with controlled
bl.tsts of experimentation, resisting
the shoegaze noise of a baiul like
1)eerhuntiT, while nexer giving into
the orchestr.iteil iiulie pixp of a Siifpin

You deserve
a break.

aham

c u L K

r T s s N

crooked teeth/
I)on’t
clean
up my bloody
mess/Don’t tell
me you love
me please/You
fill my head
with
bees”
over scrambled
sounds and re
vealing the con
fusing moment
betxveen break
ing the apron
strings and est.iblishing our
selves solid and
xvhole
sonie-

Stex’ens. It fights the battle betxveen
overstating and understating a certain xxiiere nexx’.
“The Stars are Not Brojectors”
m.uKlening irritation, attempting to
shoots more generally, starting xvith a
find some middle ground of truth.
Lyrically, frontman C'aleb Nichols pkiyful strike at a Modest Mtnise song
confronts the xvorld xvith a reaction title anti then moving outxxards. Over
that oscillates betxxeen confrontation the course of the song, Nichols seems
and selt-ilefense. Fhere’s a scramble intent on tearing doxvn fnsm both
to find the
greatness illu
sion xxe’ve cre
AT,e n e r m m i
Gram i Ijukc
ated inside of
us.
Opening
track
“('oncrete
Blonde
on Blonde” antheniically ad
dresses return
ing home oxer
triumphant in
strum entation
xxhile lyrically
expressing dis
tance from past
identity xir the
other identitx'
the past is try
ing to cre.ite for
you.
Nichols
C O l ' R I KSY P H O T O
shouts; “Don’t
Grand l.ake relea.sed iu debut album “Nevermint” on
straighten
mv
SOO Record.s.

A

sides. Nothing is as big as it’s made
to be, and Nichols reserves the only
positive assertion for the mundane
by telling someone, “You are a xvalk
in the park.” “She’s a Hater” fights
against other people’s projections of
themselves xvith the lyrics slashing
out at a friend’s girlfriend only to give
into a playful bounce. It reiniagines
overstated coiiHict as child’s play, xvith
shouts oP'she’s a hater” and the juve
nile j.ib o f“See you on craigslist. I’m
betting.”
Album closer “Blue Hoodie”
gently moves axxay from confused
modern anger and taps into confused
modern love. Love drifts out into
symbols, txvo blue hooded sxx'eatshirts
lying together and a place on some
one’s top eight. At times, it veers into
a juvenile sense of love more fascinat
ed xvith im.igery than xvith emotional
connection, but it’s the overxvhelniing sincerity of emotion th.it pushes
it back. It chaotically closes xvith
“You’re a brilliant mistake/ You’re
my kind of giy ”soniehoxv dispLiying the confusion betxveen desper
ate love and something much more
genuine.

SEE IT.
WATCH IT
CLICK IT.
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dniluwi (jilhcrtsoii is ¡in liii\>lish
'graduate student, KC'PR DJ and Mustan_(’ Dad)' tnusic columnist. "Hipster
Bullshit" is a column that will appear
on Mondays.
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“During the investigation we
always thought we were a day
away from seeing the case ruined,”
coHtinuedfrom page 47
Herndon said.“ It’s always that way
when you’re working with in
Los Angelos, Hertidon was invited
to bring his tainily tor a day on the formants. T hey can decide at any
moment they don’t w'ant to do it
set.
anymore.”
“Matt Damon spent about an
The agent says he thinks Whitahour and a halt' with us,” he said.
“He talked about possibly mov cre suffered from a mental ailment
ing to 1)allas or Kansas C'ity, get and had told so many lies that he
ting away from Miami and finding no longer knew what was true and
a different sort of place to raise his what wasn’t.
The film also finds much comic
kids.”
Herndon also got to know the mileage in Whitacre’s luxurious
head of hair.
actor who was portraying him.
“We agents would have discus
“Joel told me he played the part
straight up. No comedy. 1 asked sions about whether that was re
him, ‘Are you sure you’re playing ally Mark’s hair or a rug,” Herndon
me as a good, boring FHl agent?’ said.
Fhey got their answer when
And he said he was.
“We’ve been in contact oft and they attended Whitacre’s senteiicon ever since,” Herndon said. “Joel iiui. The convicted embezzler was
came here last February for a com bald.
“ Mrian always claimed it wasn’t
edy event and invited my friends
and family backstage. He’s a really a wig. So I leaned over and said ‘1
top-notch guy. ( ’lood family val win.’ “
After the conclusion of the
ues. Spent most of the time talking
Al )M and Wliitacre cases, Herndon
about his kids and wife.”
As the lights came up after the returned tti his hometown. Among
“ Informant!” screening, Herndon the cases he has worked since then
was that of Kohert K. CTnirtney,
sat for a moment deep in thought.
the pharmacist convicted of giving
So what did he think?
“Mostly, I think they got it patients diluted cancer drugs.
Herndon and his wife left Kan
right,” he said. “1 never felt like
sas Caty International Airport
they took a cheap shot.”
Several scenes, in fact, used dia Monday evening to join the “ In
logue taken directly from the sur formant!” cast at the film’s New
veillance tapes Herndon and Shep York premiere.
“This time I can just relax and
ard had made.
The film is pkiyed for farcical enjoy the movie,” the agent said.
effect, hut the agent said that was a “ And we’re going to a party after
valid approach, especially since the ward. (ieorge CTooney is an execu
real-life Wliitacre had so many id tive producer, and we’re hoping he
shows up.”
iosyncrasies.
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Growing international
interest in spirituality
transforming today’s
film industry
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Hive years ago, Mary (¡ervase
turned her dream of tbiinding a
film festival into a reality. It start
ed with the Dalai Lama’s visit to
the Wood River Valley in 2005.
She got involved in the effort and
kicked it off with a festival of all
Ouddhist films, from animated
shorts to documentaries.
It was a success.
“ It was just this beautiful com
pliment ti) his (Dalai Lama) mes
sage," C'lervase said. "It helped
round people’s understand of
what was happening.” That proved
to (¡ervase that she didn’t want to
show just any films, but films that
have meaning.
"O ur goal is to bring people
together in a theater setting to
see cutting edge films about the
meaning of life,” she said. "Every
body has that search. We’re all try
ing to figure out why we’re here.
I’eople are going through that
exploration all over the world, in
many faiths and spiritual tradi
tions. It’s something that brings us

all together.”
The Sun Valley Spiritual
Film Festival, which runs Friday
through Sunday m Sun Valley,
Idaho, is part of an expanding in
ternational interest in spirituality.
You can see 24 films, meet film
makers and learn more about the
movement.
There is a growing hunger
tor these stories and conversatii>ns about spirituality specifically
tlmnigh film, says filmmaker IVter Rodger, whose film “Oh My
Clod” will show on Saturday.
The movement is growing
both in the production of inde
pendent films and in the number
of people who are exploring their
own spirituality through films on
the Internet.
"People are very conscious
about consciousness, and they can
use this medium now to explore
things that are dear to them,” R od
ger said. “ Film touches the heart,
and I think that’s what’s coming.
It think (spiritual film) is going
to change everything.The next 10
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a l i k c y t h e l i n e is b l u r r e d b e t w e e n f i c t i o n a n d r e a l i t y
Bria n C rec en te
M H A K U .niM

Vidoti panics arc meant to be Hights
ot taney but, .is with television, reality
h . is become an increasingly popular
concept to tap into.

But is that a good thing?
F^ir the surviving members otThe
Beatles and their tans it seems to be.
The selt-titled Rock Band game
released to phenomenal reviews and
delivered an experience that w.is solely-

Nms here is this more evident than
in music-themed video games. Titles
like ( alitar 1lero 5, I he llcMtles: Rock
Band and soon-to-be rele.ised DJ
I lero all use re.il musicians, living and
dead, to help create a stronger sense
ot realism.

rid e

devoted the band. I'he game, it seems,
W.IS an etiort to not only give people
a chance to pkiy through their kivorite
Beatles hits, but to get a better sense ot
how The Beatles grew both as musi
cians and a band.

ÜÍIDBIVE

Plfclí';:

Clash’s “Ring of Fire” to Bon Jovi’s
“You Clive Love a Bad Name,” that
seems to be the most upsetting to
friends, fans and family.
Some critics, too, were unhappy
with it. Kotakus own review de-

m

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N

ANYONE..ANYTIME

805-541-8747

CALI ABOUT
OUUiiEWLAHGEH

Mt:( i.Art:nY-iRiBi’Ni
‘The Beatles: Rock Band’ is one of the new releases that has escaped controversy by only allows gamers
to play Beatles songs. Others such as ‘Guitar Hero 5’ allow players to choose artists to sing songs that
they did not perform originally. Kurt Cohain fans were upset over his inclusion in a new game release.

BUSSESFOBmmw
FlWCTiOXS

The same week that fans of the fab
four were rejoicing in the singular ex
perience ot I he Beatles; Rock Band,
the willow, fans and baiulmates ot late
grunge icon Kurt Gobain were up
in arms over his inclusion in Guitar
I lero .5.
Before the game’s a-le.ise, pub
lisher Activision told Rolling Stone
nug.i/ine that Gourtney I ove wasn't
just integr.il in bringing Gobain to lite
in the game, she was gre.it to work
with.
But in a tK'iizy of late-night Iwit
ter upd.ites a week after the game’s re
lease, I ove denied that she was happi
ly invoKed in the project, posting 214
Tweets over a six-hour periinl deerv'ing the game. Caibain’s inclusion in it
and most hotly the abilitv’ to h.ive the
grunge singer pertbrm other songs.
It’s this single featua'. w hich allows
gamers to unUxk Clobaui and h.ive
him sing everything from Johnny

I
,

!■

I

lA

scribed the ability to reanimate the
virtual corpses ofC'obain and johnny
(\ish and coiitn)! them .is marionettes
in other people’s songs .is tacky and
crude.
Krist Novoselic and Dave Gmhl,
the two surviving members ot Nir
vana. released a joint statement asking
Activision to alter the game to prevent
the virtual C'obain fmm pert'orming
songs th.it are not his own.
“Kurt Gobain wrote songs that
hold a lot of meaning to people all
over the world. We teel he deserses
better.”
Activision, which h.id initially
agreed to particip.ite in this stoiy, de
clined to mspond to questions aUnit
the decision to include real-world
musicians in game's and to s,iy w hether
thew would change ( lob.iin’s inclusion
sec (lames, page 55
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“CSI” gets away
with murder in
new season

Games
contitmedfrom page 54

in (iiiitar Hero 5.
The company did send a prepared
statement saying that the game liad
the necessary licensing rights from the
( -obain estate in a "written agreement
signed by (anirtne\ l.ove to use Kurt
Cobains likeness as a fully playable
character in Cuitar I lero 5.”
While Love didn't respond to our
requests tor an intersiew, her attorney
did, saying that while there was an
agreement in place, it didn’t allow the
sort ot treatment Ciobain is getting in
the game.
"Ms. Cxibain is e.xtremely upset
about Activision’s use of Mr. C'obain’s
likeness to sing the songs of others in
its (iiiitar Hem game,” Keith A. Fink,
Love’s attorney, told Kotaku. “Activi
sion was granted permission by Kurt’s
trust solely to use his name and like
ness. Activision was not given an un
bridled right to use Mr. Cxibain’s name
and likeness.
“The agreement Activision has
with the trust doesn’t allow them to
use his likeness in ways that denigrate
his image.”
Love’s response to (iuitar 1lem 5 is
a far cry tnim the response The Beatles:
Kock Band is getting from the family
and surviving members of The Beat
les.
Perhaps that’s because in the Kock
Band game players can only perform
as The Beatles in songs by The Beatles.
The game comes with 45 tracks, and
mom are on the w’ay, but they’re only
going to be Beatlc*s songs. And none
of those Beatles songs work on Kw'k
Band 2.
It’s a clear distinction that could
e.xplain Love’s emotional and slightly
delayed maction to C^obain’s use in
(iuitar Hem 5.
Had she seen The Beatles: Kock
Band I’m sum she couldn’t help but
ponder over what could have been: a
video game that celebrates Kurt Ciobain rather than using him. A title that
expands Ciobaiti’s audience, reminds
people of his importance in the world
of music and gives tans and neophytes
an equal opportunity to try .md under
stand the godfather of grunge.
In the flitum*. game developers at
tracted to the allum of m*ality should
perhaps keep in mind that w’hat makes
m*ality so intriguing is that it’s mal, not
that it’s a jumping off point for a dis
tasteful fiction.
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J a m ie Block

weird, but it was absolutely scin
MK IIKIAS l ) \ I I V ( C M V I K SIIS ( )l
tillating — at least during its 14MK lllCiAN)
episode existence. People just hear
something like “cowboy sci-h” and
There are three types think it’s so absurd that it can’t be
ot television shows in this good. But it was great. And most
world: crime and/or meilical people never gave themselves the
dramas, dating reality shows chance to know.
and show's that get canceled.
Kejecting a show based on
We live in a world with a premise alone is never a good idea.
million “C'SI” shoves, a brand .A great writing team can turn
new “N(]IS” coming, shows any idea into a supremely enter
like “The Shield” and “Dark taining show. The whole point of
Blue” for everyone’s bad-cop new shows ought to be that they
fix, a vast surplus o f “Law and aren’t like anything that came be
Order” offshoots, enough fore them. Yet I’ve heard some
televised bloody surgery to ridiculous excuses for avoiding
make even a chief of medi
cine squeamish and enough
see “CSI,” page 56
hot tub lovin’ to melt the po
lar ice caps. And then there’s
everything else.
People have historically
been reluctant to watch some
of television’s most original
programming. The ever-cultclassic “Arrested Develop
...
ment” was practically the
AVEDA
c e rtifie d hair
only show of its kind in re
c o lo r specialists
gard to its absurd storylines
and humor. But not enough
people watched the EmmyIn clu cJe s b lo w -d ry , sty le ,
winner to save it frtmi unjust
n e c k a n d s h o u ld e r m a s s a g e
cancellation.
Then there are shows that
don’t even get a full first sea
STUDENT S P E C IA L
son, like “Firefly.” From cre
$35 c u ts a r e $25 w h e n y o u
ator Joss Whedon (master
m e n tio n p ro m o c o d e W O W 09
mind behind “Dr. Horrible’s
Sing-Along Blog” and “ BufTy
the Vampire Slayer”), “Firefly”
'^an<
told the story of a group of
cowboy-esque space rogues
1040 Court St & 1907 Broad St. San Luis O tis p o , C A 8 0 5 .7 8 1 .6 1 8 8 s a lo n lu x .c o m
roaming a relatively newly
colonized galaxy in the year
2517. They were running
from the dastardly alliance
while smuggling and har
boring mysterious fugitives.
Yeah, it sounds absolutely

follow the rules
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“C SI”
continuedfrom page 55
something based on previous ex
periences: “ 1 won’t watch ‘Cilee’
because I didn’t like 'High School
Musical...... 1 won’t watch ‘Sports
N ight’because 1 don’t like'SportsCenter,'” or, most unreasonably,“ I
won’t w atch‘Lost’ because I didn’t
like '(iilligan’s Island.’” None of
these comparisons are fair, yet
many viewers are content to make

these two-second assumptions
instead of taking an hour to sim
ply watch the show once and see
if they like it. The crime drama
plague is convincing people that
originality is dead.
Fortunately, in recent years,
some original premises have
been making a comeback. The
aforementioned “Cilee,” the satir
ical tale of popularity as viewed
through a high school show
choir, is enjoying its position as
FC')X’s most-hyped new show.

DANCE AUDITIOJ
for the

Orchesis Dance Coi

W HEN: F ir s tW e e y ffF a llQ i
WHERE: M JM S u lff D an ce S'
Bldg 60 Rm 06

ition a n d W orki
■ T U E S D A Y 6 :1 0 p m
W E D N E S D A Y 6 :1 0 p m

One Workshop
W ear D ance At
INFORMATION:
756-1465, 756-2039
http://orchesis.calpoly.i

Audition Tl

lAY 6:10pm
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And joss W hedon’s latest venture
“ Dollhouse,” which document^ a
secret facility where people j^ve
up five years of their lives to have
their personalities replaced and
bodies rented out to billionaire
clients seeking romantic partners
or even assassins, will be starting
its second season soon — a season
that most people suspected would
never come. It’s not like anything
that’s come before it, and that
makes it all the more fantastic. But
most encouragingly, people must
actually be watching it.
“ Dollhouse” is the perfect ex
ample of new television at its best.
The premise is completely origi
nal — the closest thing we’ve
seen so tar is “Stepford Wives,”
and that’s only vaguely similar.
The writers are creative and the
actors are motivated by the fact
that they’re doing something new.
A crime drama can be entertain
ing; it can even sometimes be well
done. But no matter what twist
you put on it, I won’t let you get
away with calling it “original.”
But there is an easier, more
realistic and less “War (iames”esque way to quell the**,expan
sion o f the ever-growing
unoriginal programming: Watch
something different. I don't care if
you didn’t like “Stargate:Atliintii»”
You should still watch ‘r^urtjsa.”
Sure, they both air on $yfy (the
new name o f the old Sci-Fi Chan
nel), but that doesn’t meaii they’re
the same, and “ Eureka” is Hipping
brilliant. Original, high-quality
television is being murdered, and
we need to take action before they
make a new “C'SI” about it.

Film festival
continuedfrom page 53
years are going to be very inter
esting.”
Rodger’s film is a personal
quest to discover the nature of
God. “ I just got fed up wTh
people killing and blowing
themselves up trying to buy a
ticket to heaven,” he said.
A successful commercial di
rector, Rodger took his camera
crew around the world asking
people of all backgrounds, eth
nic origins and beliefs and a few
celebrities such as Hugh jackman and Seal, “What is God?”
It’s an extremely simple idea,
Rodger said. “Then out of that
comes a myriad of thoughts. At
the end, it’s a promotion for tol
erance, understanding and ulti
mately peace and love.”
Those are many of the issues
that all the films at the festival
address, from very personal and
global perspectives.
“Spirituality is such a hard
thing to describe because it is
such a personal e.xperience,” said
Stephen Simon. Once a main
stream Hollywood producer and
director, he now is founder of
the Spiritual Chnema Chrcle, a
mail-order film club that sends
spiritual-based and influenced
films, culled from festivals and
filmmakers around the globe, to
people 111 more than 70 coun
tries.
“These are films that ask the
big questions about who we are,
and why we’re here,” Simon said.

“They also help you feel better
about being a human being. This
isn’t about a l^ollyanna view, but
there is always a pathway through
the darkness to redemption. In
the world today that’s hard to
do.” But it is an important thing
to do, he said.
Festivals like this one that
boldly puts the word “spiritual”
in the title, are an important link
in the process because it is where
the conversation starts, said jim
Walsh, ( ’EO and founder of the
Human Energy Systems Alliance,
a research facility that works
with top university scientists to
bridge the gap between science
and belief.
He will be showing his short
film,“O acking the Cosmic Egg”
and talking about his research
into intention and its affects on
material and biological systems.
“We’re now able to measure
things that before we had to ac
cept on faith.That was once the
language o f spirituality; now it is
the language o f science,” Walsh
said.
These twin — yet different
— ways o f looking at the world
kept wary distance from one an
other. Now, they’re talking.
“ I’m new to the spiritual film
festival, but it’s such a cool idea,”
Walsh said, “ butting these spiri
tual ideas into film gets to it m
a deeper way than just through
words,” Wiilsh said. “ It’s express
ing this point o f view to people
beyond any one tradition or
church. It’s just a way to start
the conversation on a wider ba
sis and help us all understand.”
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Larry David reconvenes the “Seinfeld”
gang on “Curb Your Enthusiasm”

MCCI j KTCHY-TRIBUNE

The upcoming seventh season of Larry David’s HBO show “Curb
Your Enthusiasm’’ will feature several episodes with the main cast of
“Seinfeld.”

N eal Ju stin
SIAK I R I B l 'M (MINNE.A1*()US)

Larry 1)avid would be the last
persiMi you'd cast as matchmaker, but
it's none other than the King ot'Curmudgeons who has masterminded a
highly anticipated “Seint'eld” reunion
tor his seventh season o f“tAirbYour
Hnthusiasm.'' which starts Sundav on
H1U>
Cit'. course, the event takes place in
1)avid's world, which means no group
hugs or mushy rears. Anv drop of sentimentalitv would betrav the spirit of
the senes TV (iuide recently dubbed
the greatest sitcom of all time.
"Seinfeld," co-created by David,
featured four self-centered characters
who spent an e.vorbitant amount of
time together, if only because no one
else could stand them. In “C'urb," 1)avid plays a version of himself: a shorttempered, shortsighted comedy writ
er born without a self-edit button. In
other words, the reunion should be
nothing short of disastrous.
Just how it falls apart, though, re
mains a mystery.
It’s nearly impossible to extract
details from 1)avid, who seems to talk
to the press only in order to frustrate
us. He confirmed that Seinfeld &' Cax
would appear on about five of the
10 new episodes tracking ihc i solu
tion ofa “Seinfeld” special wiih script
a*ad-throughs, rehearsals and clips
tram the “bix>adcast.”
Obstacles that get in the way in
clude Larry’s attempted reconciliation
with his w'ife, a cruel insult hurled at

a network executive and an encoun
ter with Meg Kyan. But the trickiest
hurdle will be getting the audience
to believe that either the real David
or the fictional one would ever get
entangled in something as mushy as
a TV reunion.
“For years. I'w been asked about
it, as have jerry and the other cast
members, and 1 would alw.iys s.iy,
“No, there’s no reunion. We would
never do th.it. It’s a lame idea.’ And
then 1 thought,“But it might be very
funny to do on “CAirb,”’" 1).ivid said.
"I kept thinking about the idea and 1
■tarted thinking of different scenarios
on how we could pull it otf. 1 called
Jerry. He was game and 1 said,‘Well,
I’ll call the others.’Ajid I did."
H.iving a season-long arc has be
come a key component of “C.urb”
since its sectuid year. Past adventures
include I ).ivid’s ill-fated attempt to
open a restaurant; his shot at starring
in a Broadw.iy pmdiiction of "The
Producers”; and last season’s destruc
tion of his marriage, which culmi
nated with I Livid finding himself in
the arms of his Hurricane Katrina
boarder, Loretta Black.
That relationship is the centerpiece of the first two new episodes
as David tries to wea.sel out of her
clinches in part because Black, played
to the hilt by Vivica A. Fox, may have
cancer, and also because he realizes he
may have a second chance with his
estranged wife (C'heryl Hines).
It’s not until the third episode that
George, Elaine, Kramer and Jerry
are ushered into the picture — and

the result is more natural than you’d
think.
The actors thought so, too. “It was
eerily easy,” said Julia Louis-1 )reyfus,
who has won Enimys .is both Elaine
and the title character in the continu
ing CdlS sitcom “The New Adven
tures of Old C.hnstine.”
“The first day of rehearsal was on
the stage with two of our sets put
back up. And, frankly, it was as if we
had taken a three-week hiatus, and
we were back at work. Everything
was there, just, you know, better com
puters and stuff like that. Ultimately,
It was a ball.”
Some may view this season as a
“do-over” to the 1998 “Seinfeld” fiMjale. Ill that highly viewed episode —
wTi^ulJ by David years after he quit
the show — the gang ended up in
jail for breaking the Cíood Samaritan
Law. Many tans thought it was too
corny and contrite, a fact that “Cmrb”
acknowledges by having Jason Alex.mder openly hope that “we’ll go out
on a good note this time.”
But in interviews, I )avid defends
the finale and says anyone who doesn’t
agree is a “moron.”
He’s a little kinder to two non\ iewers of his shows — his daughters.
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Kanye West’s remarks
give Taylor Swift much
needed publicity

FAN

Editorial Board

I

DAIIA lA R lilM (Kl Uil KS I M \ I KSI IN )

%k'/jr/C/j
21197ft'

It' you thought tlio Michael
Jackson tribute was going to be
the big inoinent at the 2 0 0 9 MTV
Vbdeo Music Awards then vou were
w rong. Kapper Kanye West and ins
latest stunt were the big talk across
media outlets .ill over America yes
terday. West insulted country-pop
music singer and songwriter Taylor
Swift when she received the awarti
for best female video last night.
In the middle of her gracious ac
ceptance speech, West ran onstage
and grabbed the microphone from
her, talking up luiminee Heyonce
Knowles in the same category.
“Taylor. I’m really happy for you,
and I'm gonna let you finish, but
Hevonce had one of the best v^leos
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of all time," West said.
Moth Swift and Knowles had
looks of shock on their faces and
really didn't know' how to react to
the statement. After receiving the
“Video of the Year" award for “Sin
gle Ladies," Knowles invited Swift
b.ick onstage to finish her accep
tance speech. It was reported that
West was kicked out of Kadio Cuty
Music Hall shortly after his rant.
West’s stunt at the aw.ird show,
w hich is kiu)w n more for its antics
than the music itself, stole the spot
light for the rest of the evening.
Sure. Swift gave a put-together
perform.ince after being dissed aiul
dismissed by the rapper, l ady (laga's
blood-smeared outfits were outra
geous, and the Michael Jackson
tribute was great. Hut it is West’s big
mouth that is creating a buz/. T he
trending topics on T'witter were all
either T.iylor Swift, Kanye West or
\'M A related. The most watcheil
video on CNN yesterday was the
recap of Sw ift’s speech getting in
terrupted, then her being invited
on stage by Knowles to try it again.
Something about this non-senpted
moment — as M TV had to stress
it was — is making people go nuts
about the ceremony and the artists
it involves.
West has alwavs been know n to
be a loud mouth and obno.xious.
Who can forget his famous com
ments about former Hresident
(ieorge W. Hush? Even though
MTV executives and producers
are saying the act was unscripted
on their part, could it be that West
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was trying to get himself some ex
tra press? He was photographed
walking down the red carpet with
a halfdrunken bottled of C'ognac,
so maybe he should just blame it
on the alcohol, as they say. He has a
history of ranting and raving when
he doesn’t get an awartl or recog
nition for his work, so it was only
expected that he would try to steal
the spotlight somehow. He just
chose to do it to the wrong per
son: it was alnuist like he was bul
lying the country star because she
beat out someone w hose music he
preferred. T his moment will onlv
boost Swift in the eyes of Ameri
cans.
The sympatlw and press Swift is
getting now i\ more than she could
have hoped for by just winning
the award. If anything, she should
be thanking W'est for what he has
done for her. Hpth artists will con
tinue to see their names on televi
sion, Web sites and video clips in
different media outlets as long as
the clip keeps getting talked about
or replayed. Already you can find
it on You Lube w ith comments and
views galore. M TV is known for
their award show's crazy moments,
and this is definitely the highlight
o f their 2(109 show, which will
leave this being discussed for years
to come.
The public does need to re
member that there are other news
stories going on in the work! right
now that do not involve theVMAs,
so It’s crazy to think that this can
be the number two most popular
story under a missing body being
found on C-NN.West interrupting
Swift has gotten more press than
Ken. loe NXikon K-S.C!.. inter“ ' 1'siiik. il *■ iMiK.’
V.ksU
‘ • • ••('?'> ith a shout
'!’’ IVople are more i on
e\incd Witt’ one of popular cul
ture’s shining good girls and loud
mouthed bad boys.
This is the kind of news that
people go crazy for, which is kind
o f sad.This was one o f those stories
that even if you didn't see it hap
pen live on MTV, if you were by a
computer or radio you knew that
it happened. The instant updates
o f Facebook statuses and tweets
were all about how rude West
was and how Swift rocks. People
choose sides between the images
o f “American Sweetheart’’ and the
guy who likes to speak Ins mind no
matter how crazy it is. It would be
nice to see the same kind of enthu
siasm about a story that matters. It
IS odd that people choose to care
more about a story that has noth
ing to do with them and their well
being over something of substance
that actually does
Everyone is guilty o f getting
wrapped up in a popular culture
tirade, rant or crazy story, but it
shouldn’t be the only thing you
see VMA, page 59
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Best beer for the buck:

continued from page 5it

For maximum flavor and fullness a t an affordable price, these work the hardest
P e t e r St. O n g e
M( n

VU IIV M WSI’AI’l Ks

A colleague tells me about a
recent, unfortunate beverage deci
sion.
He had just finished some out
door work around the house, and
he wanted a beer tt) cool down his
world. He was too hot to face the
challenge of a full-Havored (and
pricey) craft beer. He was wary,
however, ot a domestic macrobrewed lager — such as the Miller
Lite in the fridge — because it
would be, well, bad.
He chose the macrobrew and
rediscovered, two gulps in, that
it was as riavorful as sucking the
sweat from his shirt. He poured

the rest down the drain..
Sad.
So W hat to do if you want a
cheap beer with some Havor?
Some of us face this when
looking at $10 four-packs or
$S bombers of craft beer. Such
splurges don’t always fit tighten
ing budgets, even if the cost per
ounce is a better deal than a bottle
of nice wine.
We scoured beer shelves for
brews as inexpensive as your ba
sic $5-$7 six-pack — but with the
flavor to please at least some of the
snooty among us. Here are three
that should do so, including one
that might be a surprise. All prices
are per six-pack before taxes:
Under $5: Yuengling Tradition
al Lager, Lottsville, I’a.

,

_

IfO\

Welcome to your lawn-mow
ing beer. At $4.hh and available
at most supermarkets, Yuengling
orters most everything you’d
want in a lager — bready sweet
ness, smooth feel, and a crisp and
slightly hoppy finish. If you want
a little more oomph, Yuengling’s
Black and Tan is a porter and la
ger blend with a bit more malt and
bitterness.
Under $6: Stockyard Oatmeal
Stout, (loose Island Beer, ('hicago
This $5.49 beer stands up to
stouts twice the price. You’ll find
the same classic attributes of the
style — robust coffee and choco
late flavor, pleasant creaminess and
bitter finish. Perhaps a bit thinner
than some elite stouts, but because
of that. Stockyard is more acces
sible to those who don’t want to
fight their beers. Sold at Trader
Joe’s, Stockyard might be the
best-valued brew in your local
shop.
Under $7: American Ale, Bud
weiser, St. Louis
Hold on. Am 1 tasting maltiness in a Budweiser beer? And
hops? Yes, yes, I am. You’ll notice
soine nicely muted flavors here —
caramel and, perhaps, butterscotch
— but you won’t find the pro
nounced metallic twang that make
other Bud brews reviled in craft
beer circles. American Ale is a thin
but solid brew at a good price.

the best of the cheap American
beers? BliR has made a resur
gence of sorts in recent years in
hipster circles — artists, restaura
teurs and young prtifessionals who
sneer at mass-marketed monoliths
like Budweiser. Lhose beer drink
ers also note, with regularity, that
BBR beat the big boys in a C on
sumer Reports blind taste test in
the 1990s.
Problem is — it didn’t hap
pen. Yes, Consumer Reports held
a taste test of American lagers in
1996, but Stroll’s and Old Milwau
kee won the macrobrew domestic
category, with PBR finishing in
the middle of the pack. PBR has,
however, fared reasonably well in
other published taste tests in the
past decade.
We decided to hold our own.
Six cheap American macrobrews.

care about. 1 he argument over
health care or what is going on with
the economy or even luiw soldiers
.ire still overseas should be concern
ing them more. But because popu
lar culture is that break from reality
into the glamorous world of parties,
award shows and crazy fashion it’s
easier to talk about performances,
the new “Twilight” preview or what
Lady Caga was wearing around her
head while she was sitting m the
audience.

see Beer, page 59
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(From left) Yuengling Fraditlonal Lager, Stockyard Oatmeal
Stout, Budweiser American Ale. Fhese beers are all under $ 7 per
six-pack and have the taste to satisfy “snooty” drinkers.

“Seinfeld”
continued from page 57

I hey’d rather watch “Cossip C irf'tir
“Hannah Montana,” the Disney se
nes that corralled I )avid for a guest
appearance last season.
“The only re.ison I did it w,is
because niv dauuliters were on the

nien-

Saranac Bale Ale ($5.99), su
permarkets; Lrader Joe’s Bavarian
I lefeweizen ($5.49); Blue Moon
Belgian White ($6.99), Total
Wine.
Cbanip o f cheap
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Is Babst Blue Ribbon reallv

show,” he said. “Otherwise, I think
you woukl h.i\e to blow my head
ofl."
They ni.iy be the only two people
111 America who aren't eager to see
this reunion.
“Would I prefer that they watch
’Seinfeld’ or ‘(hirb ? Yes,” IXivid
said. “1 hey dtin't seem to be fans of
mine.”
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Six unm.irkcd glasses. I hive jiiilgos
— Observer food writer K.ithleen
Purvis, myself and C'atherine K.ibh,
eo-owiier of l enwieks Kestaiiraiit
and an associate professor at Jo h n ston tS. Wales. Kabb also reviews
w ine for the Cdiark>tte, N.O., O b
server.
We picked six cheap domes
tic beers — Seblitz. Milwaukee’s
Best, Bud Light, Kolling Koek,
Miller High l ife and Babst Bine
Kibbon. We evaluated the beer on
flavor, fullness and erispness, but re
ally, one overriding factor: Wbieb
winild taste best after mow ing yi>ur
law n
a warm summer day?
Our taste test was blind — six
beers ptuired into wine glasses at
Fenwicks. We talked about those
brews after we bad fniisbed tasting,
and each of us pronoimeed two or
three favorites.
(letting high marks from the
panel was Sebbtz, which offered

•

a bint of caramel sweetness and
was the boppiest of the group, ,ind
Rolling Rock, wbieb was fuller
and more rounded than
most. One taster liked the grassv
taste of Rolling Rock. Another,
however, thought the flavor was
flat.
rasters were l.irgely indiffer
ent tt) Miller 1ligb l ife, w bieb got
neither high nor particularly low
marks. One noted that it bad a
“beauty parlor” aroma of sulfur.
r be bottom feeders? Biid Light,
w bieb bad no weight, no finish and
a tinny taste. .Milwaukee's Best also
was panned as metallie and thin —
remmiseent, said one taster, of the
flavor of imebewed aspirin.
Lbat leaves your winner, a imanimoiis elu)iee: B.ibst Blue Ribbon.
Lbe tasters noticed a citrus Havtir,
low acidity and a maltiness more
pronounced than its brethren. One
noted a pleasant snap of bitterness
at the finish.
Were we surprised? A little. And
yes, pleasantly so.
You might be, too.
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Pabst Blue Ribbon beat out Five other American macrobrews to win
the title o f “Champ o f the Cheap.
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Miistang^eat Sac State in opener, on to Ohio
S I't)K !

^♦ItM A T IO N k E K > K T

junior quarterback Tony Smithrushed tor one touchdown and
passed tor three more scores as
No. 12 (>al holy opened its 2009
toothall season with a non-conterence victory over Sacramento
State m Alex Ci. Spanos Stadium.
Smith completed his first five
pass attempts of the game and fin
ished 12 of 19 for 218 yards. He
also rushed 20 times for 92 yards
for C'al I’oly (1-0).
Sacramento State, losing to Cal
Holy for the fifth straight time, fell
to 0-2 on the year. Cal Foly now
has a 16-15 advantage in the series
dating hack to 1967.
Smith, who ran one yard for
a touchdown in the first quarter,
connected with sophomore wide
receiver Jarred Houston (41 yards),
senior slotback Jon Hall (52 yards)
and junior wide receiver Mike An
derson (six yards) on touchdown
passes as Cal Poly raced to a 38-12
lead 111 the first three quarters and
never looked back.
C'al Poly’s other points came on
a one-yard touchdown run by se
nior slotback jayiiies Thierry and a
24-yard field goal by junior Cdiris
Pinto. Ihnto made all four of his
PAT attempts and junior Jake
West added the other.
Junior Dominique Johnson, a
transfer from UC'LA, caught four
passes for 61 yards in his Mustang
debut. Hall and Houston each
added two receptions. Hall con

tributed 58 yards rushing on nine
carries and junior Jordan Yocum
added 53 yards, also on nine trips,
as C'al Poly amassed 258 rushing
yards and 476 yards m total of
fense.
Safety David Fullerton notched
his eighth career interception and
Kenny Jackson and Scottie Cordier
also recorded thefts for the Mus
tangs. Defensive end Ryan Shotwell recovered a Sacramento State
fumble and linebacker C'arlton
Gillespie recorded the lone sack of
the game.
Gillespie, who recorded five
tackles in the has been named
Cireat West Conference Defensive
Player of the Week.
C'lillespie (6-1, 235, Oxnard,
C'A), a first-team All-Great West
Conference -selection a year ago,
had a tackle for lost yardage as the
Mustangs held the Hornets to just
288 total yards and forced four
turnovers.
C'lillespie, a team captain, also
was credited with a quarterback
hurry. His sack of Hornet quar
terback Jason Smith resulted m a
nine-yard loss late in the second
quarter.
The Mustangs play its next two
games on the road against Football
Howl Subdivision schools, begin
ning Saturday against Ohio (1-1)
111 Peden Stadium (24,000) at Ath
ens, Ohio.
Kickoff is slated for 4 p.ni.
and the game will be broadcast
live on HSPN Radio 1280 with

.X

M ATT BROWN

COURTESY OF C.AL POLY MEDIA REI.AT10NS

Freshman linebacker Kenoy Jackson tries to shed a tackle after an interception during
tory over Sacramento State. Cal Poly is 16-15 all time against the Flornets.
Tom Harket providing the playby-play. An audio stream of the
non-conference contest as well as
CiameTracker will be available on
www.Gol’oly.coni.
The Mustangs are ranked No.
14 in the Football C'liampionship

Subdivision coaches poll.
The Mustangs, who a year ago
led the FC'S with 44.4 points and
487.5 yards per game, lost their
head coach, quarterback, lead
ing receiver and top three rushers
fryiii that squad but didn’t miss a

Poly’s 38-19 vic

beat in the season opener.
Walsh was hired last January to
replace Rich Ellerson, who left
after eight seasons at the Mustang
helm to head the football prosee Football, page 67
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Time for an old-fashioned, seven-game World Series
L arry S tone

m control of the wild card, barring
a surge by the Chants (certainly
not out of the realm of possibility,
especially if Tim Lmcecum's back
issues are temporary), the loser of
the Dodgers-Rockies showdown
will still cruise into the postseason.
And recent history has shown that
wild-card teams thrive in October
_ four titles, most recently by the
2004 Red Sox, and numerous run
ner-up finishes.
In fact, there is a school of
thought that the wild-card teams
should have a harder route to the
World Series. In a recent St. Louis
Post-Dispatch article. Bob C'ostas proposed that the first round
of the playoffs be expanded from
five games to seven, but the wild
card teams get just two of them at
home.
"The whole idea is that there
should be an equal chance for a di
vision winner," C'ostas said. "The
wild-card team doesn't deserve it
because it hasn't qualified for an
equal chance over 162 games."
1 don't necessarily agree, be
cause in some instances the wild
card team has a superior record to
one (or even both) of the other
division winners. Last year, for in
stance, the AL wild card Red Sox,
with ‘>5 wins, surpassed the H9

THE SEATTI.K TIMES

The enduring term "pennant
race" has really been a misnomer
for the past 40 years, ever since
divisional play dictated that firstplace teams needed to do addition
al work to obtain the league-title
flag.
But by any name, nothing ex
cites a fan like good, tight compe
tition down the stretch. And with
the advent of expanded playoffs
and wild-card teams, there are now
eight potential "pennant" races for
the price of one.
Alas, most of them have fizzled
out this year. With three weeks to
go, the most compelling division
al race is in the National League
West. The torrid Rockies, riding
the same sort of otherworldly mo
mentum that took them into the
World Series two years ago, crept
within two games of the 1)odgers
heading into the weekend.
But the wild card, which has
done so much since its inception
in 19h4 (but not implemented
until 'h5 because of the strike) to
provide September suspense, might
actually detract from the drama in
this case.
With the Rockies comfortably

that once loomed so promisingly. It
was just Aug. 4 that the CTibs and
Cardinals were in a dead heat in
the NL C'entral. !t was just July 20
that the Yankees -and Red Sox were
in a dead heat in the AL East, with
the Rays breathing down both
their necks. And the Giants and
Rockies went into September in a
flat-footed lie.
The Tigers once seemed des
tined to be pushed harder by the
Twins and White Sox, while the
Marlins were definitely in the Phil
lies' heads after sweeping them in
early August.

wins of the AL Central champion
White Sox; and the NL wild card
Brewers, with 90 wins, surpassed
the S4 wins of the NL West cham
pion Dodgers.
I don't think the Red Sox
should have been penalized with
diminished home games had they
met the White Sox in the ALC'S
just because they happened to be
in a tougher division. I vote to
leave it the way it is.
The Red Sox again have control
of the AL wild card, but the Rang
ers are hanging around, impressive
ly. The cool Web site coolstandings.
com, which calculates each team's
playoff chances by simulating the
rest of the season's games millions
of times, have the Rangers as the
only current non-playoffteam with
a fighting chance of sneaking in.
Heading into the weekend, they
were given a 34.4 percent chance of
making the postseason, compared
to 9.3 percent for the Twins (sec
ond in the AL CT'iitral), 9.4 percent
for Florida (second in the NL East),
0.8 percent for the C'ubs (second in
the NL C'entral) and 10.2 percent
for the Giants (second in the wild
card, third in the NL West).
In other words, the Cardinals
(99.8 percent), Yankees (99.1 per
cent) and Dodgers (98 percent) are
locks; the l-’hillies (93.2 percent),
Angels (88.4 percent), Rockies
(87.4 percent) and Tigers (85.6
percent) are close to locks; and the
Red Sox (77.1 percent) are sitting
pretty.
So much for the pennant races

I’m still hoping that the Giants
turn the NL West/wild-card race
into a three-team, two-survivors
showdown. And I'd love to see the
Rangers make the Red Sox sweat
down the stretch, just for the fire
works. Maybe the Marlins and
Twins still have a run left in them.
But I'm afraid the bulk o f the
drama will have to come in the
postseason. That hasn't gone w'ell
lately. The past five World Series
have gone five, four, five, four and
four games. We need a good, oldfashioned seven-game series— even
if it's two wild-card teams.
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A weekend o f whiners and grumblers in pro sports
G e o r g e D iaz
n u ; O KI A N I X ) S F N T I N A l

There are moments on this plan
et when the stars align. You breeze
through every stop light on green.
You don't hear the dogs barking
at six in the morning. You watch a
sporting event in which petulance
and putrid manners aren't rewarded.
We hit the Holy Cirail this past
weekend.
Serena Williams got blocked from
the U.S. C'ipen women's final. Kyle
Busch didn't qinilify for NASCAR's
championship run. Jay Cutler got
plastered by the Cireen Hay Packers
defense.
The common bond between
these athletes? Loud, pouty whiners.
Ladies first. Williams got jobbed
by a lousy call — double-fault at
5-6, 15-.50 of the second set — in
the semifinals against Kim Clijsters
on Saturday. It's a ticky-tacky call
that should never be made at such a
crucial point in a match.
Hut still ...

Williams' protane outburst was
inexcusable. She threatened the lineswonian, screaming,“ ! swear to Cod,
I'll (bleeping) take this ball and shove
it down your (bleeping) throat.”
Now think about this for a mo
ment: It cost Williams a point pen
alty, which cost Williams the match.
Otherwise, she may have come back
and advanced to the finals. She was
fined $10,000 — less than a third of
her take-away purse for advancing to
the semis.
If the United States Tennis As
sociation had any backbone, otFicials
would have bounced her from the
rest of the tournament — meaning
she would not have been allowed to
play in Monday's women's doubles
final. Williams was rewarded for her
petulance by celebrating her 10th
Crand Slam doubles title and split
ting $420,000 with her sister, Venus.
imagine this boorish behavior
in any other league. Roger Cioodell
would have her on indefinite suspen
sion today. 1)avid Stern would have
her groveling at his feet begging for-

MCCLATCHY-TRIHUNF.

Serena Williams loses her U.S. Open semifinal match against Kim Clijsters by a point penalty after threatening the lineswoman over a foot fault call Saturday. She was fined $10,000 for the outburst.
giveness. Mike Helton would have
put her in park for a month.
Her first reaction w'as to say she
has no regrets and is trying to move

Winner of Beet Beer Selection
In Beet For C al Poly Kditlon

Been from all around the world!
:a :E .C ^ i^ Y O U R S r0 7
SPIKE 5 BPBK

ON

on. Williams then meekly “apolo
gized” through a prepared statement
posted on her Web site. It came 36
hours later, after attending MTV's
VMA Awards Show on Sunday
night. Please.
Williams wasn't the only one
mumbling a few expletives. Husch,
NASC'AR's temperamental bad boy,
fell just eight points shy of qualitying
for the Cdiase after finishing fifth m
Saturday's race .it Richmond Inter
national Speedway.
Husch has a habit of bumping
into things, whether it's cars or peo
ple. He seems to always be involved
in some sort of point-the-fmgerat-the-other-guy ruckus. Maybe he
can't help himself. M.iybe it's the
way he's programmed as a competi
tor. Hut it gets old in a hurry.
“I think there is part of your per
sonality that IS there at the beginning
of your career and goes all the way
thmugh,” Jeff Cordon said when I
asked him about Husch's tempera
mental issues earlier this year. “You
can't change it. It is who you are.”
The trifecta came Sunday night
when Chicago Hears quarterback
Cutler imploded against the Pack
ers.

Chitler spent a good part of the
evening screaming at people: Ref
erees, his receivers for running the
wrong routes (in his mind), and any
body else he considered not worthy
of being in his presence.
Perhaps Mr. Pouty Pants should
h.ive screamed at himself. He often
threw off the wrong foot, and across
his body. He had the worst game of
his NFL career, throwing four inter
ceptions in a loss to the Packers. His
passer rating was 43.2.
And why was C'utler playing in
Creen H.iy Sunday? He whined his
way out of 1Denver because he was
unhappy there.
It didn't matter that Denver was
a better fit for him — better offen
sive mind as a coach, a tremendous
wide receiver in Hrandon Marshall
and fans who absolutely adore their
quarterbacks. Right, Mr. Elway?
Hut no, C'utler wanted out, feel
ing disrespected and underappreciat
ed after the team considered trading
him in the off-season.
That's how whiners roll. It's never
their fault. Three-year-olds have a
stronger sense of responsibility.
They don't get it. They never
will.
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Brett Basanez talks with Jay Cutler who threw a third interception in the
second quarter against the Packers at Lambeau Field September 13. «
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W hy was B rett Farve’s decision so hard?
Ashley Fox
THK PHll.ADHl.PHlA INQDIKKR

What was Brett Favre thinking?
Seriously. What was he thinking?
Everyone knows he’s one of the
biggest drama kings in the NFL,
and OK, so maybe he really was
torn about whether he should retire
(again) or give his aged right gun
one more shot at glory (again).
But did he really need half the
summer to decide to join the Vi
kings, or did he just like being on
the ticker every night on ESFN?
After watching Adrian Feterson on
Sunday, Favre’s decision looks like
the biggest no-brainer since the Ea
gles sent TO. home for the season.
Favre’s shoulder shouldn’t even be
an issue, not when all he has to do
is hand otF to Feterson, hand off to
Feterson,and hand off to Feterson.
Tike Sunday against the Browns.
Favre had a pedestrian day — by his
three-tinie-MVF standards — com
pleting 14 of 21 passes for 110 yards.
After a slow start, Feterson finished
with 25 carries for ISO yards and 3
touchdowns. He gained 155 yards
111 the second half alone, includ
ing 64 yards on a touchdown run
that highlighted his combination of
speed and strength.
With the Vikings ahead by 2713, Feterson took the ball, cut
around the left side, and made five
defenders miss him, including de
fensive back Eric Wright. Feterson
gave Wright a stiff-arm, then threw
him out of bounds with one hand
and ran into the end zone.
It was, as the loquacious Vikings
defensive end Jared Allen said after
ward, like watching a commercial.
Allen called Feterson a stud. He’s
more than that. In just his third year
in the NFL, Feterson is developing
into a superstar.
And to think Favre vacillated on
whether he wanted to play with Fe
terson.
There’s no question the Vikings

will look to Favre to help them
close the gap on other teams and al
leviate some of the pressure defenses
put on Feterson. If Favre can stretch
the field, opponents won’t be able to
constantly put eight or nine in the
box, run blitzes, or stack the line.
Minnesota won 10 games last
season, but lost five by a touchdown
or less. If Favre could have changed
the outcome in just two of those
games, the Vikings would have tied
for the best record in the NFC and
would have been the conference’s
No. 1 seed. That would have meant
a first-round bye, rather than a date
with the Eagles.
Favre apparently had tc consider
all this before deciding to join the
Vikings.
Or maybe he just couldn’t stom
ach living in a dorm for a couple of
weeks during the Vikings’ camp at
Minnesota State-Mankato.
Kegardless, this should be the
easiest year of his interminable
career. He simply has to manage
games and figure out precisely how
Feterson likes to get the football,
and where.
That can’t be that hard, can it?
“ I haven’t played with a running
back like that,” Favre said afterward,
according to the St. Faul Fioneer
Fress. “Everyone in the stadium
knows Adrian Feterson is going to
get it, and he still gets ISO yards. It’s
remarkable.”
CCarolina coach John Fox said
yesterday that he was sticking with
quarterback Jake 1)elhomme — and
then went out and signed A.j. Feeley. After his performance Sunday,
Delhomme has little margin for
error, which gives him something
in common with Fox. With a bad
season. Fox is probably out. Asked
to describe the security of Delhomme’s hold on the starting job. Fox
said: “Frobably like the security of
all of us: day to day.”
Think it was a coincidence that
Tony Komo had his best game as the

Cowboys’quarterback without youknow-who on the field with him?
Let’s see: Dump your girlfriend?
Check. Lose your loudmouthed re
ceiver? CTeck. Throw for 353 yards
and three touchdowns, with no in
terceptions? No problem.
What a Sunday it was for Bron
cos fans. First, Brandon Stokley took
a tipped ball 87 yards to beat the
Bengals in the final minute.Then, in
the featured 8 p.m. NBC game, for
mer Denver quarterback and villain
No. 1 jay Cutler blew up, throwing
four interceptions in the Bears’ loss
to the Fackers.
Cutler was brutal, but even worse
was the news about Brian Urlacher,
the Bears’ defensive quarterback.
He’s out for the season with a dis
located right wrist. The linebacker
had started 49 consecutive games
and missed a total of seven in his
career. The Bears’ record in those
seven games (all from 2004): 0-7.
Look out, I )etroit, you might have
company.

MCCIJ^TCHY-TRI BUNl

Vikings’ quarterback Brett Farvecelebratesatouchdown during their vic
tory over the BrownsSunday. Hetallied 110yardsandonetouchdown.

These Are Your Times.

Pick up your copy at the Robert E. Kennedy Library.

Due to recent economic conditions, the complimentary New York
Times Readership Program at Cal Poly will no longer be available.
However, the low education rate of just $2.25 per week (Monday through Friday) will
still be available to students and faculty.
The Kennedy Library at Cal Poly has provided a pick-up point for those who wish to
receive the daily paper on campus. Off-campus home delivery will continue to be
available at the same education rate.
Ail subscriptions for on-campus delivery through the library, or off-campus home
delivery, can be ordered via the toll-free number below or online.
Subscriptions for on-campus delivery to the library will be accepted through Friday,
10/9 for the Fall 2009 term.

CONDO’ FOR RENT
Nice 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath Condo
Pool Access
Large Deck
Covered Parking
Extra Storage
Garbage Paid
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Mustangs to Host
Mission Inn o f Pismo
Beach Invitational

KCOY donates cameras to Cal Poly
KCOY: n -N T R A l. COAST NEWS

Learn by 1)oing is taking a big step
forward in the Journalism Depart
ment at C\il Loly with the (.lonation
ot three cameras troiii KCX)Y CXiS
12. KCX’)Y IS donating three Pana
sonic professional cameras, lenses and
tripods, valued at almost $25,(HH) to
be used in the ciepartment's weekly
student-produced TV news show.
“After getting so much bad news

said. “I asked for the cameras and
KCX)Y worked hard to make it hap
pen — they are always interested in
contributing to the success of our stu
dents.”
“We are excited to be able to do
this for C'al Poly,” said Kevin Liarlan,
General Manager of KCX')Y. “We
have many alumni already working at
the station and hopefully this cionation will only strengthen our relation
ship with the University.”

for so long about budgets for higher
education, this is a very w'elcome de
velopment,” Hill Loving, professor and
chair of the journalism department,
said. “The cameras will mean a sig
nificant improvement in the technical
quality of the student newscast.”
Professor John Soares, the tiepartment's chief broadcasting faculty
member, worked to make the dona
tion a reality. “What a great partner
ship we have with KCXW,” Soares

Sl’O RTS IN FO K M A TIO N K EFO R T

The C'al Poly volleyball team
returns to the central coast to
open both a five-match hc^mestand and the second-annual Mis
sion Inn tif Pismo Heach Invita
tional, scheduled for Sept. 18-19
in Mott Gym. ('al Poly (2-8), re
turning from its season-opening,
18-day, 10-match road trip, opens
tournament action Friday, Sept.
18 against Seattle (3-7) at 10 a.m.
before facing Santa Cdara (5-3)
at 7:30 p.m.The Mustangs com
plete their portion of the compe
tition Saturd.ay against former Hig
West ('(inference toe Idaho (3-4)
at 7 p.ni. U (' Santa Barbara (6-2)
tinalizes the field.

Coastal Reprographic Services
Posters Color Prints • Portfolios Presentations Mounti?ig
Small and Large Format Color Black and White
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Upload your projects from home!!!
www.coastalreprographicsxom

Great for:
Arch E,

INVITATIONAL
RE
WIND: In front of 2,533 specta
tors - the fourth-largest volleyball
crowd in Mott Gym history —C'al
Poly capped opening-day action
of the 2008 Mission Inn of Pis
mo Beach InviUitional on Sept. 5
with a three-set loss against thenNo. 2 and eventual NC'AA Iburnament national semifnialist Ne
braska. The defeat also doubled
as the first home sweep sutfered
by the Mustangs under Jon Ste
venson. C'al Poly bookended its
loss to Nebraska with sweeps of
Tulane and Northeastern. Below
are the complete results from the
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first Mission Inn of Pismo Beach in
vitational.
FRANKS ABOUT KILLS: She
may rank third among Mustangs with
2.49 kills per set, but tfeshman oppo
site Holly Franks has been Gal Polys
most-consistent hitter of late. High
lighted by a career-high 17-kill per
formance and a .375 hitting percent
age during C'al Poly s initial victory of
the season against Weber State Sept. 5,
Franks has recorded at least nine kills
in five of the programs previous six
matches.
BAPTSIM BY FIRE: Featuring,
arguably, the youngest oftensive attack
in Division 1 volleyball, four of C'al
Poly’s top-five hitters are freshman.
Aside from Franks, first-year outside
hitters Megan McC'onnell and Molly
Pon have emerged as C'al Poly’s lead
ing attacking options. McConnell,
who enters Mission Inn of Pismo
Beach Invitational play with a team
leading 2.91 kills per set, has reached
double-digit kill figures in C'al Poly’s
last six matches. Pon, highlighted by
a career-high 17-kill performance
that keyed C'al Poly’s four-set vic
tory against Weber State Sept. 5, has
reached the double-digit kill mark in
four matches and owns a 2.53 per-set
mark.
OLOWOLAFE
QUICKLY
IN FORM: Junior Dominique
C')lowolafe enters the Mission Inn of
Pismo Beach Invitational averaging a
career-high 2.13 kills per set and the
middle blocker is once again showcas
ing the hitting etficiency that helped
her earn All-Big West first team praise
a year ago. .5 team-leading .3If) hit
ting percentage that ranks sewnth
among Big VC'est plavers this season
has pushed Olowolafe’s career mark
to an even .30(1 figure that remains
the fifth-highest mark in program
history. Olowolafe, having topped out
with a season-high .5(H) (13 kills, c^ne
error, 24 attempts) hitting percentage
against then-No. 23 Kansas State Sept.
5, has hit better than .312 on six occa
sions this season.
FAMILIAR FOE: Sanu Clara,
Cal Poly’s Friday opponent, featured
current Mustang assistant coach C'aroline Walters in its lineup when the
program reached the NC3AA Tourna
ment national semifinals for the first
time in 2(K)5. A three-time All-West
(Xiast honorable mention selection,
the conference’s all-time leader with
1,932 career digs and Santa C'lara’s ca
reer leader with a 4.59 assLsts-per-set
average, Walten appeared in 421 of a
possible 428 sets during her career.

MUSTANGS AGAIN FEA
TURE STOUT SCHEDULE: In

at The Garden of Avila Restaurant - 5:30-7 pm
> Monday; Hatf pHce vdnet by the glats, weft drinks & appetfta n
Tuatday: Tlradftlonal Fish & Chlpt-$S - Bast A Newcastle-$2.25
Half plica winas b)rtlia glass, wall drinks & appaticars .
Wadnasday: Half pHca winas by tha glass, wall drinks & appatlgarl
Thursday Ladlas N l^ 5:30*7 pm: Ladles Nlghtl RINK Drink Spadals
Half ^ c a wines by the glass, well drinks 8r appetizers
'
Friday Happy Hour - 6-8:30 pm: Drink Spadals
^
Sunday *>*7{f0 am-2

what has become a hallmark of Jon
Stevenson’s five-year tenure, C'al Poly
is again contesting one of the nation’s
most-challenging schedules in 2(X)9.
Four of Cal Poly’s initial 10 matches
cx'curred against programs ranked
in the AVC'A Division I Top 25 Poll
while a pair conference contests
against No. 18 UC Irvine also loom.
As of Sept. 14, Cal Poly’s schedule in
cluded 12 total matches against teams
either ranked or receiving votes in the
AVCA poll. Excluding NC'AA Tour
nament matches. Cal Poly is 5-16
against nationally ranked programs
under Stevenson.
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continuedfrom page 62

gram at Army. Walsh accumulated
a 117-82 record in 18 seasons as
head coach — four at Sonoma
State and 14 at Portland State —
before spending the last two years
as otTensive coordinator and quar
terbacks coach at Army.
Walsh is now 13-1 all-time
against Sacramento State and Cal
Poly has won its last five games in
the series against the Hornets. Cal
Poly’s defense, with eight return
ing starters adjusting to the switch
from the 3-4 Hex to a 4-3 forma
tion, held Sacramento State to 288
total yards and forced four turn
overs.
Ohio, a 23-16 loser to Con
necticut in its season opener two
weeks ago at home, pulled out
a 31-30 double-overtime win at
North Texas on Saturday. Both
teams scored field goals in the
first O T ... Cam Montgomery ran
seven yards to give North Texas a
30-23 lead in the second OT, then
Theo Scott hit Taylor Price with a
15-yard TD pass for Ohio and, af
ter a roughing the passer penalty
on that play, Scott passed to Price
for the game-winning two-point
conversion. North Texas was 1-11
a year ago.
Ohio, coached by Frank Solich
(fifth season at Ohio (24-27), 11th
season overall (82-46), Nebraska
‘66), returns 83 lettermen, includ
ing 14 starters, olT last year’s team
which went 4-8 and finished tied
for fourth place in the MAC!-East
Division at 3-5. One of O hio’s as
sistant coaches, cornerbacks coach
David Brown, was defensive coor
dinator under Idlerson at C^d Poly
four years ago.
Ohio has averaged just 62 yards
rushing and 178 yards passing per
game st> far this season. Cdiris Carrett has rushed for 78 yards while
Scott has completed 14 of 29 passes
for I6l yards. Another quarterback.
B ch) Jackson, has connected on 17
of 30 passes for 194 yards. Price,
named to the ITed Biletnikoff

M ATT BROWN

COURTESY OF CAL POLY MEDIA RELATIONS

TheMustangs’ junior quarterbackTonySmith handstheball off to
sophomorefullbackJakeRomanelli in their opening-daywin.
Award watch list — he nabbed
51 passes for 694 yards and five
touchdowns last season; 14 of those
catches came in the season opener
at Wyoming, a school record — is
the Bobcats’ top receiver this fall
with eight catches for 112 yards
while Garrett has caught six pass
es for 24 yards. Linebacker Noah
Keller has 23 tackles. Matt Weller is
4-for-4 on field goals, including a
5()-yarder, and 3-for-3 on PATs.
Ohio, which converted only
39.6 percent (67-169) of its third
downs a year ago, is 8-for-32 this
tall.
The Mustangs and Bobcats are
meeting for the first time.
(]al Poly has enjoyed great suc
cess on the football field in recent
years — six consecutive winning
seasons, three Great West C'onference titles in the last five years and
NC'AA Division 1 Football Cdiampionship Subdivision playoff berths
m both 2(105 and 2008.
The Mustangs have won 49 of
their last 70 games dating back to
the 2002 season finale and have
won 18 of their last 30 games on
the road and 31 of their last 37

LON€WMAN.ORG

home contests. Cal Poly has won
seven or more games each of the
last six seasons, the longest such
streak in school history, and scored
in 41 of 44 quarters last fall.
Cal Poly has won five of its last
seven season openers and is 7-9 in
season openers since moving to
the FCS in 1994.The Mustangs are
15-5 in their last 20 games against
teams from the Big Sky Confer
ence.
Next week Cal Poly visits San
Jose State on Sept. 26 with kickoft'
set for 5 p.m. The Mustangs have
won three of their last eight games
against FBS schools, defeating San
Diego State 16-14 in 2006 and 2927 in the 2008 opener.

D o w n to w n

For reservations call 800-458-8848 or
Visit us at travelodgeslo.com
345 Marsh St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
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Got Mac?
W e've got your back!

Pac 10 deserves nod,
not just Southern Cal
Ancirea Adelson
niH ORi ANlX) SKNTINtl

Authorized
Service Provider

C' -«V •

Top-notch service - easy access - NO appointment needed.
We carry the entire line of Macs and iPods. Student discounts offered.

® fllQcSuperstore
Pacific Coast Center • SLO
(in te rs e c tio n o f M ad on na & H iguera)
w w w .m a c s u p e rs to re .c o m
(8 0 5 )7 8 1 -6 2 2 7

Apple
Specialist

25% OFF

FREE

any iPod or iPhone
Accessory

Mac($100
TUNE-UP
value)

* not valid on speakers or iTunes gift cards.
Expires 10/31/09. One Coupon per person.

* Macintosh computers only. Mac must start up to desktop.
Expires 10/31/09. One Coupon per person.
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Southern C'alifornia's stirring
coine-tToin-behind win over C'lhio
State ended another great day tor the
Pac-10 in games against liCS oppo
nents.
The league went 3-1 Saturday in
those games. T he biggest win obvi
ously belonged to No. 3 USC, but
UCXA deserves credit for beating
Tennes.see in Knoxville in front of
l(K),(KW)-plus fans. Tennessee might
be down, but Neyland Stadium is
never an easy place to play.
The Pac-10 is routinely dksed
because people view the conference
as USC and everyone else. But the
league deserves respect. Last season, it
went 5-0 in bowl games. Four of those
opponents were from BC'S leagues.
Four Pac-10 teams ended the season
ranked in the final coaches' poll.
Though only two teams are ranked
in the AP poU_No. 3 USC and No. 8
C'alifornia_the Pac-10 ranks second
in my conference power rankings so
far this year. (Note: Oregon State is
ranked in the coaches' poll):
1. SEC: The last three national
champions have come out of the
SEC. Currently, four teams are ranked
in the top to, including the No. 1
Florida Cators. While the Gators
haven't played anybody of substance
yet, they es.sentially returned every
body fkmi their national champi
onship team. Alabama won a huge
non-conference game when it heat
Virginia Tech to open the seastrn. No
conference has two teams as good as
UF and Alabama right now.
2. Pac-10: Why? USC freshman
QB Matt Barkley grew up big-time
Saturday night, and the Trojans looked
impressive on that final drive to win
it. California has Itxiked solid, too.
The winner of this game could end
up playing for a national champion
ship. Watch out for UCLA.
3. Big 12: The conference has
been a' bit of a disappointment, es
pecially after Oklahoma State lost to
Houston. The Mountain West could
be ranked ahead because of BYU's
win over Oklahoma, but the Big 12 is
better top to bottom. With Sam Brad
ford sidelined, Texas is essentially the
conference torchbearer for national
championship hopes.
4. Big Ten: If your biggest win
this season belongs to Michigan, then

you arc in trouble. Penn State has the
only legitimate shot at competing for
a national championship. Ohio State
has done the conference no favors
with its blowout losses in title games.
5. M ountain West Conference:
The top of the conference is better
than the Big Ten, but the bottom is
not. BYU is up to No. 7 in the AP
poll with a huge g;ime against FSU
up next. No. 15 TC’U and No. 18
Utah have been in the national con
versation the last several years, too.
The conference has more ranked
teams than the Big East, and the same
number as the Big Ten.
6. ACC: The conference had an
embarrassing opening weekend with
Duke and Virginia losing to 1-AA
teams. Its top two teams are ranked
Nos. 13 and 14, Virginia Tech and
Georgia Tech, respectively. There is a
whole bunch of mediocrity here.
7. Big East: Sorry, guys. Cincin
nati IS the lone ranked team, at No.
17.The league is 0-3 in games against
BC-S opponents this season, and 0-2
against ranked teams.
In the hot seat...
We had Virginia Coach A1 Ciroh
on the seat la.st week, and we have
him on again this week after a loss to
TCU sent the C.avaliers to 0-2. They
went scoreless in the first 56 minutes
of the game, and a little more than
48,(K)0 showed up to watch, their
lowest attendance since 1999. Ciroh
hxs got to go.
O n the rise...
Houston. Ciould the Ciougars be
the first team from Conference USA
to be a BCiS buster? It sure looked that
way after a 45-35 win over Oklahoma
State on Saturday. Houston moved
into the Top 25 at No. 21, its fint AP
ranking since 1991. The schedule is
not easy.The Cougars host Texas Tech
at home next week, and there also ls a
tough road game at Mis.sis.sippi State,
though the Bulldogs are one of the
worst teams in the SEC.
O n the decline...
Last week C3klahoma State was on
the ri.se. After a shocking loss to Hous
ton, the Ciowboys dropped 11 spots
in the AP poll to No. 16. Was this a
letdown game after the huge opening
win over Georgia? To nuke matters
worse, top RB Kendall Hunter hurt
his ankle in the second quarter and
didn't return.
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MCCLATCHY-TIUBUNE
The UCLA Bruin defense smothers San Diegp State running back Bran
don Sullivan in the backfield at the Rose Bowl on September 5.
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Condoleezza Rice would love a job in football
K ent B ab b
mcx:latc:hy newspapers

STANF.ORl), Calif. — A wom
an in a red dress is power-walking
through the Stanford University
campus. It’s a Thursday morning.
She’s running late.
Condoleezza Rice reaches the
door of the Hoover Institution,
the foreign-policy think tank that
launched her career. She’s been a
pianist, a provost and the U.S. Sec
retary of State. She left the White
House eight months ago. Rice
spends hours now at a computer,
writing her memoirs when she’s be
ing productive and, when she’s not,
exchanging e-mails with former
President Cieorge W. Bush. Life can
move slowly. The best part is that no
one usually notices.
Rice reaches for the door, fum
bling with a phone, her keys and a
handbag the size of a newborn.
“I’ve never been a very good
long-term planner,” the .S4-yearold savs.’Mf 1 was a good long-term
planner, I would still be in music. I’ve
always let life unfold and then take
whatever the next most-interesting
thing is.”
She’s a political science professor
now, .iway from Washington and pol
itics, but there’s another high-profile
career that interests her.The industry
h.is held her attention since she was
a girl in segregation-era Alabama.
Decades have passed, but this hasn’t
changed:The job she’s always wanted
IS in the NFL.
Rice was linked last year with
a high-level position with the San
Francisco 49ers, but it never mate
rialized. For now, she’s in her office
at Stanford. It’s filled with photo
graphs of Rice with President Bush,
cards from C!abinet members .uid
Supreme C^ourt justices, even a fistsized chunk of Saddam Hussein’s
toppled palace.
But the centerpiece is a shrine
to the NFL: six footballs, four hel
mets, a Pro Bowl ticket stub and a
mounted New York Times article.
The story says that Rice once influ
enced America, and someday she’ll
influence the NFL.
“I have jokingly said that I’d love
to be commissioner of the NFL,”
Rice says, “or president of a team.”
She pauses and smiles.
“Half-jokingly,” she says.
Dinner was finished, and the
dishes were clean. It was football
tune in Birmingham. Condi was 6
or 7 when the games started, oneon-one football against her father,
the Rev.John Rice. On the day after
Thanksgiving, their front yard was a
football field. CTiiidi got the ball first,
and if she couldn’t run past her dad
without being tagged, it was John’s
turn. They called it the Rice Bowl.
“An old tomboy,” she says now.
“It wasn’t really proper for a little
Southern girl.”
But John Rice loved football, and
he wanted his only child to love the
game as he did. He’d been a football
coach and athletic director, but there
was something else: John knew foot
ball could disiract his daughter from
the violence and discrimination surnniiuliiig her. Birmingham w.isii’t
paradise for middle-class blacks in the
early PfMK.The South was adjusting
to desegregation; some weren’t re.uly
to part with old w.iys.
One Sund.iy morning in Septem
ber Pfh.TCaindi was in church when
''he heard a devastating announcenient: There had been a bombing at
another church, I()th Street Baptist
in downtown Birmingham. Four
t
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young girls were dead. Condi had
attended Denise McNair’s birthday
party and shared dolls with her. Now,
Condi heard the minister say that
11-year-old 1)enise was gone.
John tried to shield his family
from the turmoil. He didn’t march
or participate in sit-ins, afraid his
temper would sully a movement
whose foundation was nonviolence.
Instead, he camped in a cul-de-sac,
ready with a shotgun if the Ku Klux
Klan made the wrong turn.
When Condi asked where her
dad was going, he’d change the sub
ject, turning the conversation toward
the NFL or their Saturday ritual: lis
tening to the University of Alabama’s
football game on the radio. Back
then, going to watch ‘Bama had bee.i
Condi’s dream. Bear Bryant and the
Crimson Tide. What could be bet
ter?
One year, Alabama was play
ing Auburn at Legion Field in Bir
mingham. ('ondi wanted to go. Not
this year, John told his daughter. He
preferred to follow the game on the
radio. Condi conceded, and she en
joyed listening with her dad so much
that it didn’t occur to her why John
had kept them home: because blacks
weren’t permitted at Legion Field.
“My parents never really liked to
say,‘You can’t do that,’.” she says.
(^Midi’s mother, Angelena, taught
her to be a lady and play Brahms.
John taught his daughter to read a
defense and predict the screen pass.
They’d sit for hours,John explaining
the game and Caindi absorbing it all.
Years later, the memories — and
what the game means to her — are
special.
“Just my father and me,” she says.
C?ondi ate dinner in 1)enver with
a group of her college friends. Sever
al of the Broncos players were there,
too. It W.IS the late 1970s.
She’d left the South to pursue
her education, and Denver felt like
home. It didn’t hurt that there was an
NFL team there. Attending the Uni
versity of I )enver and hanging with
the Broncos put her closer to the
game. It wasn’t close enough. Friends
say now that she wanted to marry a
football player.
In walked Broncos punt returner
Rick Upchurch. He was flashy, spon
taneous and unpolished — every
thing Condi wasn’t. And he supplied
her fix: unobstructed access to the
game. She was hooked.
“Total opposites,” says Haven
Moses, a former Brtsncos wide re
ceiver who remains a friend. “That
was pmbably the attraction.”
With Upchurch as her chapemne,
C?ondi attended games and fixitball
functions, absorbing the thoughts of
her new friends. She would stoke the
conversation, keeping it burning for
hours. She’d learned from her father
the nuance of line play, positioning
and strategy. Now, she wanted to test
her knowledge.
“She kind of inserted herself,”
Moses says. “The guys just got
floored by that.”
Condi asked players how football
affected their personal lives and how
the game was expanding. She want
ed to uncover every detail What was
it like in the huddle? In the meeting
rooms? (^n the sideline?
(amdi was as close as she could
get, but her relationship with Upchuicii would cool. Moses and an
other former Broncos pLiyer. Rubin
Carter, say Condi was attracted to
Upchurch, but she was more at
tracted to the idea of dating a pLiyer.
She also w.is turning her attention
tow.ird her c.vrecr/lhe couple eveai.-.

tiially split.
Condi was a member of the
Broncos’ circle, and she wasn’t leav
ing. The friends kept meeting, and
Condi kept asking questions.
“Once she got inside,” Moses says,
“she could truly understand.”
Years passed, and it was becoming
difficult for Condi to reserve time
for the Super Bowl. Provost at a ma
jor university is a draining job, but
she kept taking on more.
Condi always wanted to feel close
to the game her father introduced
her to, even if that meant adding
another weighted ball to an over
worked scale. She insisted on hav
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ing input if Stanford hired a football
coach, always negotiating the chosen
candidate’s contract.
In 1989, (?ondi wanted to make a
splash. She believed in 1)ennis Green.
He would go on to coach two NFL
teams, but years ago, he was the first
black head coach in Stanford’s long
and progressive history. Condi didn’t
miss the 49ers beating Cincinnati in
that year’s Super Bowl.
She didn’t miss the game in 2001,
either, after becoming President
Bush’s national security advisor. Af
ter some trying times, the President
and Condi would exhale and retreat
to a television, Condi joining her
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boss as he watched his beloved 1)allas C'owboys.
But in 2005, there was a prob
lem. Condi had just been confirmed
as Secretary of State. She’d tried to
schedule her trip to Israel around the
Super Bowl, but it couldn’t be done
Kickoff came at 2 a.m. in Jerusalem
She was going to miss the game.
After a long day, Condi set hei
alarm in time for kickoff. Fighting
a losing battle against sleep, she kept
the television on. With 11 minutes
left, she awoke to watch New Eng
land stifle Philadelphia’s comeback.

seeRice, page70
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Rice
continued from page 69

"Still ncwr missed a Super Howl,”
she says.
It was all she knew to try. Caiiuli
turned on the television.
It was 2000. John Kiee was in
the hospital, his brain damaged al
ter sudenng cardiac arrest months
earlier. Visits were ditlicult, and con
versations were impossible, (aindi's
mother died in 1083. and years later.
John married a woman named ('lara
Hailey. llieyVl moved tt> C'alit'ornia
to be near Camdi. As always. John's
living room had been an auditorium,
tive solas and a huge TV that seemed
alw.iys tuned to tbotball.
Cdara h.id helped John sit upright
to see Camdi on d'V during Bush’s
inauguration. C'lara thought that if
John S.IW his daughter, it might reignite his mind, tdara s.iys now that
he couldn't comprehend what he
was watching.
Later, C'ondi stopped by and
Hipped through the channels. She
stopped at a football game and sat
next to her dad. Like they I k k I done
so iiianv tunes in Hirmingham, the
father and daughter touched shoul
ders and watched a game.
When she's telling him about
pLiys,’’(dara s.iys now,"he smiled and
nodded, f le understands.''
Weeks later, John's heart stopped
again. I )octors restarted it long
enough for his wife and daughter to
say goodbye. Condi leaned m, cry
ing. She asked him to s.iy helUi u> her
mother.
Haul lagliabue. the former Ni l
commissioner, once sent C'ondi an
other football for her ctillectuui.
lagliabue w,is retiring, and Cduidi's

name had been Hoated as a possible
replacement. He signed the ball and
inscribed a message: He careful what
you wish for.
C'ondi says that she has never un
derestimated any job and that she’s
■iware of the NFL’s challenges. Hut
compared to what she experienced
as Secretary of State? She’s discussed
genocide m Africa, forged peace in
l.ebanon, and calmed growing ten
sion between Russia and Cleorgia. In
those d.iys, sometimes the only thing
keeping her going was that Sunday
was approaching.
"Sptirts were always sort of an es
cape,” she says. “1 always knew that
the next day, or maybe the next hour,
I was going to be confronting some
thing pretty awful.”
Sunday mornings w'cre for church
and a weekly call to the British for
eign minister, but afternoons were
ftir football. She’d watch her favorite
team, the Cleveland Browns, study
ing each play.
“She knew more about the actual
structure and technique of the game,”
former 49ers and Browns president
C"barmen Holicy says, “than 1 did.”
Holicy and C'ondi had become
friends when he was with San Fran
cisco, about .30 miles from Stanford’s
campus. Later, Holicy would invite
her to speak to pl.iyers. She’d tell
stt>ries of distant lands, how she was
bringing football with her, and how
she sometimes used sports to soften
tough conversations.
“ I could connect.” she says, “by
asking how their team was dicing.”
Ciondi says she has no delusitms of
becoming the NFL’s commissioner.
She likely missed her chance when
Roger Cioodell succeeded Tagliabue
three years ,igo. ,At the time, Camdi
was at the flmthills of her term as
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Bush’s global ambassador. But now
that she’s left Washington, she’d like
to be involved somehow.
For Clondi’s qualifications — a
recognized voice across the globe,
a known female face as the league
expands its marketing, and a passion
ate student of the game — she also
could face unique challenges. She
was a key figure during eight con
troversial years alongside Bush, has
little football experience, and, yes,
is a woman trying to enter an oldboys’ network. As of 2006, according
to the Women’s Sports Foundation,
only 43 women held jobs at the vicepresident level or higher throughout
the NFL. No team h,as had a female
president. And that’s the job Ciondi
wants.
She remembers one of her fa
ther’s lessons.
“ Fhere was nothing that I ever
w'anted to try or do that I didn’t get
to,” she s,iys.“It wasn’t going to mat
ter that I was a girl.”
Michael Onard is a former NFL
phiyer who now writes books about
the league. He says C'.ondi is quali
fied, but he’s uncertain she would be
M CCIXK.UY-TRIBUNK
immediately accepted into a Ic'ague
that eniph,isizes tradition and tries Condoleezza Ricedisplays aT-shirt, presented by Dr. ArleneAckerman,
to offend no one. A team might be superintendent of School District of Philadelphia, May 4at Bodine
reluctant to gamble on her, regard High School in Philadelphia.
less of her skills.
“They don’t want to polarize
Holicy, the former executive, says tion’s most iiiHuential people finally
anybody over anything,” CTriard says. others have doubted CAindi. He once made it inside.
“If they’re going to get serious aPout shared a suite at a 49ers game with
(iondi h,is never married. 11er
globalization, having stmieone like C]oiidi and Dwight Cdark, the long friends s,iy she never found the one
C'-ondoleezza Rice would be verv' time San Francisco wide receiver. As who could challenge her. Others s.iy
good. But Bush didn’t make a lot of Ciondi had done so many times, she she never found a man who could
friends around the world.
asked questions. How did he see the compare to her father.
“The gender issue, that could be game changing? Where was the NFL
“I le w.isjust totally different,” s.iys
a bigger problem. The NFL might headed? In the second half, (Aindi ('Lira, (iondi’s stepmother.“It would
be reluctant to take a bold, risky step faced the field and predicted forma be difficult for her to find someone
like that unless there were pretn
tions and situations. Holicy couldn’t who even half measured up.”
clear signs of a tremendous p,iyoff.”
(amdi s.iys she doesn’t know
help but laugh. I ater, ('.lark pulled
w
hat’
s 111 her future. She has ideas for
Holicy .isule.
“1)anin,” Holicy remembers (dark the Ni l - improved technolog\',
w.iys to ease time-zone concerns it
s.iying.“ Lhat lady knows her stuff.”
('ondi sits 111 her office at Stan the league goes international, meth
ford, .1 lifetime of mementos sur ods to maintain the community feel
rounding her. Books on foreign pol- III m.irkets such .is (¡reen B.iy aiul
icv, literature in the four langu.iges Kansas ( ity — but she’ll keep iloing
she speaks, and more footb.ill gear w h.it she’s .ilw ,i\ s done: wait for an
opportunitv.
than the room can hold.
In the meantime, she’s writing
She s.ivs there are dozens of foot
balls at her home in I'.ilo Alto, Ca her memoirs, focusing the book on
lif, and more trinkets hidden m her her parents’ lessons. She’ll get a few
office. Coiuii’s chief of staff, ('olbv pages down, be Hving along, and _
('ooper, opens a cabinet and re there’s another e-mail from Bush, re
moves .1 Buffilo Bills workout shirt minding ('ondi th.it lex.is. his favor
that former Stanford quarterback ite college football team, is primed
tor a big season.
Lrent Fdwards sent as a gift.
“ I he infernal Longhorns,’’ she
“ I here’s just so much,” ('ooper
s,iys, returning the shirt to the cabi- S.IVS with a smile.
(iondi stands and heads toward
net.“You could open a store.”
Some of (iondi’s memories are the door. I ife might be slow, but that
more personal. In 2<Ml3, she was in iloesn’t mean it’s stopped. And. once
vited to Hip the coin at Alabama’s again, she’s running late. Where’s she
game against lennessee. More than he.uled? ( 'ondi stops and • extends
,3il ye.irs after bkicks weren’t allowed her hand.
at Alabama games, one of the na“We 11 see. she savs.
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D on’t look for pretty football from the Niners
T h e 49ers have
started the season
with a v i c t o r y over
the C ardinals, 2016, but th e d e fe n s iv e
stru ggle e x h ib it e d
aiiytnin g b u t
offensive fluidity.
T im K a w a k a iiii
SAN JOSI Ml R4'l KY M WS

(¡l.HNDALE, Ariz.— You want
pretty hHitball? Cit) dig up films t)f
the bill Walsh 49ers, of' the Jerry
Rice 4‘>ers, of' some other longfaded iteration of'this once balletic
franchise.
The 2009 Mike Singletary
49ers are not about anything close
to ballet, of course.
More like ballast, bone-crush
ing and long stretches of w'atching
1I offensive pkiyers ctmtinue to
beat their heails against a wall.
You want pretty football? T here
was not much of it on display here
m the 49ers’ crunching 20-16
_ victory over Arizona to open the
200 9 regular season.
Instead, this was a 49ers display
of stubbornness, of principle, of
trench-to-trench toughness, and
yes, of pure proud ugliness in the
cause of victory.
I hey earned every headacheliiulucing bit o f it, and now they
'only have to keep doing it for 1.S
lor so more weeks.
“ 1 could care less whether it’s
\
^an ugly game,” Singletary saiil.’Tt’s
beautiful for us.
"So 1 don't really care about
all that other stuff, the stats and
what it looked like, bombs and
long runs"] it wasn't that kind of
game.”
I don’t think it will ever be that
type of game for the 29(19 49ers.
1’ass-h.ippy Mike Martz was fired
last vear, and new offensive coor

dinator jimmy Raye is following
Smglet.iry’s pow'er-offense con
struct.
lUit it will not be easy to keep
motoring through Nf 1 opponents
with so little cmativity or room to
breathe.
“ It’s going to be tough,” said
frank (lore, who was the crashtest dummy for the 49ers’ offen
sive crashing. “ I know it’s going
to be tough. (Hut) as long as we
keep getting wins. I’ll be happy
with it.”
T hose feelings were detectable
in the locker room afterward; the
49ers players, who giddily cel
ebrated every weird victory under
Mike Nolan, accepted this one as a
little but important step on a long,
head-banging journey.
They beat the defending NFC'
champions. They started 2099 on
an up note, following the .t- 2 fin
ish under Singletary last year.
T hey played swarming defense
against Kurt Warner ¿C ( av, they
committed only one turnover,
and Shaun Hill marched the 49ers
down the field for an S9-yard
fourth-quarter touchdown pre
cisely when the game was on the
line.
Hut the 49ers also were plod
ding and predictable on offense for
more than three quarters.
I line and again, Raye sent (lore
straight into the teeth of the Ckirdinals’ ilefense, tor loss after loss.
"it was one of those games,”
(¡ore said, with a cut on his head
but no other noticeable winmds.
“They had a great game plan for
tnir type of offense."
In all, the 49ers ran the ball 2.S
times tor 21 total yards, a (I.H-yard
average, (¡ore carried 22 times and
gamed .f9 yards, with a h>ng gain
of 6 yards.
Hut the 49ers kept at it, kept
runnmg and getting stuffed, all
the way until the fourth quarter.

whcMi they pulled ahead for good
by throw ing 13 times in a 1.3-play
drive.
What made the 49ers keep
runnmg, even as Arizona’s defense
waited tor the run? Will, resolu
tion and stubbornness.
Afterward, Singletary conceded
even the offensive linemen got
frustrated, and center f.ric Heit
mann didn’t deny it.
“ It was a great win today, but
th ere’s definitely going to be a lot
for us to learn from on that tape,”
said Heitmann, an offensive co-

capt.un.
"As much as I’li like to be all
positive and say the offense dul
some good things w hen we need
ed to, we’ve still got a long ways to
go if we want to be as consistent as
we need to b(* on offense.”
Do you think the (Cardinals’de
fense was set up to be beat by the
pass in the fourth quarter because
the 49ers ran so much?
“Yeah,” Heitmann said, shoot
ing a knowing glance at left tackle
Joe Staley nearby.“ ! believe that.”
It was enough on Sunday to
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beat an Arizona te.mi that hail
been off-kilter through the pre
season and showed no signs of
progress against the 49ers.
The 49ers gained only 293
yards " “ just enough. I'hey had
one play from scrimmage longer
than 29 yards "" a .39-yard pass to
Isaac Hruce. Imough.
They pounded their heads
against the wall, repeatedly, for
hours, until they figured out a way
to w in. Only 13 more games to go,
if their bones and brains can last
that long.

vV.-

liallas (iowboys .safety(Courtney Brown (right) iscalled for interference
while defendingthe San Francisco49ers’Jason Hill (left) in the fourth
quarter. The49ersdefeated the(¡owboys 20-13 at (¡owboys.Stadium
in Arlington, Texas Saturday. The49ers headcoach Mike Singletary
named running backVernon Davisoneof six teamcaptainsdespite pa.st
feuds.
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Beach Day @ Avila:
Sunday 9/20, 12:15pm
Free College BBQ @ Mt. Carmel:
Sundoy 9/27, 12:15pm

699 Higuera Street
Higuera 9 Bread
San Luis Obispo
805.595.3822
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